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City Dye House

Forest

Cure Your Corns

gestion.
A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of destroying an appe-

BT USING

SCHLOTTEEBEOK’S

tite for intoxicants by its influence on the stomach and
organs
of digestion.

& Bunion Solvent.
Corn, Wart
harmless;

is not a caustic.
Entirely
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunion* and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle,
g3TA CUBE IS G UABANTEElkmJBk
For sale by nil Druggists.
Price 25 cents.

DR.

Try it and you will be convinced like thousands
who nave used it and now testify to it* value,
v- Auk for Wchlotterbeck’* Corn and Wart
Solvent and lake no other.

I18 Middle Street

WELLING-

TON’S CHOLERA
MIXTURE.

_mOXt

For Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,
Violent Purging Paiu in the bowels, Ac.
This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children Bny it. Try
it and you will And it a household

newly opened for sale

of above, and of current and standard SecondSTORE
Cramps, Dysentery,
hand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books

purchased.
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entfSw*
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Give your orders
time ahead.

maker, for many vearo with Palmer & Batchelder,
Boston. Remember the place, established in 18G6.
498 Congress Street, Portland. Sign of the Three
Gold Balls. S. SCHRYYER, Prop’r. je20t jy20sneo

493
myl4

rememberj;he

lias the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. .Smith, (all of Augusta

We sell more ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC COUGH

BELTING.
ajTwho

Belting

BALSAM than of all
Cough Remedies United.

Frank B. Clark,
515 CONGRESS ST.
ju22

a

WHEN YOU PAINT

MASURY’S LIQUID COLORS!
No Chemical Combination

Belli.

WARRANTED PURE LINSEED Oil PAINTS!

GUPPY

fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they canthen
the

put

on

the

of Rubber

case

i

Belting

made in the

Successors to Guppy, Kinsman &
Alden.

ordinary

mar 31

way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
frictioned together, that the belt cannot separate

eodtf

as

belts made in the old way will, after bein
a time, especially when run at a greag

as

many
used for

TO

damp places.
particularly call the attention of all Mill ownas being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, w hile the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
speed

in

or
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wear more
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J. B. FICK6TT & CO.
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And all who

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.
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and

Secure
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Devonshire HtBoston.
37 Rende *t., IVew York.
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application.

REVERE RUBBER

71 ass.
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WAR SONGS! VERMONT & 188.
8. RD.

For Anniversaries and Soldiers’ Gather-

Principal and Interest

ings.

Fitchburg

WITH-

CHOttCWES arranged for TIale Voices.

Guaranteed by

the

Railroad,

Bonds have twenty years to run; bear 5
Piano or Organ Accompaniments.
per cent, interest, payable in May and November;
PRICE: 30 cts. paper; OOcts. boards; 73cts. cloth.
are in denominations of $1000 each, with Coupons,
or may be in Registered form if preferred.
When the
are lighted
They are issued to retire an existing mortgage
after this, there will be a new enthusiasm, since the ! and
pay for permanent improvements recently made
love for the old songs lias revived, and this capital
upon tbe property.
collection is just what is wanted for Grand Army
Tbe stock of the Vermont and Mats. Railroad
singers. Music simple, and all with Piano or Organ
accompaniment, and all the great favorites are hero sells at 131, and pays 0 per eent. dividend.
The Fitchburg Railroad guarante the principal
has 06 pages, is in .urge octavo
and interest of this Rond, and that stock sells at
form, and contains nearly a hundred songs and
and pays 6 per cent.
hymns. It contains all the songs recently jdven at 127,
United States and other investment securities rethe most successful Grand Army Concert, in Mechanics’Grand Hall, Boston; and soldiers and all
ceived in exchange at current rates for the above
others will find this a fine collection for concerts
bonds.
and social eirging.
We have the Ronds ready for delivery.
Abundant provision is made for Memorial and
These

I

CAMP FIRES

SOngS

Funeral occasions.

Orders and

MAILED, POST-FREE, FOR RETAIL PRICE.

correspondence by

mail

telegraph

or

invited.

MAVERICK NATIONAL

OLIVER I)ITSO>: & CO., BostOL.
Jun30
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Cor. Water A Congress Sts,,
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Makes beautiful

Lambrequins,

BOSTON.
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jun25
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tf'DflPUITTpulowand

bnuunci Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Hob- ..
Hammocks and Drapery. Inntruo
tion Books and all materi il for
this new fancy work at the War;
rooms of the

ARTIST’S”

CONGRESS &

It stands at the head,
The tight Running

LADIES,

use

For nil Brandies and Sketching

EXCHANGE STS.

(fulfils nt

“nfi MCCTS’ f4'
U U III LO >

the

AlgernonStubbs’

“DOMES!

PAPER PATTERNS. Elegiiv
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE S t
J®8
.13—

ART

I

STORE.

Tomplo Street

NOTICE.
A few summer boarders

accommodated
■louse,

of
one
In New

at
the

be
Center
pleasantest
can

the

England. House
places
new, piazza. Apply early to Chits.
Chandler, I'rycburg Center, Me.
jo20»od3w

EVANS’
Adrertislng Agency and Printers’
Warehouse,
H STOIV
COO WASHINGTON 81.,
Dealer In Wood and M«tal Typo, and all kind* ot
T.

NAYLOR,

Fresco Painters,
11

KKEE
STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
J. NAYLOR.
C. S. AUSTIN.
Chnrches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a first-cla?s manner, and at short notice. RepairmySOeodtf
ing old frescoing a specialty.

BY TELFGRAPir
FOB

THIS

NEXT

C.

Adv*nl»«m«uU Inserted In all
l'ii liter*' Matarlal*.
pj,u«r in ttm United State* or Canada* at pnbH»h«t> j
1
tor
asttsaate*.
Send
owost prfee*

Pine Engravings, Bold, Bronze and Blush
common
•■'rames arc mv specialties;
1' anting in all the leading styles. Those
in want will llnd it to their advantage to
examine.
Formerly STUBBS BROS.,
Temple street. Old frames regilded.
odtf

ju25_

ISfGFPAINTING
Description,

and Lettering of Every
ecuted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

XjXj,

TMt.
fan5

ex-

40 TEMPLE 8TKEJET.

eodU

THE HILL INVESTIGATION.

the New

nomination, was told to-day to Rev. I. J
of Hiram, and George W. Vickery, oi
this city.

Mead,

MARINE NEWS'.
Yellow Fever on Shipboard.
Washington, July 9.—The Surgeon General
of the murine hospital service, tc-day received
a telegram from the
quarantine officer at Pascagoula, Miss., saying that he found the Norwegian bark Vega, from Vera Cruz, bound to
Ship Island quarantine station, with yellow
fever ou board, on shore, pulled her off. and
towed her to Ship Island with a tug. The vessel was leaking, and but three men are able for
duty. She needs assistance.

NEW HAMPSHIRE,
Suicide of a Postmaster.
Franklin, N. H„ July 9.—Thomas Web3ter
postmaster of North Sanbornton, committed
suicide ou Sunday, with rat poison.
Despondency on accouut of financial embarrassments
was the cause.
He made an unsuccessful attempt on Thursday. The post office accounts
are

correct.

Killed by the Caving in of an Embank-

a

Telegraph Operator’s

Forge If illness.

Boston,; July 0.—A serious accident occurred
at Medway on the Woonsocket Division of the
Mew York uud New England Railroad, this
morning, whereby several passengers were injured but none were killed. A mixed train,
which leaves Woonsocket at (i 18, was running
between Medway and East Medway when the
engine uud two oarH were thrown from the
track by a plank which was drawn beneath
the wheels. The engiiie was running back-

ward at the time. Several passengers wore in
the cats, and all were thrown violently against
the sides hh the car rolled down an embankment.
Mrs. C. W. Saunders of West Medway
had a shoulder bioken, while Eileu Bullard
and John Mcluuis each suffered a fracture of
an arm. Others were severely bruised.
Hautfokd, Conn., July 9.—An east bound
passenger train on the New England road collided this evening with a gravel train one mile
east of Plaiuville. The collision occurred on a
The encurve, both trains running rapidly.
gineer and fireman of the gravel train jumped
and escapee
Geo Knickerbocker, engineer
6f the passenger train, remained at his post,
reversed his engine, was caught iu the wreck,
horribly crushed and instantly killed. His
brother, his liremau, jumped And escaped.
Charles
W.
Adaum’
Church,
Express
of
and
Charles
Hartford,
mereuger,
of
were
iu
the
Griswold,
Watsrbury,
baggage
car which was smashed to kindling weed, and
both men were thrown forty feet into an adjoining iield. Griswold’s body was thrown
over the telegraph wires, and be was
instantly
killed. Church's injuries are probably fatal.
The passengers were badly shaken up but noue
seriously injured. The accident was caused by
the failure of the telegraph operator at Plaiuville to give the conductor of the pai-enger
train orders to wait at that station for the
gravel train to piass. The operator’s name is
Charles A. Welsh and he is reported arrested

tonight.

WASHINGTON.

The Lottery Decision.
Washington, July 9.—Postmaster General
Gresham will tc-day forward to the postmasters
at New Orleans and New York copies of his
decision in the lottery cace, together with letters directing tbece postmasters to discontinue
the delivery of money orders or registered
packages to agen ts of the Louisiana Lotteiy
Co.
Counsel for the lottery company today

submitted to the Postmaster General a question as to whether under his recent decision
registered letters addressed to an agent of the
company iu Washington could be withheld.
This question the Postmaster General has not
yet decided.
The Assassination of Judge Haughn.
The Department of Justice has received
additional information iu regard to the assat,sination of Judge Haughn, the principal witness for the government iu the pending election cases in Texas. The Department is informed that threats have been mado by the
defendants in thoce cases that when they go
into court [hey will go urmed, and if the trial
should result in a conviction they will kill the
court and everybody concerned with it. The
e-jasaination of Judge Haughn has given rise
to considerable uneasiness in T.xas, and it is
not known how sc in others may go Liie tame
way.
Paymaster Wasson’s Case.
The President has been subjected ta the
me it pressing
importunities to relieve Paymaster Wa: :on from his sentence of imprisonment.
The highest tocial influences have
been need to this end, but the President has
shown no inclination to interfere with the sentence of the Court.
The We3t Pointers are
not taking any par: in this movement.
They
all keenly feel the fact that Wasson was a
W«3t Pointer and not a volunteer.

Whisky Exportation,

Dover. July 9—As a gang men employed today in excavating a deep cut for the Newmarket Manufacturing Company, of
Newmarke',
were in a trench the
bank caved in, .killing
Patiick Mullen iqstantly and dangerously injuring Napoleon Bolieuu.
Mullen leaves a
widow end three children.

TWENTY-FOUR

The temperature has remained about stationary in New England, Middle States and
lower Lake region. I' has fallen in the Southern States and risen slightly in the Noithwest
and upper Lake regiou. Rain prevailed during
the day in the Middle Atlantic and Southern
States with
northerly to westerly winds.
in
Clear
weather
prevails
tc-nlgbt
New
and
Middle
States,
England
westward to
thence
the Micoouri valley.
Winds have shifted to southerly in the
upper Lake region, Mississippi and lower Missouri valleys, and they are northerly in the upper Missouri valley and in northern Minneso-

The Brldgewa’er Incendiaries.
Brockton, Macs., July 9.—Chief of Police
Capron and Officer Shaw of Attleboro arrived
this evening with John Gilmore (colored) and
Edward Whalen, the Inmates who eccaped
escaped during the fire from the Bridgewater
state work house.
They were taken before
Judge Perkins at the District court where the

officers testified that Gilmore confessed to
stuffing a wad of paper in the ventilator of
the east wing and retting it afire and had carried a match nearly a year for the purpose.
He was glad the building was burned to the
ground and would at come future period have
Gilmore
revenge on the town of Attleboro.
said he never made any such statement and
was not guilty of
the crime charged against
him. Judge Perkins then remanded the prisoners without bail to appear to-morrow morning for further examination when the superintendent of the Blackstone workhouse will be
present. Whalen is being held as a witness.
Charged with Swindling a Mining Com
pany.
Boston, July 9.—Francis B. Webster of
Cambridge was arrested this afternoon charged
with swindling the Alta Gold & Silver Mining
Company of New Mexico out of $00,000. lie
was taken to Charles street jail In default of
$15,000 bail.

THE PKOHIBITIOM8TS
Movement for a Temperance Presidential
Ticket In 1884.
At a temperance
Milwaukee, July 9.
meeting here yesterday, at which Mayor Stowell, a Democrat, hut of strong temperance
views, spoke, there were several addresses In
which it was hinted that the Prohibition party
of the country was preparing to nominate a
It is said that the
Presidential ticket in 1H84.
movement lias acquired considerable headway
in Iowa, Ohio, Indiana, Alabama, Maine and
other States, and tlist, organization for that
purpose is going rapidly forward. It is understood that, the chairman of the Wisconsin State
Democratic Committee has addressed a letter
to Mayor Stowell concerning his action with
the temperance people, and that a convention
of the Democratic loaders will lie held in this
city to consider what attitude the Democratic
parly of Wisconsin shall take ou the liquor
—

Coi.UMntjs, O., July 9.—A call has been leaned for a state convention at Columbus on
July 24 to be composed of temperance workers,
Irrespective of party or cieed, to take the meafor carrying the second prosures necessary
posed constitutional amendment, churches,
ecclesiastical bodies and temperance organizations to send delegates.
Yellow Fever.
New Orleans, July 9.—The Swedish bark
Ilerna, Gapt Myberg, from Vera Cruz for Tobasoo, put into Southwest Pass and was towed
to the quarantine station. The captain’s wife,
first officer, steward and two seamen are sick
with y'ellow fever. A despatch from Biloxi to
the Tlmee-Democrat says more vigorous measures of isolatiou have been adopted at Ship Island quarantine station since the arrival of the
infected vessel. No personal communication
whatever now exiBts between the stations and
the mainland. Sloop Annie, which formerly
plied between Biloxi and tlio quarantine station, now remains at the station on duty, with
lior captain and crew, nene of them approaching the mainland. Mails and supplies will be
seut by commuuicating with a lighter anchored
at a safe distance from the quarantine grounds.
Coal Stocks Dow.
Philadelphia, July 9.—This is the last
week of the suspension of work in the anthracite coal mines, and it is understood by the
Schuylkill operators that no further restrictions In production will be made for a month.
Stocks of coal are very low.

SPORTING.
Arranging for a Boat Race.
New York, July 9.—James Pilkington, of
this city, has covered the 81C3 deposited with
Richard K. Fox by James Keenan, of Boston,
on behalf Wm. Elliott, and will back
Georgs
Gaisel to row him three miles, one and a half
miles and return, for 8500 a side iu three weeks
from the signing of articles.
The Race between Clingstone and Sf
Julian Off.
Cleveland, O., July 9.—Owing to a cracked
heel,which was developed after his engagement,
Clingstone could not be properly exercised and

conditioned to trot with St. Julian iB
Chicago
this moruing. The owner announces
to-day
the race is off.
The American Rifle Team.

London, July 9.—The Wimbledon commit-

tee have decided
team to ULe wind
the itsue to them

allow the American
gauge i, as it considers that
of complimentary tickets to
the military rifle competition will ensure the
Americans a full amount of practice. The
Americans have entered themcelves for ail
matches for which they are qualified. The
American team practiced at 10C9 yards
range
tc day.
The wind was rather Btrong, unsteady
and trioky
Out of a possible 35 C. W. Heniman and F. J. Rabbitt each scored 29J M
Pollard, 24; W. L. Cash, 22; and Mr.
17.
The American Bicycle Champion Defeated.
Rochester, N. Y., Juno 9.—H. W. Higham,
the English bicyclist, defeated John S.
Prince,
the -American champion, in a
twenty mile
bicycle race here tc-day. Time 1 hour 9 minutes 57 3-1 seconds.
Bicycle Tour of Canada.
not to

General

and other counsel of the
Whisky Association, it is said, have notified
their clieuts that the opinion of the Attorney
General will not interfere with the exportation
of whisky to Bermuda.
The Horton Report.
Commissioner Evans, being rsked this morning for information as to the report of the investigation of the charges against Horton,
said: “There are official reatons why It would
be premature to give any information on that
subject at pre:eut. Nothing will be given out
for publication tc-day.”
The President Not Going to the Yellow-

Toronto, Ont,, July 9.—Fiity

American

POLITICAL.
Yesterday's Vote

la the New Hampshire
Legislature.
Concord, N. II., July 8.—The ballot taken
for United States Senator In the joint convention of the legislature resulted as follows:
Whole number of rotes.23
Gilman Marston. 1
John Y, Mugrldge.... \
James W. Patterson.. 2
Aaron T. Stevens. 3
Harry Bingham. 4
Edward 11. Hollins. 8
James F. Briggs. 4

No quorum of either house votod.

stone.

LABOR TROUBLES.
The Ely Mining Troubles.
Hakovbu, N. H., July 9.—A few more ringleaders In the Ely riot were arrested this morning and Ukeu to Chelsea jail. Sheriff Berry
of North Thetford, who has been on duty at
Ely throughout the difficulty, has returned
home, and states it to be his opinion that no
furtner demonstration will he made by the
miners. There Is a gcad demand in Vermont
for laborers through the haying r eason, and
many of the ininerB will no doubt be able to
bridge over the period of distress by taking
work of farmers.
Strike at Fall River.
Fall River, July 9.—The weavers of the
Bourno mill struck work this morning on account of a change in their wages from
day pay
to payment hy the yiece.
They claim that it
is a reduction, but the management of the mill
say it will make no difference, and will be
fairer in the end, as under the old systjrn
shirkers received as much as liotu ;t workers.
The strike of the we.ivm.i at tlio Bourne
mill will have no effect on the
print cloth mills
of Ibis city. The Bourue mill is just south of
this city, iu Tiverton, and has been running
but about a year. The weavers, from the start,
have been paid by the day, but the management recently changed to
piece work, hence
the trouble. The mill claims the new arrangement will not make any reluction in the
pay
of the weavers. It is expected the trouble will
soon be settled.

Pennsylvania Republican Convention.
Uarrisihjrg, Pa„ July 9.—The Republican

State convention assembles here Wednesday.
Indications to-night are that a ticket has been
made up and that Miles of Tioga will be nominated for auditor general »ud McHose of
Berks for Treasurer.
Democratic Success In Annapolis, Md.

Annapolis, Md„ July !).—Dr. Claude, Demelected mayor to-day by
»i
majority.
Three Demociatlc and two Republican council men were elected and there wns one tie,
was

This Is the Hrst time for years
have carried the city,

the Democrats

"ASSISTED” EMIGRANTS
Coming Into the United States by Way
of Canada.

Washington,July 8.-8pecla) Agent Howell
has called attention of the
Treasury Department to the largo number of
immigrants arriving ntQuebecaud Montreal and says that many
of them are almost dRitltuts. Most of tbit
class are panpers who are ticketed to
poiuts in
the western parts of the United States. The
special agent Is informed that 28 persons who
had left Ireland only 20 days before were
fyun.i helpless and starving In tlm streets of
Buffalo, N. Y., and were committed to Erie
county almshouse. All of these people carao
Into the United States via
Canada.
The
Canadian steamers engaged In
importing cattle to Ureat. Britain make very low rate for
this class of immigrants to Canada. He says
he is also informed that a
large unmberof
‘‘state aided” immigrants are to leave
Foyrus,
County of Limerick, Ireland, on the next
steamer and are to he sent at once from Canada into the United States. It is stated at the
Treasniy Department that there is no law to
prevent pauper Immigration through Canadian
territory.

THE DOMINION.
No Orange Procession in Montreal.
Montreal, Jaly 9.—A rumor lias prevailed
hero that the Orangemen assisted by Ontario
brethren intended to have a procession the 12th
of July. Loading Orangemen, however, deny
the story aud say the only celebrations intended are to be held in outside
plains, to which

some

Montreal brethren have been invited.

Raum

The President has given up the trip to the
Yellawstone. He says that he will have to
wait until he is a private citizen, and can with
propriety get out of reach by telegraph
for a week or two.
When
he inquired
last week of the siguul office how long it would
take to run | a military tilegraph temporarily
into the Yellowstone Park from the point
nearest to it on the Northern Pacific railway,
his idea was that it might t..ke a week, and
would probably cc st 83C3 or 8G00. This cost
he Intended to pay out of his own pocket.
He
found, however, that it would take more, and
very much more, money than he had estimated. The signal office roport d the coat about
86,CM. The Preiident thought this too high a
price to pay for a picnic among the geyters.
He says he has deferred the trip until the summer of 18E5.
Though disapj Anted in the
western excursion. Mr Arthur intends to have
a trip ou the Despatch.
On Tuesday, perhaps,
he will go aboard and put out to tea, to be goue
ten days. The course is not exactly marked
out, but it is povsible that Newt irt and the
coast of Maine will bo touched.

Bull",

wheelmen, representing the principal clubs in
the United States, making a tour through Canada, arrived here tc-day. They made a tour of
the city this afternoon and were
banquetted
to-night by the local clubs.
Base Ball.
At Buffalo—Buffalos 4, New Yorks 1.
At Detroit—Providence (i, Detroits 1.

Still Inquiring Into the Bartlett. Robbins
& Co. Contract.
Washington, July 0.—Mr. Coleman opened
proceedings in the Hill investigation this
morning l>y the presentation of a number of
Bartlett. Robbins Sc Co.’s contracts. As he
offered the first contract he explained that the
wished to show that Bartlett, Robins Sc Co. had been corruptly aud unlawfully
favored in the award of contracts.
Mr. Totten asked if the counsel proposed to
follow up this evidence by evidence that Hill
had been bribed.
Mr. Coleman was astonished that a good
lawyer should expect him to show that money
had actually passed between the contractors
aud Hill. If ho could so present facts as to
lead to the inference that money must have
passed, he would have accomplished all that
he expected in this Investigation.
Mr. Totten objected, aud being pressed by
Mr. Coleman, said that he represented Bartlett, Robbins Sc Co., Mr. Hill aud the Dix Island Granite Company.
The prosecution then put in evidence showing that Bartlett, Robbing Sc Co., or Bartlett,
Hayward Sc Co., had received uineteeu contracts for furnishing heating apparatus from
1870 to 1883 at an aggregate cost of $419,111,
upon which there was extra work amounting
to $109,818.
Contracts were awarded to other
firms amounting to $170,COO, upon which the
extra work amounted to gOOC'J.
Mr. Coleman then offered in evidence proposals upon which contracts were awarded for
the supply of heating apparatus for the bureau
of engraving and printing.
Bartlett, Robbins
Sc Co. bid $31,448, while Bashor & Co. bid
$32,524, the contract being awarded to Bartlett,
Robbins Sc Co. A number of similar cases
were instanced.
Mr. Coleman read from the
back of a letter from Hill to Secretary Folger,
dated after the filing of the charge
in this
case, submitting a Eta’ement in regard to the
for
the
Oh
ar
let
heating apparatus
ton, West
Virginia, court house. The following was endorsed by Secretary Folger:
“Upon the facts found In the within statement, I decide to accept the proposal of Bartlett, Robbins & Co., as the surest and best for
the interest of the government.”
Charles Wormell then took the stand to
identify a number of vouchers showing payments to Bartlet:, Robbins Sc Co. and Bartlett,
Haywood Sc Co.
No one else could have furnished the required iron work. Coleman continued to put
in vouchers showing work done in many cities
by Bartlett, Robbins Sc Co.
There is a Dill for thermometers sent to Indianapolis that shows that they have no thermometers out there, said Coleman.
Mr. Thomas—It allows that Bartlett, Robbins Sc Co. coaid sell them cheaper than Indianapolis dealers.
Mr. Coleman—>ve would like to see yon
prove that. See what the Government has to
pay for work in Portland, Oregou, reading
another voucher. Do you mean to say 85 per
day for a foreman is excessive? asked Totten.
Not out there, replied Coleman, but they
charged tbe Government the same price for
work done here when they did not pay it.
Mr. Thomas—How do yon know that?
Mr. Coleman—We will prove it.
Mr. Totten objected to the reception of somd
of the vouchers because ft appeared that the
supervising architect had only conferred a nthority to make repairs upon superintendents
of buildings without naming tbe firm that
should do tbe work.
Sir. Coleman contended that the defence
must show that tbe superiotendents had not
been instructed to give the work to Bartlett,
liobbius & Co.
Chairman New said it was within tbe knowledge of the committee that the supervising architect only conferred authority upon superintendents to have repairs made.
Mr. Coleman maintained that superintendents were ordered to give work to certain con-

Srosecutton

Fatal Iteaulta of

ment.

question.

MATERIALS,

“D0ME8TIC” SEWING MACHINE GO.
Cor.

Sale of the Gospel Banner.
Augusta. July 9.—The Gospel Banner, one
of the oldest papers of the Cniversalist de-
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seeking an absolutely
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Safe

Try Our Giant Belt.

on

AUSTIN &
NT O

Street,

Slightly warmer, fair weather is indicated
for New England and the Middle Atlantic
States, Ohio valley and Tennessee on Tuesday
and Wednesday.

separate.

Samples and quotations furnished

Paint Dealer**,

PORTLAND, HIE.

INSTITUTIONS.

length of time. For Heavy main belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Entiless Belts, as we stitch the splice in such a
way that it

stick

ta.

Savings Banks,

to this Belt

way.

a

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

<fc CO.

outside,
he outside cover is
seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
on

for application by simply stirring with
Send for sample cards and prices, to

jun2U

Resignation of a Clergyman.
Lewiston, July 9.—Rev. J. B. Jordan, pastor of Pine street Free Baptist ohnreh, of this
city, has resigned and accepted a call to Minneapolis, Minn. He also bad a call from Cleveland, Obio.
A Boy Drowned.
Willie Ronco, a French Canadian, seven
years old, while playing on the logs was
drowned in the river last night.
Sheep Killed by Lightning.
Dover, N. H., July 9.—Widow Neal, of
South Berwick Junction, visited her sheep
pasture tc-day and found twenty-jeven of a
dock of thirty-three dead, probably killed bj
lightning Saturday.

Mixture.

Wab Dep't Office Chief Signal j
Officer, Washington, D. C.
j
July 10,1 A. M.
For New England,
.Slightly warmer (air weather, winds shifting
to west and south, slight rise followed hy falling barometer.

C. H.

made np with the usual plies of
Rubber, and, before putting on the out
side cover, it is stitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
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METEOROLOGICAL.

Belting is

wear

week. At 10.30 a. in. there will be
oration and poem in Memorial Hall, exercises under the Thorndike oak at 3 p. m., and
promenade concert and dance ou the Green at
8 p. m.

HOURS.

Duck and

not

or

other

new

GIANT BELTING.
This

eoiltf

INDICATIONS

article in Rubber
which is sold under the name of

Just patented

Music.

’Excused.
Committee—E C Smith, Z W Kemp and P S Lindsey.
Tc-murrow, Tuesday, is class day, which has
become oue of the loading features of com-

The largest ami best in the city.
New Books received soon as published. Terms
2 cents a day.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Faucy Goods constantly on hand.

4-03 & 405 Fore

Adamson’s Botanic
Cougb Balsam

RUBBER

Imgartant

place.

Music.

Gua'temoziu to the Mexican Council.Fosdlck
*C E Adams, Bangor.
How he saved St Michaels
.Anon
I* S Lindsey, Norridgewock.
Mr
to
Corrv
.Grattan
Reply
L W Walker, Conway Center, N H
Rights and Duties.Robertson
J Torrey, Jr, Yarmouth.

mencement

Wholesale and Retail

jylOTTh&Slw

We have

Congress St.
MWFlf

Music.

The d'abosest politi. au.Beecher
s K Child, Rumford.
Danger of the Spirit of Conquest.Corwin
L Barton, Naples.
Justification of New England. Ciuldng
J A Waterman, Jr, Durham.
Kossuth.Webster
J P Waterman, Waldoboro.

an

IT IS A FACT

use

always engaged

CLARK’S

Ready

THAT THOUSANDS OF OUR BUSINESS MEN
GO TO THEIR OFFICES IN THE MORNING AFTER AN UNEASY NIGHT, OR A LATE DINNER. FEELING DULL AND ALL OUT OF
SORTS. THIS IS ENTIRELY UNNECESSARY.
FOR A SINGLE DOSE OF THAT SPARKLING
FOAMING SPECIFIC, TARKANT’S »KLTZER APERIENT TAKEN BEFORE BREAKFAST. WILL
IMMEDIATELY DISPEL ALL
FEELINGS OF HEAVINESS, REMOVE GENTLY BUT SURELY THE CAUSE, AND QUICKEN
INTO HEALTHY ACTION EVERY FIBRE OF
THE SYSTEM.
FOR SALE AY ALL DRUG-

to

as we are

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO..

CL fl. GUPPY & CO.

GISTS.

early,

some

The Best in the W orld.

The three preparations above
can be found at just one place in
the City.

on

Music.

Appeal for judgment upon Hastings.Burke
O W Menus, Augusta.
Kcply to Hayne.Webster
C E Sayward, Alfred.
.Beecher
Eulogy on Lincoln
Z W Kemp, East OtistieUI.
Tiie necessity of Compromise. Clay
E C Smith, Augusta.

necessity.

secured the eervic
Practical German Watch,
I lia\

The exercises were of an interesting character, and Grimmer of Portland furnished most excellent music. The following
was the program e:

•

ENGLISH BOOKS.

RARE OLD

tendance.

of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

ation in sudden colds and chills.
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

13 Preble Sl.opp. Preble House
sneodtf
jylO

nov23__

paired nutrition, improvishment
of the Blood, and in all the various
This
forms of general debility.
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract

Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspir-

FOSTERS

Two Bad Disasters

Brunswick, July 7.—The prize declamation
'iy the Junior class took place this eveulng in
Memorial Hall. There was the usual large at-

Nutritive tonic,

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger
now before the public.
It instantly relieves Cramps,

of all kinds

ACCIDENTS.

York & New England.

it would be
indicated in the treatment of ima

EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

BY

Exercises of Commencement Week.

CONCENTRATED

all communications to
POKTLAKD PUBLISHING OO.

Address

As

RAILWAY

BOWDOIN. COLLEGE.

& WINE.

a

MAINE.

:tickino«,!«tc.

FOREIGN.

xlCKingB,

uniis....

Kelt.15
Medium.-.11

FIKTE

BEEF, IRON

!*

*

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE CHOLERA.
Cairo, July 8.—It is reported hero that a
yacht is being prepared, an 1 will be held iu

readiness to take the Khedive to Naples, iu
the event of the spread of oholera,
making his
departure necessary.
Hong Kong, July 9.—Cholera lias broken
cut at Hwatow, and is raging \iolentiy.

Alexandria, July 9.—Provisions have givout at Damietta and the people are
starving
A number of European residents made an attempt to break the cordon around the town
and several of them have been wounded.

en

London, July 9.—The number of deaths on
Sunday from the cholera was 88 at Damietta,64
at Mausurah,9 at Samauoud, 7 at Shlrbin, and

one at

Alexandria.

WEST INDIES.

The Revolution in Hayti.
Havana, JnlyO.—The mail stoamer from St.
Thomas arrived here to-day.
News from Port
au Prince, of June 26,
says that hostilities between the government forces and the revolutionists continue, with considerable losses on
both side*. Jeretnie has been completely subdued. The government troops have reached
the limits of Grand Anzs audTiberon. Perfect order has been established at Aquin.
President Salomon has granted pardon to all
rebels at Annin, excepting twenty of the ringleaders. All the reports from Miragoane assert success on the part of the government
forces, but according to the latest advices from
Jacmel the revolutionists are within seven
leagues of Port au Prince. Refugees from
Miragoane report famine roign9 in that town.
ForeBt Fires in Oregon.
Portland, Ore., July 9.- Tremendous forest
fires are raging south
of Kala na. Six miles of
railroad and two locomotives have been destroyed at Oak Point logging camp. Loss up
to this morning reported at
8200,000. The
nemos extend for miles and are
raging so
fiercely that it is unsafe to investigate the
losses.
It is believed fires will continuo until
the coming of rain.

tractors.

Mr. Hill denied the trut)t*»i*f this assertion,
aud a sharp tilt followed between the counsel.
The reading of vouchers was resumed. Wheu
it had continued some time Mr. Totten objected
-ground of jjr«leyipv. In coarse
of a pa: rage between conncel Mr*. Tl'iien said
that he represented all of tbe people except
Murch, a man who conceded that he wei a
criminal.
Mr. Coleman replied that it was not for Mr.
Totten, who repreejnted a man charged with
the cotntni. tion of the grexest frauds to criticise him (Mr. Coleman).
Mr. Totten disclaimed auy intention of reflecting upon Coleman. He criticitod his client
who had sworn before the committee that he
was a violator of the laws of the United
States,
a falsifier and a cheat.
Mr. Coleman requeued the gentleman to refrain from taking advantage of March’s atseuce to abase him.
The reading proceeded until the vouchers
were all disposed of, and Colemau announced
that he would finish the Bartlett, Bobbins &
Co. case tc-morrow morning.
Coart then adjourned.

TEWKSBURY ALMSHOUSE.
More Sparring Between Mr. Brown and
Gov. Butler—Chae. B. Marsh on the
Stand.
Boston, July 9.—In the Tewksbnry hearing
to-day extrust .e F. H. Nourse was cress examined. His testimony related principally to
rate3 of transportation paid for coal, etc. He
had received poultry from the State almhouso
but had paid for it.
Nourse identified the
manuscript of a report made by Thomas J.
Marsh, Jr., to the trustees in relation to the
disposition for scientific purposes of dead
bodies. He said it was that of the whole
number of dead be lies a month received and
the amonnta paid oat on their account.
Mr. Brown offered to put this in evidence.
The Governor objectsd, saying that a man
who defies the committee by refusing to
produce the original books on which the report is
said to be based should not be allowed to
get
the benefitof what he says is in tho e books
In another way.
After a long disconion it was votsd that this
report be placed in the hands of the chairmau
to remain until tile book in
pc e sion of The'.
J. Marsh, Jr., had been produced.
The report ws>s called for, but Brown said
he had sent it to his office. A lively tilt ensued between Brown aud the Governor, the
latter remarking that it was boys' play,to allow
counsel to tend papers out of the rc jm so that
an order of the court could not be
obeyed.
Chatlei B. Marsh was recalled. He had
never heard complaints of
shortage in inmates’
cash accounts.
Aojournea until afternoon.
At the afternoon session

Mr. Charles B.
Marsh continued his statements concerning
the inmates’ cash; he explained that the eraturea on their cash book came from his
practice
of paying out email sums on demand to their
ownera, aud when an inmate wes discharged or
had died, of erasing the figures and
putting in
their place the e representing the balance
dut; in case of death this remainder was always paid over to the State Treasury, as Mr.
Fairbanks might have, iu ceveral instances in
which he said money was not accounted for,
miDimiuou, nau na maoe iurtner inquiries.
Afler these details had been gone into at some
length, the Governor called attention to wbat
he considered to be the writing of
figurn over
the red liuei that indicate the tiual
payment
either to an owner or to the State, anti submitted the books to the committee with the remark, “My theory is the e books were all
made up for the occasion.” Mr. Marsh replied, “There would not have been any erasures if they had been.” The chairman returned
the books to the Governor, after the members
of the committee had carefully lookod at the
marks indicated, with the statement, “It is a
pretty clc e question, Governor.” Mr. Marsh
coniinued, that the notice of one of the visits
of w hich complaint has been made, in 1877,
wri received live minutes
after the visitors
arrived.
To the Governor- Mr Marsh said that this
account, which was all that there was, was
simply a memorandum; he had previously
sworn that lie had not made erasure) to Ioilju
the amounts, became he had not his bt >ks and
h« did not rememtjr: the question bad been
changed very suddenly, aud lie had falleu into
a trap; he had not reuieml ored
any particular
esse, so he had spoken as he did; he had changed his manner ot making and changing eutrie)
as he
had learned tALr how to keep the
books; he bad no particular rule of keepiug
the ) lacks, anyway; he had gone to housekeeping three years e^o; prior to that he had
lived at the institution since 1889; since he has
been horn keeping, he has lived, partially, at
his own ox| ,uc>; he had
potatoja from the
farm, aud ometimi ) cc. aked fc ad from the institution; he could not i3e why he should not
as did others
engaged in the same employment
live at the St^ta’s extaiiL..; iu a
majority of
5d
sent
t;aBt?»
from the institution to liis
house was that which lie had paid for and
which had been cooked in the almshouse kit3hOn; he has bought and paid for the coal that
heated his home: he paid on the 1st of June
for graiu which he bad fed to his chickens dur
lug a year and a half; he had made this payment to the tupiitution: he had kept no account
of what he had had from the institution, but
he knew very nearly how much grain he had
had; lie has never paid for anything else coming from the same source.

CHINA AND JAPAN.

Light.

adulteration
act has lowered the prices of that
commodity.
This injunction with an expected
shortage iu
the silk crop has caused a depression in busitea

ness.

Mono Kong, June 22.—'Two
floating batteries have been constructed at
Shanghai by
the Chinese government.
TKfc war party is disappointed at advices
from Li Hung Chang
regarding war.

Desperate Piuht with a Burglar.
Nkw York, July 9.—A burglar named Prank
Brown was found in a store in Jersey City early this morning by officers
A fearful fight
with revolvers and jimmies ensued.
Both
officers were badly wounded, aud the burglar
fatally, before lie was captured. It is believed
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Satteen*........
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Irish Conspirators Sentenced to
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Mtock Harkrl.
quotations of stocks

French Consul Insulted in Constantinople.

Constatinotle, July 9.—A Turco-American
commission has been appointed here to examined into the establishment of a petroleum
depot. The Porte has addressed a note to Gen.
Wallace the American minister, pointing oat
that they notllied him of Turkey’s withdrawal
from the treaty of commerce with America on
the eve or its expiration, aDd invited him to
negotiate for the conclusion of a new treaty.
Sentences of Convicted Conspirators.
Dublin, July 9.—At the Sligo assizes tc-day
sentences were passed upon Tauz.y, Hogerson,
Houghton and Kelley, fonnd guilty Saturday,
of being implicated in a murder conspiracy.
Tanzav was sentenced to 14 years penal servitude, Uogerson 12 years, Houghton 8 and Kelley 2 years.
French Politics.
New Yoiih, July 9.—A Paris special gives a
declares
conversation with Orsaaguac, who
that Prince Jerome is coming over to his gronp
of Imperialists and changing attitude toward
the church. He says that Jerome will shortly
make a public avowal in favor of educational
liberty, and that Jerome "is making advances
to the right, which might he ready to march
behind him, as I may be doing in another
fortnight.
Paiiib, July 9 In the Deputies tc-day M.
Barodet, Republican, moved that amnesty be
granted to thc.o persons who took part in the
Paris and Montecean les Mines riots including
—

Louise Michel.
M. Waideck Roiseau, minister of the interior, declared hlmrelf absolutely oppc.ed to
such a prg£ :ittou. He said that it would be
pc sibie to grant amnesty to persons who had
been engaged in civil war but not to the o who
bad committed offenses in time of peace with
object of causing social rising and menr oing
judges with death.
M. Barodet’a motion was rejected 204 to 89.
France and the Vatican.
Roue, July 9.—The relations between the
Vatican and France have improved since the
recent exchange o 1 notes.
Proceedings In Parliament.
London, July 9.—In the Commons this afternoon, Mr. Childers, chancellor of the exchequer, said the government had made arrangements for the pnrcbace of the Stowe portion of the A8hburnbam collection at a coot of

£15,000.

Lord Edward Fitzmaurice, under foreign
secretary, said the government had not been
informed that a treaty bad been made between
Persia and Ratals, settling the {frontier as far
was no occasion to
as Afghanistan and |there
enter a protest, He stated that the government
bad aS3nre<l by Sir Edward Malet, British Consal General in Egypt, that everything was being.done in Egypt to s'op the spread of the
Cholera.
Gladstone replying to qnotions, declared
the government had admitted that some part:
of the Irish land act required amendment and
intima> )d that they might consider the subject when timecerved. He declined to make
any statement concerning the Suez canal busia
nr t s .ying that it had not reached
proper
He a: med the home
stage for di-cnseioD.
however that nothing would te done withont
the approval of Parliament.
Bradlaugh’e Case Again.
London, July 9.—In the Commons this aft )rnron Mr. Gladstone, in reply to Stafford North
cote, stated ilraahe h«^ received a letter from
Bradlaugh, annouuc'at* his intemion to take
his teat iu spite of any orders of the House.
Mr. Gladstone said the government had prepo-.ed a methei of meeting this diPhtUirywhich
bad been rejected.
It now remained for the
House to act.
Northcote said he regretted the necessity of
protecting order, which was the duty of the
Prime Minist ir, and moved that Bradlangh
to excluded from the precincts of the Home
until he engaged not to disturb its proceedings.
The motion wes adopted, 232 to 55.
Previous
to the taking of the vote, Gladstone and roveral other members of the governmont withdrew
from the House.
The other members of the
ministry pre:ent voted with the minority.
The French Consul Insulted in Constant.',

nople.
Const! NTtNorLE, July 9.—The French Consal has teen attacked and insnlted on one of
the streets of the city.
Foreigrn Notes.
The London Time3 correspc ndent at Rome
intimates that Mods. Vaventellls will heap,
pointed papal nuncio at Paris.
The Pott says M. De Lorseps has made satisfactory arrangement! with the British government in the matter of the Snez canal.

are reported
The following
and corrected daily by Woodbury Si Moulton, comet
of Middle and Exchange streets.
NEW YORK STOCKS.
Missouri Pacific.103%
Wabash preferred.
43%
Denver & K. G. 43
Northern Pacfle preferred. 88%
Northern Pacific common. 61
I/mi* Si Nash.63 *

Central Pacific. 76%
38
Texas Pacific.
•••

BOSTON STOCKS.
Flint Si Pere Marquette common. 27%
A. T. AS. F.
84%
Boston Si Maine.160%
Flint Si Pere Marquette preferred.101
L. K. & Ft Smith. 22
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common. 47%
Mexican Central 7s. 69%

lYew York Nlock and Honey Tlarket.
(By Telegraph.)
Nkw York, .July 9.—Money on call easy at 2®
2%; last loan 2; pnrae mercantile paper at 4@6,
Exchange quiet 4.84% for long and 4.88 for short.
State bonds dull. Governments steady, except 3s,

which were firmer. Kailroad bonds generally firm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 239.000 shares.
lue rol lowing are txxiay’s closing quotations
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s.103%
do
do
do
6s, ext.101
do
do
do
4%s, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%s, coup..112%
do
do
do
4s, reg...119
do
do
do
4s, coup.119

Pacific tts, '96.127
The following are the closing quotations Stocks:

Chicago

134

& Alton.

.140

Chicago & Alton pref.

Chicago, Bur. & Quincy.126
ErieT... 36%
77
Erie pref.
Illinois Central.132%
Lake Shore.108 V*

91%
Michigan Central...
.Jersey Central. 87%
Northwestern.182%
16*%
Northwestern pref.
New York Central.118
123%
Bock Island.
New

8t. Paul.104%
St. Paul pref
®3%
Union Pacific Stock.
Western Union Tel. 83%
—

C alifornia

.filming iloclu.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco.) July 9.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher. 440
Bodie. 1
Eureka... 6
Gould & Curry. 246
0%
Hale & Norcross........
310
Mexican.
Northern Belle. 7%
260
Ophir
SierraNevada. 4V4
Union Con...

Yellow Jacket

..

The Wool

406

Uarkei.

9—[Reported for the Press].—The
Boston,is July
a list of
quoted this afternoon:

price*
following
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Picklock and XXX..40
Choice XX.37
FineX.30
Medium...39

@42
@38
@37
@ 40

28

@ 30

XX.34
.34
Medium.38
26
Common...
Other Western.
33
fine and X.
Medium.37

@ 30
@ 36
@40

Coarse.

Michigan-

Extra and
Fine.

26

Common......

Pulled-Extra..36

superfine.26

1.16
Combing and delaine—
No

Fine and No 1 combing.40
39
Fine delaine.-.
and coarse.82
Medium unwashed.26
Low unwashed..20

.5 Low

California....10
Texas.17

Canadapulled^^^^rr.......^.30
...20
Smyrn^wfflSed.
Uon washed.16
Baenos

Ayres.23

@

28

@36
@39
@ 28

@ 40
@ 45
@ 20
@ 43
@40
@ 36
@30
& 22
@30
m 30
@ 36
@28
@ 17

@29
27
Montevideo.
@ 32
Cape Good Hope.27 @32
Australian.39 @ 44
Donskoi.26 @ 28
The market for Wool is unsettled and price! are

generally

lower.
Beaten Produce flnrkct.

Boston, July 9.—The following were to-day's
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote Western creameries at 22@
23c for choice, 19@21c tor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 22@23c for choice, lt @21c foi fair
and good; New York end Vermont dairies 20@22«
P lb for choice, 16@18c for fair and good; choics
Western dairy at 15@17c and Western *adle packed
14@16; demaud moderate.
Cneeee quiet at 9H@lOVke for choice and 8@9e
for fair and good: 6Vh@7^%c for common.
Eggs-have been selling at 18*4@19 for Es:tern,
18@I8Mic for New York and Vermont, 17318?
doz for Western and N S.
Potatoes—now 1 5C@2 00.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Chicago Live Stock Market.

(By Telegraph.!

The Revolution in Ecuador.

Gdyaquil. via Galveston, July 9.—There
has been heavy tiling since abont 1 o’clock this
Alfaro has just
come
morning.
in,
has

and

with

met

has gone

on

board

river steamer.

a

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
A negro and white man who assanlt3d two
little girls at Sunbrigbt, Tenn., Monday evening, will be lynched.
Mrs. Scovilte of Chicago lias brought a salt
against her divorced husbahd for support.
Nearly 500 children, selected by the Tribune
fresh air fund, left New York yesterday for
the Lake Champlain region.
The internal revenue receipts of the'New
Hampshire district daring June were $37,109,32, against $28,816.82 for June, 1882.
A dispatch from Warm Springs, Vi., announces the serious illneri with apoplexy of
Judge Albert D. Robinson of Vermont, an attache of the Department of Justice in Washington.
Iu the U. S. Supreme Court at Providenoe,
a hearing and
argument will be had before
Jnstice Blatchford today at Newport, in an
suit
important
brought by the Turkish government against the Providence Tool Company.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland

Daily Wholeaale Market.
PORTLAND, July 9.
Pte following aro to-day's quotations of floor,
Grai

i.

Provisions, fire.
<«rnin.

Flour.

88
H.M.Corn, car lot*
50*4 50 Mix Corn,car lots
£$87
Corn, bag lots
70@7f>
60@« 50 Oats, ear’lota.48
Oats, bag lota.55
70
60*8 60 Meal
Cottr.nSeed.car lota 28 00
Michigan Winter stroights5 50*0 00 Cottonseed,bag lotsSO 00
Do roller....0 50®7 00 Sacked Brau car lot,
St. Louis Win18 00$18 60
ter straight 0 00*6 50
do bag lota....
23 50
Do roller.. .6 60®7 00 Middlings, car lota.24 00
Winter Wheat
28 50
do bag lota
atents.7 00@7 50 Rye.
l

Superline and

—

low gravies.. 3
X Spring and
XX Spring.. 6
Patent Spring
Wheats —7

..

...

..

I’roriuce.
l*rovi»ion«.
bbl—
PorkCranberries,
Malue
12 00*13 00
Backs
20 51
Cape C<XU5 00*17 00 Clear-20 0
Pea Beans
2 65*3 75
Mess-18 5<
Mediums.... 2 50®2 05 Mess Beef.. 12 00
German me<12 25*2 30
Ex Mess.. 13 00
Yellow EyeeS 85*3 90
Plate.16 00.
Onions *>bbl. 5 00®5 60
Ex Plate. 15 60al6 76
Bermuda-1 75*1 60 Hams
13Vk©14e
Now Potatoes 2 00*2 60 Hants, covered 14 Vk K l He
Eggs t> dot.18® 19o Lard—
Turkeys, |> lb. 00c Tub, V ft .10 ®10Vk
Chickens. @00e
Tierces
.10
®10Vk
Fowl.20*24c Pail .lOVk&ll
Itutier.
Heeds.
Creamery.23® 24c
Gilt Edge Ver.... 20 a 21c Red Top.4 2fl®4 SO
Choice.17® 18c Timothy. 2 15@2 3S
..

Good.13*16c Clover.16Vh®lfi
Store. ...10*12c
ltnisins.
Chmr.
Muscatel.1 7092 40
Vermont —10 *12
Ixiudon Uy'r 2 20 a 2 30
N Y Faot y.10 @12:
Ondnra Val
u-Vi ^ll
Apple**.
Orna,r..
Rat ing |> bbl.. 4 60*5 00 Valencia
10 00918 00
JCvaporated lb 10 Va @ 18 Vs Florida.fl 0096 60
Dried Apples. ...9Vg®10 Messina.7 0098 00
Sliced
...10* 10 Mi ! Palermo.7 00®8 00

isgar,

l.emons.

Granulated fc> lb_9Vfc I Messina.6 0096 60
Extra C.85b ^Palermo
..6 f>0®6 60
..

Chicago Grain Quotations.
|Portland, July 9.
Tho following quotations of Uraiu wero received
by telegraph t« -day by Bigelow A Co., 157 Commercial street, Portland:
Chicago.. Wheat.-* --—Corn.—- Oats.
July.
time. July.
Aug. July.
Aug. Sept
10.30
101% 103% 60% 61 Vi 35%
103‘4 103% 61%
11.0'..
61% 35%
103 V* 103% 61% 61% 36%
11.30.
12.00.
99% 103% 103% 51
61V* 35%
51 Vs 35%
12.80.. 99% 103 V« 108% 51
1.03.. 97% 101%
101% 49% 60
34%
97% 101% 101% 49% 50V* 34%
Call
Railroad Receipt
Portland. July 9.
Kooeived by Maiue Central Railroad, far Portland
32 cars inIscoHaneot'.s merchandise; for
connecting
roads 80 ears miscellaneous
c^ndli"*.
Or? floods Wholmalf lYlarkrt.
The following quotations
wholesale prices and
eorrected dally by Storer Bros. A Go., I)ry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods. 144 to 162 Middle street!
UNBLKAOHKD

Heavy

in.

7Vh«

COTTONS.

SMii Kino 7-4.14®17
7Vfc Kino 8-1.18&2?

that officer Donahue will die. Brown is a desperado, and says ho intended to kill both offi-

Med.

3«ln.

cers.

Light

Fine

36 In. 5
(@ 6
40 in. 7Vfc@ 9

Chicago. July 9.—Hogs- Receipts 20,000 head,
shipments 6000 head; 26@35c lowe* ;*mixed 6 40®
.5 70; heavy 5 70@6 00; light at 6 70@6 15;sklps at
3 6C@5 30.
Cattle—Receipts 10,000 head: shipments none;
good to choice shipping 5 SC @6 85.

enthusiastic

an

reception. There is great excitement among
the p3pnlace.
It is reported that Veintemilla

—

Yokohama, June 22.—The

K

ffllH
@14

j Fine 0-4.22£§20
Fine 10-4....27V4«82

Dometlic Harketa.

fBy Telegraph.)
New York, July 9.—Flour market—Receipts
13,787 bbls; exports 6,625 bbls; dull and in soms
instances shade lower: export demand light with a
limited inquiry from the trade; sales 13,600 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 4<@3 60; Superfine
Western and State at 3 25S3 96; common to good
extra Western and State 39Q@4 40; good to choiee
do at 4 50@6 75; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25@6 76; fancy do 6 80®7 00;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 00@6 60; comme
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 OttaH 76: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6<va0 60: choi*)
to double extra do at 6 60@7 25; fCity Mill extra •:
6 25S5 80 900 bbls No 2 at 2 40®3 76; 600 bbl»
Superfine at 3 2o(a3 96; 800 low extra at 3 90*
4 25 4200 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 00@7 26;
390J bbls Minnesota extra at 3 90®7 26; Southern
flou' is weak; common to fair at 4 15®5 00. good
t' choice at 5 06,26 75.
Wheat—receipts 65,190
bush
exports none; opened %@%c higher and
strong, afterwards lost advance and declined % a
1 %; closed weak at shade abovfcinside figures with
light exDort an 1 fair city milliqg demand .spec ala tin
quite brisk; sales 0.664.000 bush.includlng 108 000
bush on the spot: No 3 Red 1 03;No 2 Red 1 13%®
1 14afloat; 1 16%*1 17 etev; 117% fob; Nol
Red State 1 18%@1 19: No 1 White do at 1 18%;
No 1 White,600 bush at 1 10% fob. K>
lower;
4'eru opened %@
State «9c; Western at «3%c.
% higher, afterwards lost advance and declined 1®
1%, closing weak and irregular with a fair export
demand and speculative trade; receipts 394,121
bush; exports 50.708 bush: sales 2,660,000 bush,
including 256,000 bush on spin; No 3 at £6c: No 2
at 69% elev; 69%@60%c afloat; Southern Yellow
H7c; No 2 for July 68%@60%o, closing 68%c;
August 59%@61%c, closing 58%c; Sept 60%®
62%c, closing at 60%c; October at 62c. Oal* %
@%c lower and moderately active: receipts 63,000
bush: sales 619,000 bush; No 3 at 40; do Whits at
43c: NO 2 at 42a42%c; White at 40c. No 1 at 43;
White 53c; No 2 Chicago 43c; Mixed ^ eetern 42%
@46c: White 46%@52c; Mixed State 43%c;White
62ft64e. Mugar quiet: Con. A 8%c; cut loaf and
crushed 9%c; powdered at 9%@9%c; White Extra C 7%@7%c; off A 7% @8c; standard A 8%@
8%c; Cubes 8%@9c. Molasses steady; 60 test refining at 26@27c, Petroleum—united at 1 14%.
Tallow steady; sales 13,000 tbs at 7 13-16@7%.
Pork lower; mess on spot at 16 50; sales 60 bbls
family mess 19 00. t.ard heavy, unsettled and 36
@40 points lower: fairly active trade reported, closing depressed; sales 1260 tea prime steam on spot
at'8 9/%@9 lO; 145 tes city steam at 8 85@S 90;
refined for continent quoted 9 35; for S. A. 10 1C®
10 16. Butter weak; State 15@23%; Western 10
@22c; Penn creamery at 23@23%c. Cheese dull;
State at 9%@9% ; Western nat 4@9.
Freight* steady—Wheat |> steam 3%@4%d.
Chicago, duly 9.—Flour market is unchanged;
Spring Wheat 3 5025 00; Minnesota at 3 60® 4 26;
bakers at 5 00@5 76; patents 0 60@7 60: Winter
at 4 0020 25.
Wheat—regular lower at 97% for
July; 99% for Aug; 1 00®l 01% for September;
1 93% for October; No 2 Chicag > Spring at 97%®
97%c; No 3 at 82c. Corn is generally lower;49%
for cash and July; 49%c for August; 49%c for
September and October. Oats are weak; 34%c for
cash; 34%c for July; 28%e for August; 27%c for
September. Rye is unchanged at 63c. Pork lower
at 14 20@14 26 cash and
July; 14 25a 14 27% for
August; 14 40@14 42% for September; 14 45®
14 47% for October. Lard lower; 8 70 cash and for
July; 8 76@8 87% August; 8 85a3 87% September; 8i95@3 97% October. Bulk are Meats lower;
shoulders 0 60; short rib 7 50; short clear 8 10.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat declined % for August and advanced %ofor
September. Corn higher at 60%c foi august and
September; 50%c for October. Oats advanced %c
for August and Septemter. Pork advanced 2%c
for October. Lard firmer at8 87%@8 90 September; 8 97% for October.
Receipts—Flour 8,000 bbls, wheat 17,000 bush,
corn 187.000 bush,oats 87,000 bush, rye i 2,000 bu,
barley 1,700 bush.
S>>lp;jeut*--F‘ioar 5,600 bblt, wheat 3,000 bnata,
i>HU 8°>WX5 bU,h' rye *‘400 *+

b«?e, bOO^h

St. Louis, July 9.—Flour 6c lower. Wheat
opened
lower, advanced, reacted and went down with a run;
No 2 Red Fall at 1 05*1 07 cash; 1 04% for July;
1 04@1 05% August; 1
07% for September; 1 07® 1 07% October; No 3 at 94c bid.
Provisions lower and irjegular; only job trade dons,
y
Receipts—Flour |3.00O bbls, wheat 12,000 bush,
corn 00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush,rye 0.000 busb.
barley 0,000 bush.

05%@1

Shipments-Flour 4,000 bbls, wheat 27,000 bush
0,000 bush.oats uO.OOO bush,rye 00,000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit, July 9 Wheat is dull: No 1 White fall
cash nominally at 1 08;July 1 01%; August l 04%

corn

bid September l 06% bid; October 1 08% bid;No2
at 92% bid; No 2 Red Winter 1 07 bid. \
Receipts 4,000 bush; shipments 1,000 bush.
New Orleans, July 9,—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 9 ll-16o

Mobile, July

lands

9.—Cotton is

9%c.

quiet; Middling up-

Savannah, July 9.—Cotton

is dull; Middling
uplands 9% c.
is
9.—Cotton
quiet; Middling upMemphis, July
lands 9%c.
________________

Europcnu Market*.
(By Telegraph.)
Lvierpool, July 9—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
moderate inquiry and freely supplied; uplands at
j 6%d; organs 6%d; sales 10,000 bales,speculation
and export 1000.

loT
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The Louisville Journal remarks that the
number of fools in the Democratic party has
not decreased to any encouraging
extent,
but it would have been while with wrath if
anybody else had said so.

PEESS.

THE

We do not read anonymous letters ami comimmiTlie name and address of the writer are iu

eatious.
all

indispensable,

cuses

tion but

The Cincinnati Enquirer is in glee because “the civil service sham has both
eyes
in mourning, the Ohio Democratic convention having blackened oue, and Durbin
Ward the other.”

not

necessarily for publicaguarantee of good faith.

as a

We cannot undertake to return

•auuloations that

are

not

or

preserve

com-

used.

Pauper Immigration.

The annual interest charge

The practice in New York on the arrival
of Immigrants in the large steamers is to
land them immediately. Castle Garden Is
used for their retention. Here, after their
landing, their condition is learned, an 1 until
then it is not ascertained whether
they are
paupers or not.
This landing was supposed to be a difficulty iu the way of returning paupers. The
act of prohibition is to the effect that the
“landing” of paupers shall be prevented;
and it was set up that after they had once
been set on shore there was nothing further
to prevent. And it was asserted that the
pauper having already touched the shore,

ment debt is now

er reason

but it will

also seal the mouthsof “assisted” emigrants,
and duplicity will accomplish what is now

easily prevented,

long

so

as

emi-

pauper

grants are truthful about their past and
present condition. All this is hurrying us
in the direction of more stringent
immigration

laws, and possibly toward

consular cer-

tificates of fitness before immigrants will be
permitted to land on our shores.
The monthly meeting of the American
Old Testament revision committee was held
In New York last week. The work of the
committee is fast

coming

to an end. Two reTestament have been

the Old

visions of

made, and the members
their version of the

are

comparing
hooks, Samu-

now

historical

el, Kings,
Chronicles, with that of the
English committee. The Rev. T. W. Chambers, D. D., one of the committee,%ays that
this is the last revision, and the work will
be printed next year.
Quite as many
changes have been made in the text of the
and

Old Testament

as

in that of the New.

committee has aimed
more

to

render

in accordance with the

strictly

The

the

text

inten-

tion of the writers than the

present version
does. The alterations, however, do not affect any doctrinal point.
The people who Insist that it is the duty
of the government to redeem the trade dollars at par, or, what is substantially the

thing, to invest them with the legalquality, either do not know or persistently ignore the fact that the United

same

tender

States

dollar’s worth of
value for these hybrid coins, and is in no
way responsible for their domestic c;rculation. They were coined for private use^.
ttl*‘

—

received

never

a

nothifig''from

gpTHTHIMtrit

{tie

transaction except ihe'wMSttnt of its
commission in payment for such coinageIt therefore has no obligations in their be-

half, and if it redeems them at par it will
simply be giving to each man who holds
them a gratuity of fifteen cents for every
so-called dollar he presents.
On the beach at Morehead City, North
Carolina, Mayor Hawkins took the stock of
a toy-balloon vender and playfally fixtd it to
the waist of Birdie Elliott, a three-year-old
youngster, a great favorite at the hotel, and
tossed the child into the air, expecting to
her return.

But the

capture

on

took her

gracefully skyward

balloon

and out to sea.

A dozen boats went out to rescue her if she
fell into the water, but she was going higher

and higher when Mr. Charles Voorhees
fired a bullet into the balloons which ruptured some of them and the infant aeronaut
came
as

slowly

and

these make

safely down.
one prouder than

Such

things

ever, of his

race.

The community of Zoar, in Ohio, 80 miles
Cleveland, was founded in 1817 by two
Germans. It soon grew to a village of 300

from

Inhabitants, who live there, knowing and
caring little for the rest of the world. The
community is prosperous; its property, including a large tract of rich farming land, is
held in common. Its affairs are managed
by three trustees and a committee of five
elected annually. Their worship is like that
of the Quakers; they live in families and re"
spect the marriage relation.
Congressman Blackburn of

prophesies

follows:

as

‘‘I

can

Kentucky
name

the

next Democratic ticket.

Hoadlv is going to
carry Ohio by 20,000. That will make him
the Democratic candidate for President, and
Cleveland of New York will be the Democratic Vice-Presidential nominee. The Re.
publicans will abandon party organization
and nominate David Davis, and they will
not carry seven States.”
The trade dollar

authorized by Congress in February, 1873, and made worth
about two mills more than the Mexican dollar, so as to •■ompete with It. The pieces
were made by government for owners of the
silver at cost, but were intended specially
for exportation to China, and not for use
here as currency at all.
The Baltimore

Hon.

George

sense

of

pistol

shot.

the

was

American

Fendleton,
word a duelist,
H.

He can throw

says that the
though in no

an

Is

a

splendid

empty cham-

pagne bottle into the air, whirling it over
and over, and can shoot into the mouth and
knock the bottom out every time without
Injuring the bottle otherwise.
The Atlanta Constitution gives out that
Its party “does not want a handsome man
for a leader, but a man with a head on him
like the dome of an observatory, high up nnd
big ’round.” With as many swell beads as
there are in the Democratic party It would
be strange If they didn’t find their candidate.
__

__

The Greenville, S. C., News says: “Sam
Randall Is not a Democrat in anything but
the name.” The Augusta, Ga,, Chronicle
and Constitutionalist says: “If Mr. Randall
is not a Democrat, according to this radical
South Carolina opinion, the party is nearer
to dissolution than even its worst enemies

agreeable

Fbvbion Commissioner Dudley is confident that the checks and safeguards which
have been placed about the payment of pension* during his occupation of ih* office
have resulted in a saving sufficient to pay
the whole expense of the office.
Dkjjveb expects 30,COO veterans at the G.
A. R. national reunion the last week in

July.

_____________

Gov. Crittenden of Missouri is in favor of
the sore head and sore toe ticket for 1884.
Moke silver dollars to the tune of 2,350,200 were added to our coinage in June.
Chicago supports 277 churches and 4,112
saloons.
__

Thebe are nearly 60 million dollars oi
gold certificates outstanding.

large. Having
climbing up one

so

to that

neighbor—but paid very
little attention to anybody else. If it was
not convenient to put a garden on the same
level as a house, Dover never struggled
against circumstances, 1 should say, but
dropped her gardens hero and there, high
and low, just as site did her houses.
The
result is a large, pleasant, scattered town,
rambling about under beautiful overhanging elms aud maples quite at her leisure,
some houses having a
showy, modern look,

:

it is true, but for the most part with an oldlady-like air of doieg as people did when she
young, and of doing so because she
wants to—everybody knows she could be

was

flue if she clrse. It is a very becoming air.
She is not in the least like a “mill girl with

cheap fiuery aud flirtation ways.” She sits
calmly on the hill aud fans herself, as it
were, cooled by river breezes, aud forgetting
all about the oily, noisy, smoky mills that
stand below with their feet in the river, aud
work, work, work that she may live. Site
hears never a sound of the clatter aud rustle
aud whirr of belts and bauds aud swift-

moving wheels.
1 he business part of Dover is small enough
to be overlooked, and perhaps the best
way
will be to say nothing about it. It is, not to
put too flue a point upon j^, dirty. Dover
will have you to know, in one way or another, that she is a city, inasmuch as she has
water (other than the “water

privilege ’)

gas, horse cars and a mayor. This seems a
pity, because as a city she lacks rsseutials,
and she would make a very

And,

oh 1 mothers

of

growing families,

how can 1 describe to you the heaps of roninants—mountains of remnants, ‘‘warranted
fast colors?” Or to you, oh lovers of bargains, the pieces that were baked too much
or printed
in streaks, and of which you
would have longed to buy twenty yards that
you might use fifteen?
We were shown the great engine that rune
all this other machinery, 250 horse power, I

think,

and hero our

boy-guido

FOR

For Snli>.
Laud anil Stable on Ailams Street, also in Cape Eliza belli a one
story House
and Laud, and three acres of Laud on
Cape Cottage road, flue situation for
Summer Residence. For particulars inquire of B. J. >V1LLAHD.. No. 43 Commercial Street, Portland Me.
»PrB
eodtf

company wants.
The Cocheco

River, without which the
great, boastful eugiue itself must etaud with

folded arms, is the strongest and stillest
tbiug about the place. The silliest girl in
the mill makes more noise. Quite likely she
thinks she does more work.

ity they

nearly always followed by
a very hard winter.
Great manufacturing
interests sprang in France and England out
of the revival, by the Empress Eugenie, of
hoop petticoats. In a day they collapsed.
The industrial crisis which the fall of “criuoline” brought about was Indirectly due to
M. Rochefort’s theatrical fellow-worker, a
confectioner of the Rue de la Paix. He
placed in his shop windows two large dolls.
One was the first consuless (afterward enr
press) Josephiue, in the slim elegance of .he
year 1. She was attired in the pseudo-Greek
fashion, which she had divested of its origi.
nal meagreness, into which sho had infused
a peculiar grace.
The other doll was the
muy woo
III. to the

opauisu

poleon

uaa oeen

eievaiea

Dy

a-

imperial throne. She was
robed in crude Metternich green, trimmed,
iu a geometrical pattern, with purplish Magenta red. The bonuet, parasol and mantle
were in the same tone, and crinoliue
gave
wide expansion to the skirls. Caricature lay
in contrast. All Paris went to see the two
dolls, and was amused by the ingenious
manner in which M. Rochefort’s friend attacked the empire. The court people en-

joyed a laugh as well as those who were in
opposition. At the next Monday evening
dance, the empress aud her ladies were all
iu toilets. Crinoline was at once shelved,

PORTSMOUTH
or

on

Company’s shops. The house is arranged tor
two families and iu good
order, and is a good in
vestment. Terms easy. Inquire of
BENJ. THOMPSON,
85 Exchange Street.

apl2eodtf

SALE.

BAR

HARBOR,

to any station within

Families going to the seashore or country for the summer months can order thel
supplies of us and have them carefully and neatly packed and promptly
delivered as above.

BEST

Cottage For Sale.
best of water, by A. E. EATON, 388 Congress
St,, Portland Mo.
juiy2d2w*
or

A

For Sale.
LARGE two story double house 32 feet wide
by 44 long, with ell, and some fruit and shade
trees, on High street, Perry Village. Inquire of ,1
T. PARSONS, Cushing Point, Entry Village
JullMSw*
__
A

TWIN COTTAGE
FOR SALE.
the most desirable location at PERRY BEACH
within two minutes walk of the Bay
View
House. Very convenient for one or two
families
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price ami nartic.
ulars, Inquire of VV. S. DENNETT, Saco Mo.

IN

3uS___
FOR SALK.
Gorhalh

every article

required.

These goods are not only heathful,
convenient, but economical.

Lease.

NICE convenient brick house, No. 128 I)anforth street near State, very d«sirable location amt neighborhood, possession given Oct 1st
Apply to \V. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
eod3w*

AT with largeVillage,
lot set

The wonderful Improvements, both In extent and manner of preparing and
cooked food, make It possible to supply the table at a moments notice with

dtf

Btory aud a half heitse
to fruit trees, live minutes
walk from Normal and other schools, churshes and
depot. A nioe place for a lady who haa ehildrea to
educate. Price low. Terms easy. Apply to
G. D. WEEKS, Box 105, Gorham, Me

For sale.

houselots In Portland, has
ONEstable audbest
stone for cellar
it;
uow

a

uirou

ja»22dtf_1,.

For Sale.
Oarlcton aud Braekett Stn. lormerly occupied by Joshua Hobtie. Inquire of
-JOHN P. HOBBS,
ap7dtf
__No. 30 Market Street

For Sale.
LAUNCH. 20 feet long. 4M) beam, in
complete running order. Address WM. A
KAY, Portland Post Otlloo.
jyOdlw*

STEAM

SUBURBAN

(OFFEE,

TJEA,

SUOAR,
Ami

an

MOLASSES,

SEND
Special inducements

FOR

to those

buying

PRICE

in full

packages

or

In

more

A

AY'OUNG

STREET._

CJ.OOD

_JTO

WANTED.

WABE

Important,
English.
1 thought it something to have seen the
shuttles flying In and out through the heavy,
fiue Antbrop silk a yard or so wide and very
are

well able to stand alone if you know how to
handle it. I have considered a paper mill
worth seeing in Its time; but beside this designing and etching and sketching, silk and
paper dwindle, and calico towers into the
region of fiue art.

Anything more nearly infernal, however,
than the print-room it would be bard to find.

Here the shells are immersed in various
dyes and the design is printed on white
cloth. Some designs include eight colors

and have, therefore, eight shells, each whirlabout in its own

trough

of

dye.

Others

have but three or four, and the chaste polkadot has but two. Each machine is presided
over by a printer who at work presents a
most unusual appearance. He is brown
over his eyes, green as to his chin, blue on
one cheek and scarlet on the other, dashed
all over with olive and spattered with y silow. He seems to lack only hoofs and
horns, (beat pots and little puddles of dye
are everywhere.
You escape falling into the
one just in time to walk into the other. The
demon of confusion and noise seems to have
it all his own way. Behind these printing
machines stand men and
boys who take tbe
net as it is cast off by the machine; toss it

lengths, or folds; put it into a
large chamber heated to 220 degrees or so,
and, in a seuse, hake it thoroughly.
After this, all so. ts of things are done to
it. When it comes to the actual finishing,
the machinery grows very interesting.
One
machine sprinkles the calico from beneath;
another oils and starches it; another irons it
six times and polishes it; another fulds it into yard lengths. Hands stitch the folds together with pink twine, which the dry goods
into loose

To Let.
Story House,

For Sale
15 Gray st., between Park
and State; adapted to large or small family;
Ij'OUR
economically heated, In thorough order, modern
improvements; carries an interest In the park ad-

LIST.

larger quantities

MANHOOD!

harbor view from upper
191 Middle Street.

Hotel*

Jlj3

WITH

Apply

to

_Jy2dlw

__

WM. H. JEUBIS.

Store \os.
Young,

ITIiildlr-

The untold miseries that resiit from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the Peabody
the new medical work published
iHedicnl Ineiitnte* Boston, entitled T he Nci*
It is
race of l.ife; or, Nelf-Preeervnti«*n.
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood,
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline In man, Errors or Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and twenty-live prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, ench one
of which la in vaHiahle.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
with
full
embellished
the
finest
gilt,
very
covers,
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a liner work In
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professional—
than any other work retailed In this country for
Price only
$2 .50, or the money will bo refunded.
mail. Gold Medal awarded by the Na$1.25
tional Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
Dr. W. H. PARKEIt, No. ABulflnch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my30<l&wly22

by

BELOW

I17_&ll!)

the Post Office where all tho large

furnace.
Inquire of II. K, THOMPSON
Brackett St. where the keys luayjbe found.
oct"

J04

dtf

without a rival Brown’s Iron Bittters.

Farminoton, III.—Dr. M. T. (Iambic
in
says: “I prescribe Brown’s Iron Bitters
my practiceand it gb oi satisfaction.”
Fort Stevenson, Dakotau Ter.—Bev.
James McCartysays: “Brown’B Iron Bitters cured we ofscverc dyspepsia.”

OF

BAND

—

1500 MUSICIANS itu GRAND CONCERT.

in

Dancing in the linininonili
Pavilion Free.

Swan &

Barrett,

middle

Special excursion trains on the Maine Central and
connecting roads. For fares and full particulars,

all

time tables and

see

Jy4_POKTLAHD,nE._did

tf

I. 0.0. F*.

NfiW LOAN!
$40,000

of

IYY LODGE No. 5, D. of R.

OO

Brunswick, Me.

and their Friends, will have their

4 PER Cent BONDS.

Animal Basket Picnic

forty yearn.
3, .'184
4«MCMM*-d Valuniion
..83 400 333
Total Debt, (including this loau)
50,607.47
one to

—TO

RIVER,
TUESDAY, JULY 10th,
Trains will leave Portland Jt Roches Mr
depot, foo*
of Preble Btreet, at 8.45 a. m
Tickets 50 cents, to
be had of the committee. Refreshment* for sale on
the grounds. Amusement* will be provided.

MOULTON

Cor. middle A Exchange Sts.

03

—

SACO

Hate of taxation I I iuiIIm.
These bonds are issued to build a Town Hall which
is much needed and from which the town will derive
a revenue 'Hie debt of the town is less than two per
cent of assessed valuation. We recommend these
bonds for trust funds.

WOODBURY~&

posters.

WI3SIIIP ft COLMXS, Managers,

Stiect.

.llwMu.Hr

THE

ATTENTION

GENTLEMEN
is called to the

elegant assortment of

FINE READY

MADE CLOTHING

iinely made, which we have recently
factured and placed on our counters.

prices

are as

low

GOOD

as

The city of Lewiston having
Sailed Two Hundred and Twenty-

EDUCATIONAL.

four Tiiousand
Six Per Cent.
Bonds which are redeemable at the
pleasure of the city, after June
30th, 1883, on which date the interest ceases we now offer
in
exchange the City of Lewiston 4
PerCent. Bonds at the market
price, and other desirable Municipal or Railroad Ronds.

MRS. THROOP’S

ENGLISH AND FRENCH SCHOOL
-FOR-

Young
Will

Middle Sts.

Brunswick. June 1,1883.

SEWlOAI!
City of Lewiston, Me.,

ical
given

Population. .20,000

470 CONGRESS ST.,

PORTLAND.

mjl2

MACKINAW STRAWS FOR ALL

6«.
Os.
6a
6s

Just received another fresh lot of the above goods.
We still lead on
Mackinaw and Manila Hats, goods clean and fine and prices far below
other dealers. Hammocks and Lap Robes in great variety.

'7“

H. M.

245 Middle St.

SWAX &

SPECIAL SALE OF HOSIERY.
THIS WEEK ONLY.

4s
6s
5s
7s
6s
7s

PORTLAND.

feb8

dtl

ALLE\ & COMPACT
Wholesale and Retail'

CLOTHIERS.

SALE BY

JVo. 470

BARRETT,

-OP

G. Allkx,

C.

Ladies’, in Cotton, Lisle Thread and Silk
regardless of cost, in order to reduce stock.

CO.,

Nchool

GOUDY,

atlcnti
counties!

:

dtf

Jy2

Municipal

Nlale,

to

Write

bouds cf

ns

if yon wish

mart*

*

IKTSURAKTCB!

Harbor, He.
Hotel, just completed by the Little Chebeague Island Association, will be open to the
public July 9, 1883.
This Island, seven miles from Portland, in full
view of the city, is the gem of “Casco Bay.”
The Hotel coutains sixty sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor,
veraxula on all sides, 14 feet wide; lighted through
out with gas;
electric bells in every room; pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
perfect; good seabathing; every facility for sailing,
shore ana deep sea fishing; communications with the
city regular and reliable, two steamers making
round trips from Portland, four times per day.

THIS

or

CO.,

Rankers, Chicago.
eodtfm

COPARTNERSHIP.

PRENTISS LORING,

Dissolution.
rpHE Arm ol LOMBARD, JONES * CO. was dl»Jl solved Juno 1st 1888. All liabilities will be
pal l by its successors, Lombard Brothers, and all
bills due the late tinu mist he paid to the same.

Terms reasonable. For information and terms address ‘*TIIK b tl.no.” I illle ( hrlHuguc
l«lnu«l, Portland, Jlainr, or HOLLLVI A
A Ik A .TIM, No, 44 4,'x change Miruci. Portland, iTlaine.
jySdtf

LOSING LOMBARD.

July 6. 1883.

□

Partnership.

represented at liis agency
IVTo- 311-2 Exchange St.

SPmKTGrPIELiD

Fire and Marine Insurance

undersigned have formed a partnership under the firm name of Lombard Brothers to
date from June 1, 1883, will continue the business
of the late firm of Lombard. Jones & Co.# at
shop
rear of 185 Commercial street, between Central
and Monlton streets, where we should be happy to
see all of our old customers and all others in want
of Water Casks, Ship Tanks, Cisterns, Syrup Barrels, or jobbing in our Hue.
LOUING LOMBARD.
T. H. LOMBARD.

ATLANTIC II OUSE,
Mearboro’

Beach,

Opened for tbe Season,

Monday,

Juno 25.

house is closed to transient visitors on the
Sabbath.
S. B. GUNNISON.
This

i11’-*11<I2w

July 0,1883.

L

jly7d3t

Company,

WALDO,

Cliebeagne Inland, Portland

and

buy

*

PRESTON, KEAN

MRS. E. KENNARD, East Baldwin,
O. Box 1438, Portland.
jly7dlw

Lillie

Special
to

P.

THE

and

large cities

HOTEL,

BALDWIN,
OPENS JULY 5th.

Good facilities for Boating and
Fishing in season.
Butter and milk from Riverside farm. Address

or

bought and sold.

given

•ell.

Between Oak & Green.

561 Congress St.,

oudn

dBm

RIVERSIDE

BONDS.
uuitnl,

H. I.. Jones.

EAST

daily bAlances. Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
the N. Y. Mining Stock Exchange, The National Petroleum Exchange, N. Y. Produce Exchange and
the Chicago Board of Trade. Private wire to Chiuiarl9eodtf
cago.

Coy

F. Haskell,

SUMMER HOTELS

Stocks, Bonds, Grain, Cotton and Petroleum
bought aud sold on commission for cash or on
margin. Deposits received. 4 per cent Allowed on

SEE DISPLAY IN WINDOW.

FRANK

B.

fjh2_

—

18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

and

St.

eodti

BANKINGS HOUSE

HENRY CLEWS &

Be sure and examine tlie styles and prices before purchasing elsewhere. Infants’, Misses’

Congress

LANCASTEB BUILDING.

Middle St., Portland, Me.

IS
n4

FESSENDEN,

AGENCY
.Exchange St.,

■

FOB

Me.

5111-9

•
Town of Westbrook
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mori.
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
“
“
Maine Central R. R.
So Pacific R. R. General Mort. •
6s and
Car, Trust aud Equipment
And other First class Securities

eodtf

St, Portland.

Real Estate and Insurance

eodtf

BONDS.

PERRY’S.

**“

ISF*All business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
jullhitf

ble rates.

decl4

Briggs,

OF—

No. 93 Exchange

Sterling aud Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

Styles” at

Je80

—

other first-class bonds and stocks.

and

G.

American & Foreign Patents,

------

E. N. PERRY

llerbert

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOUCITOh

......
...

N.

A. T. CLEVELAND.

_Jo23dim

Street,

Portland and Kennebec
and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdensbnrg
City of Portland

E.

MY

Sts.

Androscoggin

of the Latest

REMOVAL.

Offer lor NnlP

eod2m

dtl

patrons will find me located at 72 Exchange
street, opposite the Post Office, where I shall
continue to keep a complete assortment ot
Craw’ FnraiiUag., Hals, < np«, Ac.

dlwteodieodtf

Middle

COLCORD,

BUSINESS CARDS.

BANKERS,

Maine Central

“Plenty

j

J. B. Brown & Sons,
218

private pupils by tbe subscriber

Jan24
a

Moulton
Woodbury &Exchange

Market Square,

■

Studies

143 Pearl Street.

Assessed Valuation.$10,670 0*20
Net Debt.$426,436 *20
We recommend t hese bonds to those desiring
safe investment.

ALLEN & COMPANY,

to

J. W.

Dae 1893 and 1913.

Cor. Middle &

jn4d&wtjll3

Instruction in English and Class-

BONDS.

Je29__

Admission

Examinations

4 Per Cent.

Gentlemen’s Fine Spring Oversacks^lO to $27
Gentlemen’s Fine Spring Suits
8 to 28
Gentlemen’s Fine Spring Pantaloons 2 to
7

Children,

for
to college will
be held at the Cleaveland Lecture Room, Massachusetts Hall, on Friday. July 13th, and on Friday, Sept. 28th, at 8.30 A. M.
JOSHUA L. CHAMBERLAIN.

jun29dlwtheneodtf

GOODS.

and

reopen

BO WDOIN COLLEGE
Corner Exchange A

is consistent with

Ladies

WEPTE.flBEB ‘24th, 1883.
For circulars, address MRS. THROOP, No. 61
High st. Portland, Me.
jyheod till octl

WOODBURY k MOULTON,

manu-

OUR STYES ARE CORRECT--OUR FITS EXCELLENT
Our

BONNET* CRAWFORD.
]on2<MtfMANAGERS.

.

yC* T

L A ,te

n

ANNEAL STATEMENT, JANEAR1 1st, 1883.

CAPITA

,

OIK

DOLLARS

niLUOI

Par Value

Ahnkt».

I n:. L. (', \V ;-Y'fi Npip.
1

;•

;1

•.

«111

:

n**

Fits,

k a?rj>
i'

It*-.'

ficfi

nl
■■

m

in

i’l

AT-

I.-,

Ij■,

(,

i:

..

tobacco,

Wnkolubv hh, Mr: u 1 Dvpres-ion,
Br^iu icsulting i I us;uuty and
leading
to misery, decay and death, r'lematuve Old
Age,
Impotency, Weakness in either s*.v, Involuntary
Louses and Spermatorrhoea caused bv ovcr-cxertirm
of the brain, self abuse or over indulgence. Each
box contains one month’* treatment. #1. a box, or
fl boxen for
Rent by mail prepaid on
of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case, with
cnch order received for G boxen accompanied with f!).
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee
to refund the money if the treatment does not effect
a cure. J.(!. WICht & Co.. Proprietors, issue guar*
antees through II. II. IIAY & < 'O.,Druggists,
only
agents, Portland,Me. Junction Middle anu Free Sts-

or

eniugofth:

receipt

Ladies and all suficrors from neuralgia,
hysteria, and kindred •omplaints,will tlnd

MONSTER
—

THE

a

by

9

THE

7.30 to 10 p. m.
Admission 15 cents. Skates 6
cents. Children at afternoon sessions 10 cents, including skates. Good floor and flrst class music.

Invites attention to the exeel lent

Wholesale .lobbing Houses are
located, in dry
goods, Fancy and other Ol&asdf) of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick anti Iron Safe Elevator, Counters, Tables, Uas and Water, with ’light
anil airy basement all In perfect repair. Heated
by

Band,

Greenwood Rink.

grocery store atS. L. Carloton.
dtf

Middle St.

Champion

Jones Landing, Peak’s Island.
Regular sessions daily from 2 to 6.00, and from

To l.ct,

TO LET

—

OF AUBURN.

eod2w

Ju26d2w

Home to lie Let,
stable. Cottage honso No. 304 Franklin
street.
Scbago water. Kent g 15.00 per

MUN,TOY

A Ifoolc for Krery iUnn !
ng«*«l and Old.

Mover's

Apply to Q.

story.

Fish Market with
tached, 118 Congress St.

KNOW THYSELF.

'I lie culled o per cents taken

Payable
Population

for

AND

exchange.

•

585 & 587 Congress & 235 Middle Streets, Portland.

or

VerriU,

month.

$ l.OOO’s.

Military Band
OUTLAID,

trust purposes.
Tills loan does not increase the
city’s debt, (which is hut about 4
per cent of ils valuation,) us it was
Issued to retire six per cents.
and
Denominations
$500’s

Town

LADIES

joining;
vv.

$300 ..lAm^r^uAKs $300

Famous

complete than

Wholesale and Retail Crocers.

HOUSE

The above shows conclusively that “Cleveland’s Superior” is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar Baking Powder.
It has also been
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale Colof
I>r.
Geuth
the
lege;
University of Pennsylvania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
\Vrn. M. Habirshaw, F. C. S.. Analyst, for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, all of whom pronounce it absolutely pure aud healthful.

$585

I'nizEn

cash

SPECIAL PRIZE OF

We offer for sale the NEW EOT It
PER LENT CITY OB' LEWISTON
BONDS and recommend them as
a very desirable investment for

SYRUPS.

&EO. C. SHAW cfc CO.

RESIDENCE

WANTED.

the highest paid

$585

...

DEALER

are

Tuesday, July 17, 1883.

eodtf

jun30

FLOUR,

emlless variety of Staple and Fancy Groceries much larger and
can bo found elsewhere.

_S3ua

These

Lake Maranacook,

comer

Me.__mar8dtf

laborers in the works and are ranked as laborers. Then there are overseers, and so on
up the scale. The color-mixer must be a
fairly good chemist and must have his ideas
at command.
The present agent, or superintendent, an Englishman, is a keen-eyed,
nervous youDg man, who sees everything
and seems to see nothing.
He came to these
works three or four years ago as color-mixer, at three thousaud dollars a year, and is
now agent of the corporation at ten thousand. Wages range from a dollar and fifteen
cents a day to fifty or sixty dollars a week.
There are five hundred employes, and of calicoes, lawns, cambrics, momle cloths, foulards, and satiues there are printed forty
million yards a year. The machines used
are mostly of American manufacture, but
many are made by English machinists,
brought to America for the purpose. Others
made
in Worcester, Massachusetts, are
wholly American. Most of the modern inventions or improvements, and those most

Exchange

—

’

H. M. PAYSON & CO.,
SS
Street.
it"

AT

—

FOR SALE BY

180

sloe
vlil

sell on time and advance *2500 to
help build a good
houso on the premise*. For particular, call on
TA Y l.OB, 385 Congrees St.

and

Domestic.

a

JU"I>dlf

delicious

preserving
nearly

The following list comprises but u small part of our large end varied slock. Richaril son and Robbiu’s Canned Meats, Game ami Poultry. (The most delicious articles of meats ever put up.) Canned Fruits, Vegetables, Meats and Fish from (lie
best puckers. Alghierl’s and lluckin’s Soups, French and American Sardines,
French l'ates, Anchovies In Oil and Paste. Deviled Meats, Pickled 1 a mbs’ Tongues,
Spiced Lobsters ajd Oysteis, Dessert Fruits, Plum Pudding, Preserves, Jams, Jellies and Marmalades, Guava Jelly ami East India Preserves, California Wine
Jelly
and Calves Feet Jelly, Fruits In Brandy, I'eak Freau & Co’s London Waters, assorted flavors, McKcuzy’s Albert Biscuit. A full line of Kennedy’s Celebrated Fancy
Crackers, Bismits, etc., Crosse and Blackwell’s London Pickles, .Sauces and Catsups, Salad Cream mid Olive Oil, Pure Fruit Hyruns for Summer b verages, Ginger
Ale, Lime Juice and Cordials, and a full line of Mineral vVaters, both Foreign ami

ONE

color-mixer,”

•

CHANDLER’S

AM LOWEST PRICES.

QUALITY,

E

PLEASANT St.. Old Orohard. Very
NO.pleasant
situation, plenty shade trees unit

the

FOR SALE.

wonder

(is
4 l-2s
Maine Central K. R.
-7s
Maine Central K. K.
5s
St. Paul Si Northern Pacific R.
It.—Guaranteed
6s
and other Desirable Securities.

the seashore from

TO

(is

•

Miles of Portland,

l*earl street.

Jy7dlw

HOUSE

City of Portlan<l
City of Columbus, Ohio
City of ZuiM'Hrllle. Ohio

LARGEST STUCK, GREATEST VARIETY,

horse for sale cheap,
A GOOD farm
byL. A. GOUDY & CO., Bakers,

of the

on

MONfcTEI B

JULY INVESTMENTS.

Offered by the Management to be contested for by

Foil

For Sale

create is

To any atatlon

ENTERTAIN MEN TS.

financial.

GROCERIES DELIVERED FREE

WO »tory dwelllug house situated
Turner's
SO
AT Island,
Cape Elizabeth,near the Eastern Railroad

Fashion’s Whim.
[Pall Mall Gazette.]
The whims of fashion are said to be good
for trade. They certainly speed the circulation of money. But the summer of prosper-

_MISCELLANEOUS._

HOUSE FOR SALE.

warmed to

his work. He told us how many times the
wheel revolves in a minute, and when It is
oiled, and who oils it, and how; and he
would have us st'ind In the spot where we
could feel the most wind from it as it revolved. He told us, indeed, all he knew,
and only an experienced guide can do more.
What he couldn’t tell us we shall never know;
and that is exactly what a manufacturing

SALK._

and cries of distress were sent up from St.
Etienne and Birmingham, which manufactured steel hoops, slender and elastic, for
superior village. petticoats. The fashionable whim, iu virtue
A llrst class retail Hoot and Shoe
But I am not writing a biography of Dover.
of which gentlemen in the evening appear iu
store,
clean stock, good local ion in the cilyof
Out of woolen mills, cotton mills and
has destroyed one of the
society
ungloved,
print few manufactures which
Portland,
good
trade
aud
increasing bisdoes not break up
works I chose to visit the Cocheeo
iness. Reasons Tor selling will be satisprint- the operative’s home. The masculine hand
works. And here let me say, that if
factorily explained to purchaser. Adis now only gloved in the morniug aud at
you go to
“A. B.” Box 1085 Portland, Me.
Dover, you’d better not let yourselt be found race-courses. A stroug kind of old-fashioued dress
«pr(j
4*
speaking of mills when you mean works. • I gant cavalier is alone permissible. It is the
glove which appears as an accessory in many
Farm For Sale or To Let.
am unable to
say why you shouldn’t, but tho
of Vandyke’s portraits, and which was worn
of the beet farm* in the County of Ctunbersmallest child will take you up if you do and
liiml, situated in Cape Elizabeth, known a* ihe
by Louis XIII. when he went to hunt.
"Brooks
rarui” will be sold at a great
will let you know at once that you were not
bargain, s.
Paying, this afternoon, a visit to the ed- L. CAKLETON,
Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Port*
born in a manufacturing town—more s the itor of a journal, at his office, I noticed
and.
there a large|dressing-table with a water-tank
pity.
Perhaps everybody but me had been in porcelain. Repeating a joke of Roeheworks
before yesterday. But fort’s, about M Cazot’s indifference to soap,
through print
I have never had that respect for calico at
I observed, “You are uoftu the same case.”
FOB
XaX3.
five Cints a yard and upwards that I shall
He said: “As we do not wear gloves any
very desirable residence of Ihe late Kev.
feel hereafter. When I comprehended the longer, I aud my sub-editors must often rjlHE
JL Zenas Thompson, situate on Liucoln St.,
designing and sketching and engraving and wa6h our hands.” Ladies have only re, Woodford's Comer,
Deering. Contains flue garden
etching and singeing and scraping and nouuced white kid gloves. In paying visits and fruit trees. For particulars apply to
ZEN AS THOMPSON, Jr., or
steaming and baking and oiling and starch- of ceremony, they may d on white Swedish
FRED H. THOMPSON, SB Union St.. City.
ing and sprinkling and ironing and polishing gloves, with toeir heraldic bearings painted
M>22■
dtf
and reeling and folding and
stitching and la- or eiubroid^tTTP'oa the back of the hand,
beling and trucking and packing that go to near the wrist. The glove now follows in
every yard of calico be it even a “polka dot,”
tint, evening as well as morniug, the color
W JlNT8.
or a “lawn tenuis stripe”—which Fate forof thafdress 01 harmonizes with it. _At the
bid !—I made my respects to calico. J,o wonold cA~rt of France, ladles only were gloved
To I.et.
der five cent calico is thin! The
is' 'when riding out or traveling. The glove in
No. two hundred ten, 210 Cumberland
that it can go through so much aud not be
society was a device of Jostphine to hide
Street. Enquire at No. 130 Franklin St.
worn out.
One of the first things done to
the coarse arms of a marshal’s wife, who
Portland, July it, 1883.
jybdl w*
the cloth on its ai -«al at the “works" is to
had been a laundress. The Duchesse d’Anset it running at a
WAWtfED
high rate of speed through gouleme bad an old-fashioned prejudice
a machiue wMch
presents flames below and against gloves, But the veins were promA wr, nut girl la go into ihe countrv darit 1 love—singeing
inent
in
the
the
backs of her hands, and, rings,
superfluous
the summer mouths. Apply el No. MS9
threads from one side and scraping them of which jewels she was fond, accentuated ing
Cumber uud stun.
jjy7dtf
from the other.
this ugiines so she wore lace mittens. In
It seems a pity that factories of whatever
Louis Philippe’s time, the waltz and the
E. L. WING,
sort should be turned out of the builder’s
polka dances, unknown in France uuder
In Pressed Hay and Straw, No. lo
hands so much like brick barracks. As a
Union street near Commercial, at the obi
the ancient
monarchy, rendered gloves stand of
Geo.
E. Blake. Buyers of Hay please give
matter of fact, 1 am told, the Cocheco works
obligatory. Nearly ev< ry one who was not me a call. Beds
tilled with Straw.
Jy7dlw
are in very good
condition; but to one who stiffened with age and infirmities danced unonly half knows what he sees, the floors, der the Bourgeois king. Respectable families used to take their country cousins to Valslippery here from age and there from new
entino’s to dance aud finish the evening with
fllWO good men to work in cracker room.
ness, make them seem in every stage of deL. A GOUDY & CO., Bakers,
a gay supper.
The
taste
for
cay and repa.r. I have fairly uncanny recdancing AJS'dlwPearl
Street,
ollections of the “elevator,” so-called. It is
is extinct.
When a fashionable lady gives
an elevator in principle, but is otherwise a
a
soirde dansante, her great trouble is
Wanted.
large, flat board, without railings, which to tfind partners for the girl guests.
and young men in the city or
country to
married
ladies
drops you down and tabes you up from one Young
more
take a light work at.thelr homes; any one can
enjoy
story to another, while you wildly clutch quiet flirtation than gyrating round a ball- do it; work sent by mail, good salary, distance no
Address with stamp,
room.
your nearest neighbor and wait to knock
Young dandies dislike the physical objection, no canvassing. BURP
ft EMMONS,
open the trap door above, with your head.
consequences of the gyration—the flushed
Box 2178 Boston, Mass
jlybdIn*
You are not left to do this,
however, and I face, the too moist forehead, and the disorcan’t find out either that anybody ever fell
dered hair. It iB only the 12-month volunWanted.
off the machine or why nobody ever did. If
teer who is really useful in a
MIDDLE AGE woman (Protestant,) to take
ball room.
the care of an invalid lady. Enquire of H. J.
His readiness to do, in a cheerful spiiit, anyyou should chance to utter a sarcastic wish
LIBBY at First National Bank or by letter to Scarthat so large a corporation were able to do
thing which his hostess orders him is to be
Me.
borough,
jy2dtf
this transportation a little more
handsomely, explained by the hardships of his barrack
there is a reason why they can’t,- but I have
life.
WANTED.
forgotten it. I suppose they don’t want to.
An experienced male meat cook.
For the same reason, no doubt,
they send a
Apply at Ottawa Mouse, Cushing’*
The
as
Government
Chemist
fourteen-year-old boy
guide through the
Analytes two Island, Portland, Me.
works. Or perhaps it may be because he
of the Leading Raking Powders,? and _,
_ju29tf
knows nothing about the works, it
being parClerk Wnuted.
what he finds them madejif
ticularly important that visitors should carman who has studied
ry away as little information as possible to
Bookkeeping,
I have examined samples of "Cleveland’s
some, wanted as clerk at 632 CONGRESS
be used afterwards.
jun20dtf
!
Designs are furnished to the works by Superior Baking Powder” aud “Royal
their own designer in Boston. The sketchCUBES WAITED.
ing and engraving are done in the works, and Baking Powder," purchased by myself in jthis
Portland Star .Hatch Co., West
are very interesting and curious.
The encity, and I find they contain:
Commercial Street.
graving of the copper “shells” or cylinders,
myl2-<5tf
“Cleveland’* (Superior Raking Powder.”
_._
from which the calico is printed is beautiful.
CAW ASM’.lts WANTED.
There are machines, and there is also much
Cream of Tartar
hand work. In the
Bicarbonate of Soda
Energetic Canvassers to sell the Eagle
“pentagraph-room”
W Wringer on installments. Men who can
Flour
there are machines which the
give
operative
refereuee or security can have outside territogood
acid
Available
carbonic
12.61
cent’
seems to play like an organ,
gag
per
using his feet
ry to handle. Address
No. 85 Temple St.
to
118.2
cubic
inches
of
oz.
equivalent
gas
per
and his hands at the same time. lie draws
_"oxlo
of Powder.
__dtf
upon upon a tablet under his hands the defive
times
as
as
it
is
to
be wheD
sign
large
LET
finished, and as he does this many diamonds “Roynf Bnhi*x Powder.”
Cream of Tartar;
cut the same figure, reduced to the
proper
Bicarbonate of Soda
size, upon the copper shell two feet above
Carbonatu of Ammonia
the worker’s head.
When the design is
Tartaric Acid
wholly transferred to the shell, certain parts
Starch
are protected by paint, and the shell Is subA party controlling the product of scv*
Availablo carbonic acid gas 12.46 per cent,
eiul first-class Ilnur mills, desires a
jected to the process of etching. Each color
Jo 116.2 cubic iDcl.es of gas per oz.
equivalent
in the
young man who will sell Hour to arrive,
“print” requires a separate shell. of Powder.
to the trade, on commission. Address
These shells, as long as calico is wide and
Ammonia gas 0.48 per cent, equivalent to
six inches in diameter, bright as gold and
“Flour,” Box 285, Boston, Mass.
10.4 cubic inches per oz. of Powder.
dst
covered with designs, are ranged in rows of
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless inJyo_
hundreds, and with the sunlight full upon troduced as free acid, but subsequently comFor Item
bined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
them are very beautiful.
HOUSE No. 47 and 51 Union «t., first
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
The engravers are almost wholly English
story ana basement, each 44 by BO feet with
E. G. LOVE. Pb. D.
or Scotch men brought here by ibe
or without steam
power. Apply to H. SHAW, 4MVa
corporaNew Yoke. Jah’t 17th, 1881.
tion. So are the printers and the “Boss
Exchange «t._
jy4eod) w

ing

tmpposed.”

being

been begun, she went on
and down another. When a house
found itself perched too high above its neighbor, it terraced down a bit, or even a good
deal if need was, and made itself
generally

constitue a lauding in the eye of
and persons found after
coming
ashore to be such persons as the law forbids

alert,

for her

hill

law,

more

A, CASWELL.

Dover was begun, I dare say, on account
of something besides a “water privilege,”
but at preseut nobody seems to give any oth-

does not

steamship companies

$51,430,709.

HY MRS. GEO.

by non-use, and could not afterwards be exercised. It was said the steamship companies were inclined to take this view of it and
would refuse to carry the paupers back.
The .Secretary of the Treasury holds that
the mere coming ashore of an immigrant

“to land,” even though they have been several days ashore, may be returned. The
principal steamship companies have signified
their acceptance of the. secretary’s construction of the law, and have promised to take
back ail persons brought over on their vessels who are found to be paupers.
This offers an easy solution of what promised to be a teal difficulty. But it is doubtful if the return of a few paupers will prevent their being followed by many. Tiiere
is no doubt that the determined attitude of
our government will make the officers of the

the govern-

The Cocheco Print Works.

before the power of prevention was exercised, the right to exercise it was forfeited

the

on

clerk’s hands shall cut out, and hands paste
In a great label which proclaims the Cocheco
Print and cousigus it to Lawrence
Co.,
Boston, the selling agents.

FISTULA AND PILES
Cured without the l!se of the Knife.
WIUI.1AM HEAD (M. D., Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. HEAD (M.!»., Harvard, 18711), 41
ISooion. give special attcutiou
HomerMil
to the treatment of ITMTUL A. FIAND
4LL DIMKAHK9 OF THJfi
without detention from business. Abundant reference* given. Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Hours—12 to 4 o’clock P. m. (except Sun

United States 6 per cent Currency Registered Bonds,
Boston & Albany Railroad, 7 per cent Bonds,
K humus City, St Joo and Council Bluffs Railroad 7 per cent Bonds,
Union Pacific Railroad Collateral Trust 0 per cent Bonds,
Chicsgo A Northwestern Railroad Sinking Fund 6 per cent Bonds,
Morris A Essex Railroad 6 per cent Bonds,
New York A llarlem Railroad 7 per cent Bonds,

8,000

10,000
10,000

50,000

10.000

043,000

course

of

$1,534,020

00

10,275 00
315,201 50
830,210 07

^1105,2^.27
$1,000,000.00

$2,016,122.52
S.'IJSNtia.l.l
iM»3?8»8$W.7ff

Surplus over all Liabilities,
Surplus as regards Policy Holders,

J. N. DUNHAM, President.
ANDREW' J. WRIGHT, Treasurer.

PRENTISS LORING, Agent,
Ho, 31 1-2 Exchange Street
1«30

Fine Portraits

a

d

Removal!

specialty,

D»f. «. II. CUIU MINOS has removto No. tititi
fONGHESS ST..
Krh-k OfHee n«'a< Mute st. OtHee
hours s to ion. in., S lo 3 and 7 in

ed

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
land

Portland. Me.

deodtf

$i

tW,575 00
31,010 04

100,032.40
838,147.25
22,342.81

No. 37 Plum Street

Photographer,

058,800 00

transmission,

I.IAMLITIEN.

SANFORD J. HALL, Secretary.

12,500 00
12,500 00
55,000 00
8,300 00

$ 1,130,000

Capital Stock all paid up,
Outstanding Losses,
Re-Insurance Fund.
All other Claims,

UBC’TFlil,
febiodljr

100.000
40,000
50,000

Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul Railroad 7 pe- cent Bonds,
St Paul, Minneapolis A Manitoba R iilroad 0 per cent Bonds,
Chicago, Burlington A Quincy Railroad 4 per cent Bonds,
Bank A Railroad Stocks,
Roal Estate owned by the Company,
Cash on hand, in Banks, and In hands of Agent#, in
Ixmns on Mortgage of Roal Estate,
Loans secured by R R and Bank Stocks,
Accrued Interest and Routs,

Mar. Value
$130,000 00
125,000 00
115,000 (K>
52,020 00
54 000 00
10,000 OO

$100,000
100,000

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.

Portland, Maine.
<13w

Cheap

Summer

RcsidPiicf,

kp MILES from Portland, on the road lead11 _L“sy in a from Pride’s Corner, Westbrook to
Duck Poiul Mills. Consisting of 1 Mi story house,
wood-house Ac., and 41 Mi square rods of inclosed
land, good well. The above property together with
cooking stove and apparatus, dishes Ac., Ac., will
be sold for $400 cash. Persons wishing to viewsaid property can call on the subscriber at J. BARBOUR’3, above Pride’s Corner.
CHAS.C. KNIGHT.
Westbrook, June 26th, 1883.
jun26eod3\r*
/*

a

I)R. U-TA-WA-UN.
rilHE great Indian King of mediciuo from New•
X ark, N. J., has opened an office at

SSI federal Street;
bo Is prepared to receive calls and treat ell
ebroulc diseases
special attemiou given to dismace of women aud cblldren. Tain; worms removed
free of charge.
JlyTdSt*

PORTLAND GAS LIGHT TOI AN*.
Special Dividend
1

Hr.

r.

T

REN I SON
has o|teued an office in
can
be
and
Portland
found at

Xe. 270 Middle gt»

where

Ed w ard’s and Walk
cm' Hardware store
over

July *>,

eo

July‘j:tid

BOLD BURGLARY.

TTTF1 PBESS.
CITY AND VICINITY.
Other Local Matter *ee Finin'

Portland

A

Physician's

House

Small * OftJ
Auburn, Willard
J. F. Pierce.

Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills,F. A. VerrllL
Damartlscotta, E. W. Dunbar.;
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.

or

R. C. Hannon.

Fairtield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlto®.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Oft,
Hallow ell, C. L» Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandier & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughe*.

Springvale, C.

H. Pieroe.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Robert*.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

TO- OAli

AUCTION SALES.
Household Furniture, &c.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Garments Cleansed—Forest City Dye House.

O. Bailey & Co. will
•ell on the premises the valuable tract of land
situated on the westerly side of Alder street
containing abont 13,000 feet; lot has frontage
of 132 feet; is situated in the center of the city.

to-day

F.

All parties in want of real estate will do well
Co attend this sale. See auction column.

Upright

Pianos to let

by

C. K. Hawes, 177

jy9d21

Middle street.

Buy the Pine Hygienic Mattress, manufactured and sold only by J. H. Gaubert, 199 Middle street, Portland, Me.
None genuine an*
less hearing the trade mark, Pine Hygenic
Mattress. Prices 88, $9 and 810.
ju4-tt
Bne! Jottings.
The meetings on faith healing at Friends’
meeting house, Oak street, will be continued
on Wednesday,- at 3 o’clock in the alternoen
and 7.30 in the evening. Mrs. Anna Smith, of
New York city, will speak on the subject and
relate her experience of healing.
A young daughter of Mr. Osgood of the
Ocean House, Cape Elizabeth, fell from a
hammock a few days ago and broke both bones
of one wrist.

Guptill’s store, at East Deering, was broken
into about one o’clock Snnday morning. The
burglars entered by a back window and secured
about 87 in change, but did not tronble any ot
the goods.
Tbe Transcript contributors will quarter at
the Falmouth Wednesday and Thursday.

Thursday

the Bowdoiu class of ’53 will dine at
the Falmouth, and on Friday the classes of '44,
’80, ’82 and '83.
Tbe tide damaged the work on the new inthe head of Long wharf
yesterday, and the workmen had to go to work
and pnmp the water oat.
A correspondent wishes to know how long
Commercial street is to remain in its present
condition.
Remember the usual Gospel temperance
meeting to-night, at 7 3-4 o’clock, at the Gospel Mission. Also the consecration meeting at
3 p. m. Ail are invited.
A little son of Thomas True got his foot
canght in the wheel of a {hand-car on the Mar.
ginal Way, and while {no bones were broken
the leg was injured so it will take all snmmer
to care it.

tercepting

sewer

at

Personal.
The Rev. Samuel Longfellow is' in the city.
Among those who went from Portland on
the Maine Press Association excursion yesterday were John 51. Adams of the Argus, Geo.
S. Rowell of the Advertiser, S. T. Pickard of
the Transcript, M. N. Rich and F. G. Rich, H.
B. Teed of the Express, and Mr. Duran of the

Globe.
Capt. Seth L. Larrabee has resigned the command of the First Maine Light Battery of Artillery.
Dr. C. E. Banks, U. S. M. U. S., now stationed at Portland, Oregon, will be ordered
in November.
home in a few days.
east

Mrs. Banks

Mrs. Cummings went into the parlors and
fastened the windows, so as to make everything secure. Later Miss Cummings had occasion to go to the wiudow in the hack carloi,
opening into the garden in the rear, and after
dosing it failed to slip the catch. Probably
this fact would have made no difference to the
burglars—who evidently entered the carriage"
drive at the side uf the house, passed through
the garden, and attempted this window—but it

will

arrive

Albro E. Chase has been chosen treasurer of
Falmouth Lodge, Knights of Honor, in place
of Daniel W. Nash, deceased.
Mr. Frank Taylor, a brother of Jefferson
Taylor, principal of Skowhegan High school,
and a son-in-law of C. M.
Esq., of

JBailey,

is very ill, and the chances for hi®
recovery are small. He is in tbe Maine General Hoepitai lor treatment at the present
time.
Prof. Masse, formerly of Portland, is giving

French lessons in Nashua, N. H.
Miss Charlotte W. Hawes, the well known
ecturer on musical subjects, is in the city on »
visit to her brother, Mr. C. K. Hawes.
Mr. A. G. Rollins, of Owen, Mocre & Co., of
this city, will sail on tbe City of Rome from
New York next Saturday for a brief trip to

England and

France.
Gen. George Thom arrived from Liverpool
Saturday in the Pavonia, and is now in Port-

to enter the

and without foroe.
Having obtained

an

house

noiselessly

entrance the

hall door leading into the kitcheu.
Once up-stairs the burglars entered a dress,
ing-rooin off of Mrs. Cummings’ chamber
where they confiscated a handsome gold watch
and a heavy gold pin. They then proceeded
to the doctor’s room. They failed to see the
doctor’s watch hanging above the bed-post,
but they took his trousers from the chair, They
stole nothing from au; of the other chambsrs.
They then went down stairs to the study, took
the money contained in the doctor’s trousers

pockets, and his keys. By the aid of the latter
they opened the secretary in his room and
captured a box containing about twelve dollars
in change.
Another box full of valuable
articles they failed to notice.
Off of the study are two large closets, one of
which the doctor used for a wardrobe, and here
he kept a quantity of clothes. The burglars

coolly pulled

these out

and

evidently

tried
but a

them on, finally deciding to leave all
very nice new coat which the doctor was particularly partial to, and this they carried off together with a pair of new suspenders which
were attached to the trousers brought down
from the bed-room. The; also took an elegant opera glass out of its case—which was
fitted with a strap to pass over the shoulders—
and left the case but “froze" to the glass.
By this time the burglars were evidently
hungry and they ransacked the dining room
closet, A large cake box met their eye and,
open ing it, the greater portion of a nice cake
was exposed to
view. The rascals did not
leave a crumb of it behind but devoured the
whole. It is probable that, having finished
their meal, something alarmed them for they
off by the back kitchen door, leaving bea quantity of old
family silver on the
dining room table which the family had failed
to lock up with the rest of the silver after tea.
went

hind

How long

time the burglars were in ^he
Both Dr.
house can only be left to conjecture.
Cummings and Miss Cummings do not hear
very readily and probably this fact accounts
for their failing to be disturbed. Mrs. Cuma

mings says she heard not a sound and the first
the family knew of the affair was when the
servant went down stairs yesterday morning.
This is the third time the house has been entered by burglars, the last taking place three
years ago, the burglar proving to be a dis*
charged servant.
State Bifie Team.
The following is a summary of the compel!
tion for places on the State rifle team. The
cartridges used were manufactured by tha
United States Cartridge Company, Lowell,
Mass., and were without question most excellent ammunition. The first fifteen men will
constitute a team of twelve men and three
suhetitutes, according to their Bcores. Each
man had twenty-eight shots, 200 and 500 yards
■

distance.
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This afternoon the Senats committee on re"
vision of rales will be at the Falmouth Hote‘
and will proceed to Bar Harbor on the steamer
Lewiston in the evening. The party consists
of Senators Frye of Maine, Harris of Tennes.
aee, Gorman of Maryland, Harrison of Indiana, Sherman of Ohio, and and others. At
Bar Harbor the committee will enter npon tbe
work of revising the Senate rules, which will
tike several weeks.
Sugar and Molasses.
Tbs Boston Jonrnal says:
“The advices
from Cuba state that only few estates near
Gibara and Puerto Principe continue grinding,
and the crop just over has been quite unfavorable to planters, regarding both the quantity of
sugar [made and the prices obtained for the
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A second competition of the team will be
had at the close of the season for a final classification. New Springfield rifles, with improved
sights will be at once famished the fifteen
men.
The General Inspector of Rifle Practice
has designated W. S. Choate, of Augusta, captain of the team and treasurer.
Wingless Grasshoppers.
We

are

informed, says the Letrtston Journal,

immense army of wingless grasshoppers have appeared ou the farms of MessrsJoshua Lambert and Hackett, ou the river
road, Durham, and of William Dingley, next
above in Auburn, and that they are eating all

daring June, and refiucrs’ stock decreased 20,.

three years, but this year they are
legion. They are sluggish in their movements,
and in some places almost blacken the ground.
It is feared that they will destroy all the grow-

731 tons. The excess of total stocks in all
hands un Jnly 1 was 31,855 tons against excess
of 26,913 tons in importers’ hands alone.
“The past has been a very quiet week for
molasses, aDd in boiling and grocery grades
very little has been done. Common and choice
Porto Bico ranges from 33 to 50 cents per gallon and Barbadoes 36 to 38 cents per gallon.
Boiling grades, 50 test, are nominally 26 cents
gallon, but very little has been done for some
weeks. The stock on hand at the four ports

July

6 was 32,760 hogsheads against 24,211 hogsheads at this time in 1882, and 8,604 hogsheads
in 1881.”
_

Saturday’s Shower.
The lightning struck
house in Ku'ghtville,

Oscar

Skillings’
Saturday night, prostrating Mrs. SkilliDgs, but not seriously affecting her. It also knocked the top off a chimney on Lafayette street in this city.
Lightning split a pine tree, two feet thick,
in J. S. Hannaford’s pasture, Cape Elizabeth,
and trees in the

rear

near

of J. N. Wheeler’s and

Alfred E. Haskell’s, Bowery Beach.
The lightning also struck the topmast of
schooner Nellie F. Sawyer, lying at Central
Wharf, and knocked off a piece tire feet long.
A vessel entered the harbor yesterday that
had been struck by lightning. Her bowsprit
was broken off, but Bhe did not seem to be
otherwise damaged.
Charles Smith of West Waterboro’ was
kilted by lightning Saturday night. He was
lying on a lounge in the house of Wesley Andrews; the bolt came down the chimney, killing Smith almost instantly, and then passed
through Into the cellar. Smith was abcut 24
years of.age. He leaves nolfamily.

that

an

before them—grass, grain, potatoes and corn.
What is singular, hardly any grasshoppers are
found on the farms adjoining. These grasshoppers are r. wingless variety, and have made
their appearance on the farms in small numbers

for

ing crops and vegetation in that locality.
Bund Tournament.
Extensive preparations are makiDg for the
band tournament to be held at Lake Maranc-

cook, ou Tuesday, July 17th. There will be
offered $585 in cash prizes and a special prize
of $300 to be given by the management, to be
contested for by Chandler’s band of Portland
and G:over’s band of Auburn. It is antici15C0 musicians will participate
that
In the consolidated concert.
Special train8
will be run over the Maine Central road and
connecting roads, and low fares will he offered.

pated

Itjappears that the Eastern lines have beconsiderably alarmed over tbe large

come

amount of excursion
has carried thus far
Trunk has secured
business ‘because it

business tbe Grand Truuk
this season. The Grand
tbe bulk of this class of
has made lower rates in
connection with tbe Western lines than have
tbe New York trunk lines. It could not be
prevented from making such rates as it liked,
because it has never joined the Eastern pas'
senger pool. The other Eastern lines, being
In the pool, could take no aotion individually,
and consequently joint action had to be takeu
in the matter. The trunk lines evidently do
know what rates the Grand Truuk has
made, or is now making, on the east-bound
excursion business, and for this reason they
request tbe Western lines in competition with
the Grand Trunk to advise the commission of
tbe rates made by tbe Grand Trunk and its
Western connections, so that they may be
not

able to meet the competition.
It is quite
probable that this matter will yet lead to considerable tronble, as the Grand Truuk will no
doubt reduoe its excursion rates still further if

Battle of Bunker Hill.
An aooount of what things were lost in
Charlestown tight on the 17th of Jane by
the non-oommissioned officers and soldiers in
Capt. lohu Nutting’s Company of Col. Wm.
Prescott’s Regiment:
£
s.
d.
norsaok and
James Mosher lost one

templlne...
Tarbell lost one knapsack and one
bayonet.
Robinson Lakin lost one knai>snck.

tl

0

6
1

0
u

James

Samuel Seward lost a great coat anil
knapsack
Thomas Lawrence lost knapsack andte-n-

17

G

2
1

G
0

perliue.
Joseph Whitney lost a temperlino.

tumiberllue,

Abner Michels, shirt,
knapsack and stockings
Jedediah Jewett lost 1 silk handkerchief,
1 check do.
John Adams lost 1 gun, 1 hat, 1 powder
horn, bullet pouch and knife.3
Eben Nutting lost knapsack and templine
Kben Bancroft lost silk handkerchief,
knapsack and tempiiue.
Francis Lee lost 1 pocket hook, nine
shilling Mil, 1 shilling in silver.
Abel Parkeh lost 1 knapsack, pair stockings and tempiiue, tobacco box and

13

10

6

4

5

2

4

0

10

S

10

8

6

4

9

2

knife.....

Jonas Warren lost pair stockings, a bottle, corkscrew and sugar box.
Daniel Mosher lost a goat skin knapsack
and poeket hook.
..

7

0

Nathaniel Sartel lost one hat.
5
G
Paid by State.
.JoUK Nuttiko, Capt.
Suel Point, Feb. 7,1776.
The above copy of a claim which was audited and paid by the State officials of the State
of Massachusetts records the names of some of
the soldiers who took part in the battle of
Bunker Hill which should be published that
their names may go down to posterity. The
common soldier does the work of the battle
encounters the hardships of the field, and
perhaps lays down his life. His work is done,
and then he is forgotten by all bat a few surviving friends. The officer in command, if

er, below
Persons

Copt. JOHN FINHKK, Jr.
Leaves

Loaves

Portland.
M.

A

Leaves
White Head.

Peaks’.
A. M.

6.46
7.00

6.16

9.00

9.26

10.80

10.55

9.80
11.00

r. m.
1.45
3.00
4.30
O. 10

7.20

p.

2.16

2,20

6.10

3.80
5.00
6.40

4.60
6.46

SUITS FOR

mander of the forces at the battle. Other reliable historians differ and do not acccrd him
that position. From what I have been able to
glean I am inclined to the opinion that it was
a kind of town meeting tight.
Every officer’s
company fought on their owu hook. Col. Prescott held a command in Shay’s Rebellion in
1787; died on his farm in Pepperell, Mass., 13lb
October, 1795, and was buried with military
honors. A statue representing him was erected
on Bunker Hill, and
was
unveiled Juuel7,
1881, and R. C. Winthrop delivered an address.
S. P. Mayberry.
Cape Elizabeth, Me.
The Buckfleld Robbery.
Last night’s Advertiser has the following on
Detective Wormell’s theory in regard to the
robbery of Mr. Cole of Bnckfield:
“Detec.ive Wormell of Bethel, has been investigating the robbery by which Mr. Albert
Cole lost $5,900, at Bnckfield, last spring. Mr.
Cole, it will be remembered, was a dealer in
frnit trees, who came home with this large
sum of money in his
pocket-book, which was
in the inside pocket of bis vest.
He left the
vest on a chair in bis bedroom.
When he
awoke in the morning it was fonnd that the
faonse had been entered during the night, Mr.
Cole had been chloroformed and the mony was
gone. Wormell having failed to find any cine
to the robber, haB been inclined to the suspicion which usually occurs to detectives under
such circumstances. Be has hinted that there
He has
may have been no robbery at all.
made no writtea report, bat a laug statement
the
in
Press
this
appears
morning, evidently
derived from him and described as h is report.
The only portion of Mr. Wormell’s statement which is of the least significance or importance is his assertion that Mr. Cole owed
$12,000, and bad odI; the missing $5,000 to
pay with. If this were true, he might have
had a motive for pretending to be robbed. It
would still be necessary to show by some direct
proof that the robbery was a sham, and that
Mr. Wormell has not done.
The circumstances which be mentions are utterly trivial |and
insignificant. Furthermore, he is mistaken in
the groundwork and basis of his theory.
Mr.
Cole’s debts, altogether, did not amount to
$4,000. Ho was not insolvent. He had $5,000
Furthermore he had a
in cosh in his pocket.
considerable sum of money coming in from his
agents, and he owned real estate, upon which
he could readily raise money.
In iact be has
raised money since the robbery and has met all
bis maturing liabilities.
There is then no foundation for the opinion
that he pretended to be robbed. He had no
temptation to invent such a story. He was a
successful, prosperous man, and had only to
keep on as he was going to acquire a competence.
Furthermore, he was a man who had
earned and enjoyed the euliro confidence of
the community. His neighbors know him to
be an honest man. There is no mao, they say,
who was less likely to commit a fraud of
this kind.
It seems, therefore, that Detective
Wormell has committed a very common error.
Finding no trail, he has endeavored to construct a theory which wonid accouut for the
lack of a trail and has failed.

PRESERVERS,

Life

MINNEHAHA.
Leaves

Leaves
Evergreen and Tref.

A. M.
5.45
7.00
9.00

10.80

a. m.

A. si.

6.10
7.25
0.80

6.20
7.36

11.00

9.46
11.16

V. JI.
2.30

P. SI.
2-40

r. M.

2.00
3.15
6.10

5.16
0.56
9.35

6.40

7.80

9.80

STEAMER

STRAW
HATS.

Leave
Portland.

Leave
Peaks.

A. Al.

A. M.

10.00
12.00
P. M.
2.15

10.30

A. M.
10.55

P. M.

P. Af.

1.80

12.25
8.00

3.80
7.80

ROOM PAPERS!

days,

Leave

Cushing's

2.46
5.00

•

accommodate the Boiler
Skating Kink, leaving city at 7.80 p. m,, returning
at 9.16 and 10.16. For further
particulars apply to
to

run

_je28utf

CURTAINS l BORDERS,

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

COAL.

Best

Styles and Reasonable

$6

PER

mended that Kittery yard be kept open only
for the repairs of wooden ships.
The question has arisen whether it would
not be better to abolish the yard altogether,aud

delivery

TON

CASH,
CHAS. H. Q’BRIEN,

Exchange Street
dtf

Deeds:
Portland—Joseph F. Stauorth and Simon C.
Btanorlh to Henry Pennell, land and buildings
Consideration $500.
Deering—Granville M. Stevens to Jeremiah
II. Donnell, land and buildings. Consideration
$950.
Brunswick—Daniel H. Stone toCapt. Alfred
II. Merriman, lot of land. Consideration $400.
Thomas Wilson to Katie C. Westman, lot of
land. Consideration $300.

Watcrville Classical Institute, tho trustees of
Colby University to whom tbe title to the
property is vested, at their lata eossion,
changed tbe name of tho Institution to Coburn
Classical Institute.
Tho building is designed by Gov. Cohnrn as
his brother, Stephen Coburn,
a memorial of
and of his nephew,Charles Miller Coburn, both
of whom were drowned at Bkowhegau, July
4,1882, under peculiarly distressing clrcumThe trustees desired, In changing tho name,
express their appreciation of the magnifioent gift of Gov. Coburn and to enable him to
carry cut more fully his purpose of making the

building
nephew.

a

memorial of

his

brother

dtd
jy3_
F. O. BAILEY & CO.

_

MVERWEAR & CUT
—

Wednesday

110 CONGRESS STREET.

our Special Sale of Ladies’ Curacoa Kid But
We shall continue our special sale up to July
to call and examine our goods

attends
ton.

4th. We invite you
and get our firices.

out of town are Invited to take their feet with
them when tbev visit Portland and have them perfectly fitted at"

jylO_dlw«

I have all the latest publications in
Engravings.
Fine Framing a Specialty—
at lowest prices. I have
some very Desirable Shapes
in the Barbotine Pottery.

Wanted.
a small capital to take an inestablished cash business, paying
S. H MUNSON,

PARTNER with

A

terest in

an

large prows.

Portland, July 10th 1883.

Chadwick House.
iyli d3t*

THE DAY

A
rare opportunity to purchase firet-clan Silverwear; warranted triple-plate. Parties fitting up
house or replenishing, should attend this sale. The
Silverwear in this sale, manufactured by Chas. W.
iiamill & Co., Baltimore. Is of the best quality, eleawarded te
gant in design; gold medal and
them over Reed and Burton, Meriden Britannia Co.,
&
all
at
the Atand
Brothers,
Rogers
competitors
lanta Exposition. Ga. A full line of their goods te
be sold without limit. Consisting in part of Tea
Sets, Ice Pitchers, Cake Baskets. Fruit Dishes, Casters Pickle and Sugar Dishes,Epergnes.FruitKuivm,
Ladles, Napkin Kings, etc., etc. Also Rogers' Triple Plated Knives, Forks, Spoons, Sugar Shells, etc.
All geods warranted strictly as represented.
Mule at 10.30 a. iu. and *i.iO
p. an. dally.
Good arrangements will be made for ladies to attend
the sale. All are invited to call and examine the
goods between auction saios
Jy7dttt

At Auction.
shall sell on Wednesday, July 11th, at 9
o’clock a.^u all the grass on land of the
Deering Land Co.; Deering, Me. Will be sold in four
lots. Terms cash.

O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.

V.

dtd

JyV>

_

HOUSEHOLD FUTURE, &e,
BY

THEE

ture,
Tables, Etagere, Pictures, Carpets, Chamber Sets,
Mattresses, Feather Bet's and Bedding. Dining
Room Furniture, Sideboard, Chairs, Oil Cloths, Fab
mouth CookiDg Range, Kitchen Furniture, Crockery, etc.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

400

Cor Cadies.
No nails, lacks or
wax-thread to hurt the feet.
(lnsurpn«scd for fit, style

delivered

in
Portland,
Peering, Cumberland (Wills
aud Saccarappa, free.

and

dtf

contort; indispens-

able when

once worn.

SOLD

MIDDLESEX BANKING
Sim, COMPANY SSL
Incorporated

BY

Greene & Co

Wyer

under the laws of Connecticut, and
sublect to the inspection of the

O. BAILHY,

PER CENT.

We also have the

•end for circular

apr21

giving

full information.

Gmeod

PATENT, SLIDING,

PINO PALMINE.

The price Is on each pair. Be
sure and examine these goods
before paying $3.00 for no
belter Shoes.

beg leave to announce that Mr. J. Lewis,
General Travelling Agent for the Florida Ar
omatic Pino Medical Bed, is now in this city, and
may be found at the office of the General Agents for
Maine, Messrs. J. K. FOY & CO., 379% Congress
street.
Mr. J. H Gaubert has not represented ns since
January 1, 1883.
Parties wishing our Medical
Bed, the only
Hygienic Bed in the Market.cAu be supplied by cai'l
iug ou Messrs. FOY & CO Sole Agents for Maine

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Congress

Street.

PINO PALMING MATTRESS CO.,
Philadelphia,

opposite PHEBI.E norms.

jn5

General offices, 116 N. Front Street,
and 116 Water Street, Boston, Moss.

eodtl

Knives and Sections
FOR

JuSTeodlm

l

I
A large uiul 'elegant assortment

AT MANUFACTURER

8

PRICES.

ALL KNIVES AND SECTIONS WARRANTED.

are

PIANO COVERS,
asionlshlniriv

in

low

the

prlem

the best in use.

OVER
in

use

500,000

HK km:

mowER

(No. 8.1

WILL YOU CALL

—

novl4

BULLARD’S H*Y TEDDER.
Haring Tools of all kinds

on

hand at

IHaiiuracturer’H Prices.

KENDALL

dtf

C. 0. HUDSON
AT

—

—

13 MARKET

I WHITNEY,

MANUFACTURES

SQ.,

MILLINERY

—

A

AlinoM (ilven Away.

In

25

our

OR

AND

—

Great Variety of Other First*
class Confectionery.

myBO

Window at

dtf

CHECK BOOKS,

DON’T FORGET TUE PLACE

437

MANN &

Congress

GO.,

Street,

rAKKINBTON 111.0(14.

JlyO

__dlw

NOTICE.”
D. AMES

of

bought tho exclusive right
W'. the EurekaliasLamp
Stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties.
said CounAnyone canvassing in
Lamp Stove not authorized by
Agents wanted.

Wc
deem

are

will be prosecuted.

and

Ju29

W. D. AMES,
22 Market Square, Portland, Maine.

3pdtf

prepared to

re-

unused
stamped
also
to furnish new
cheeks,
check hooks of superior
style at reasonable prices.

LOSING, SHORT & HARMON.
*

juu23

ties for the Eureka
me

38c

*■

“

“

50c

87c

f*

**

*.

62c

“

“

•*

67c and 75c

|(

ft

tf

llso

OOc

“

“

1.75

“

“

$1.00
1.25

These poods
must

$1.00 and $1.15
$1.V5$1.37$1.50

are

he sold.

all new styles
A fine stock

and
Wanllla
Straws. Hammocks in preat variety with ropes and spreaders,
mackinaw

summer

Blankets.

Carriape

Kobcs

and

dim

at

street, and
a

Portland &
will bo

small purse which

the Press Office.

jyUdilt

dtd

City

of

-Portland,

City Marshal’s Officw, 1
June 25,1883.
j

Trucks Wagons and Drays.
Truck, Wagon, Dray, Cart. Sleigh, Hand
Cart, Hand Sled, or other vehicle, which shall
be used in this city for the conveyance, from place
to place within the city, of wood, coal, lumber,

stones, brick, sand, clay, gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods,
wares, furniture, merchandise, building materials,

or

any other article

or

thing whatsoever,

shall be

licensed and numbered, according to law.
Owners of said Tracks, etc., will present their

teams for license at my office from the 8th to 14th
of July, inclusive, from 8 to 12 a. m., and from 2
to 6 p. m. The law providing for license and numbering must be strictly complied with.
BENJAMIN F. ANDREWS,
je25d3wCity Marshal.

*

City of Porttand.
Office of Milk Inspector, Ward Room, City Building
Portland, June 27, 1883.
Inspector of Milk will be in attendance at
this office, (the Ward Room in the City Building,) every secular day during the month of July
from 8 a. m. to 12 m. for the purpose of issuing li-

THE

censes for the current year to all milk dealers, within the city limits.
All milk dealers, whether wholesale or
retail,
should bear in mind that the
City Ordinance makes
it obligatory upon th em, all and severally,to report
annually to the inspector* and renew or take out
licenses for the sale of milk in Ponland, irreepeetive of all and any considerations whatever, and
that in case of neglect or refusal to do so, a fine of
twenty dollars may be imposed upon such delinH. T.
quent.
jun28eod2w
Inspector of Milk.

CUMMINGS,

TIattor,

237 Middle

Street^

WESTERN R. R.

eodSTn&Thtf
The syndicate of Boston and New York
interested in the building of this road having paid
iu the full amount subscribed, the work will be
pushed forward with all
speed. The road
runs from Topeka to Delhi, 181 miles through the
great wheat belt of Kansas, a territory without adequate railroad facilities, and where a large amount
of business is waiting for direct communication ;
with the markets of the South and East.

capitalists

-—

1 have known and watched the use of
Swift’s Specific for over fifty years, and have
never known or heard of a failure to cure
Blood Poison when properly taken. I used

it on my servants from i860 to 1865, as did
also some ?f my neighbors, and in every case
that came within my knowledge it effected
a cure
In all my life I have never known
a remedy that would so fully accomplish
what it is recommended to do.
H. L. DENNARD, Perry, Ga.

I have known and used Swift’s Specific
for more than twenty years, and have seen
more wonderful results from its use than
from any remedy in or out of the Pharmacopoeia. It is a certain and safe antidote to
all sorts of Bleod Poison.
J. DICKSON SMITH, M. D.,

Atlanta, Ga.

possible

MEN’S
STJAVriMCEIFt

UNDERWEAR.
CHARLES CUSTIS k CO.
49!l
Juu28

Congress

St.
ST&Thtf

SPECIAL BARGAIN
Ladles’ Colored Border Handkerchiefs, to cents.
Ladies'
Hemstitched
Handkerchiefs, 12 1-2 cts., worth 25 cts.
While Quilts $1.00, worth $1.25.
White Quills, fringed, 88 cents,
worth $1.00.
5-8 Damask Napkins,$1.75,worth

$2.50.
3-1 Damask Napkins,$l.*5,worth
$2.50.

$180,000 in cash will be expended for equipment
to be placed on the road during the construction of
the line, and$4(K),000 in bonds and $500,000 in
stookwiil remain in the treasury when the road is
completed,and will be used for additional equipment
and improvements.
For $860.00 and accrued interest from Jan. 1,
1883, Five Shares of Stock, par value $100 each,
and a $1<HX) Bond will be given, the latter bearing
interest from Jan. 1, 1883.
The price will be
advanced from time to time as the building of the
road progresses.
The
from the sale of bonds will be deposited with Tower, i»hidings & Co. of Boston, for
account of Post, Martin & Co., New York, who are
the fiscal agents for the syndicate.

proceeds

all sold bonds, up
Money tojpay
to and iucluding July 1,1884, will be deposited iu
trust in a national bank iu Boston.
the interest

on

the
worthy
Full

attention

of

may 1

ICcgimcnt

05 Milk Street,

....

my 12

[IF

Boiisn.
eod2m

Wo do not hesitate to say that for a year
past we have sold more of Swift’s Specific
(S. S. S.) than all other Blood Purifiers combined, and with most astonishing results.
One gentleman who used half a dozen bottles says that it has done him more good
than treatment which cost him $1,000. Another who has used it for Scrofulous afiec
tion reports a permanent oure from its use.
VAN SHAACK, STEYBNSON & CO.

—

$1,000 Reward !
will be paid to any Chemist who will find,
Analysis of 10O bottles S. S. S., one particle of Mercury, Iodide Potassium, or any

on

mineral substance.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Oa.

tciT"Write for the little Book, which will be
Price: Small size, $1.00 per bottle. Large
size (holding double quantity) $1.75 bottle.
All Druggists sell it.

AII a kinds in stock,
made to order by

Ask your Stationer
or send S3 cents
in stamps fora
box containing two
dozen
of

or

EORING, SHORE k HARMON.
jna23

>GILT,

Of Assorted Patterns. In a Xichelc
VKited Match Box.
Bold by all Stationers.

Ivison. BlaMan, Taylor 4 Co.,
Sole Agents, New York.

Tne4w

From and after June 15, the above company will
deliver ICE daily to any place on Peak’s Island in
quantities to suit. Orders may bo left at the Post
Peak’s Island.
JAM. IS. JON JEM,

jUlBdtf

Account Books.

YOU
A IU&ALLY GOOD

STEEL PEN

Ofllco,

Chicago

lylOTuTh&Slw

Association.

SPECIAL Meeting will be held at Army and
Navy Union Hall, Monday Eve, 8 o'clock, 9tli
Inst., to arrange for the Amnia! Reunion. 18th AuCOL. T. A. ROBERTS,
gust.
Official
President.
JOHN 0. RICE, Secretary.
Jy7d2t3p

House of

Contracior

eodtf

Me.

Drug

careful

information furnished

PATTERSON, Principal

J. M. DYER & CO.,
511 Congress Street.
17th

The Great

mailed free

These bonds are
and prudent investors.
on application to

Yard wide Printed Press Cambrics
(J 1-4 cts. Also a large and choice assortment of New Press Goods, Laces,
Hosiery, Hattons, Notions Ac. at very
low prices.

A

Lost.
I'WIIEN Wilmot
BE
Rochester station,
identified

MERRY,

N. Y. MUTUAL LIFE BUILDING,

BONNET GIVE IIHU A CALL!

CENTS EACH.

BIBBER,

*•

C. G.

Drops

HAT

50c
75c

“

Portland, Nlnine.

(DAILY)

Maiflg‘ Caramels,
p?£&and
LimeJ Ice Tablets,
Greatest SaIe_of the Seasou.
Fine Chocolate

ANY

15c
25c

“

BURROWES,
Coi*. Fore & Cross Sts.,

ai

Samuel Thurston
8 Free St. Illoek, PORTLAND.

a petition has been presented to the
v v
Board of Mayor and Aldermen by A. A C. E.
Marwick for permission to erect a wooden building
on the corner of Church and Federal streets, to be
used for public amusements, Stc.. the committee on
new wooden buildings hereby give notice that
they
will be in session at the Aldermen’s room, city
building, at 4 o’clock p. m. on Wednesday the 11th
inst, then and there to hear all parties interested for or against said petition, aud will thereafter
determine whether the prayer of said petitioners
should be granted.
JAMES F. HAWKES.
Chairman Committee on New Wooden Buildings,

TOPEKA. SAUNA &

description.

E. T.

W a reroonis|of

AND

PRICES.
25c Straw Hats for
•*
“
«
40c

-OF TH

FOR,/THE

ALSO, AGKNT8 FOR

HEREAS

EVERY

Screen Doors & (I per ct. Gold Ms
Common Screens

Jun23

laying

jyv. __

Tli©

PJANO and ORGAN

*-

SAVING.

in the best houses
in 31 States.

of every

July 7, 1880.

NOTICE

11/

BIG

men’s

Screens

Portland,

of

is hereby given that the Joint Standing
Committee on
out new streets, to whom
was referred the petition of Josiah Sterling and
others, praying for the discontinuing of Island Avenue, on Peaks Island, as laid out and adopted, will
meet at said Peaks Island, near the house of Abram
T. Sterling, ou Wednesday the eighteenth day of
July, A. D., 1883, at 2 o’clock p. m., to hear all
parties interested, and thereafter will adjudge and
determine whether public convenience and necessities require that said Avenue should be discontinued, and if they should so adjudge to dlscontinne
same and fix the damages as required by law
J. W. DEER IN (i. Mayor, i
ROBERT M. GOULD,
Committee
JOHN C. TUKESBURY,
on
AUGUSTINE D. SMITH,
Laying out
FRANKLIN SIMONDS,
New Streets.

Special Notice.

and

WIRE

Window

WE

AI.I.H

JAMES OONNKLLAN,

—

$2.00 Veal CM. do.

STATE AGENTS

was

BURROWES’

DUHUu

secured by First Mortgage.
Interest payable ai
Middletown, or at the Fourth National bank ol
New York. If yon wish an investment, -vhether
large or small, which will lioNAPE and profitable

gress Button & Balmorals

480

197 TOiddle Street.

DnUfiC

6 GUARANTEED

C. 0. Emerson $2.50 Clf. Con—'AND

THE
HATTER

STATE B INK COMMISSIONERS.

0. W.

Jiy9__dtd

Straw Hats marked
down to lower stock.

Jy7_

19 Exel aage Mt.

Malesreona

Boys' and Children's

COE,

Congress St.

Opp CITY nALL.

Ju8

A

in all sizes, colors and prices.
•

BOOTS!

dtd

F. O. BAILEY At CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

—

eod tf

HAMMOCKS

J. T. STUBBS,

AUCTION.

shall sell on Thursday. July 12th, at 10 a.
m., at house No. 135 Free street, the furniconsisting ef Parlor Furniture, Marble Top

CITY

Now Is the season for Trunks aud Bags,
and our stock Is complete. Patent Excelsior Trunks (which no other dealer in
Portland has) Zinc, Sole Leather,Canvas
aud Crystalizcd Zinc Trunks.

Slewed

—

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merohan*
dise every Laturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
octSdtf
m.
Consignments solicited

TRUNKS SH6Z DEALER
421 Congress St.
AND
BAGS.

Goods

Thursday, July

STORE NO. 18 EXCHANGE 8T.

f.

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.

25 per cent oil' from catalogue prices for the next
two weeks.

AT

JylO__

PEOPLE

jnlG

Will sell Artists’ Materials

and

U

—

11 and 12,
—

City

Muiijoy Fish Market,

ON

WE
UWIflEHiSE SUCCESS

—

stanct s.

to

building lots.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Boots!
Foxed Button.

ace

We have an overstock of Silk Hats, and
will sell them at greatly reduced prices.

PORTLAND.
»pr2 J

Ladles' fine French
Ladies’ Cloth

living

SILK
HATS.

BAILEY & NOYES.

REOPENED

reasoning.

Coburn Classical Institute.
Gov. Cohnrn having undertaken and commenced the erection ol a new building for the

We shall begin To-Day and reduce
(he price of all of our Summer
Hats. We have an immense stock
and must reduce it.

»

lrown>8 Wlx^it

it is argued in the negative by the Biddeford
Journal, while the Portland Press argues affirmatively, and sustains its side with strong
It Is undeniable that the yard is a potent factor in York county politics, aud the vote-buying methods there employed aro discreditable
But while Ibis is true, the
In tbe extreme.
Journal’s position that if there Is need of but
the Kittery yard ought to be that
one yard,
is worthy ol serious attention from headone
and
when considered we think it
quarters,
The conveniences are
mast be found tenable.
ample; tbe yard is folly equipped with everyin
the
or repair of
needed
construction
thing
vessels; labor Is plenty and can be had at fair
wages, and there Is an excellent harbor. It
has always been regarded as one of tbe best
yards the country possesses.
In the presentcoudition of our alleged navy
there can hardly be more work than one yard
can handle, and every additional yard Is an unnecessary expense. If, after a careful Investigation into tbe merits of tbe different yards,
the one at Kittery be deemed the best, then let
it receive all tbe work; otherwise let it bo
abolished.
Few York county people will
mourn its loss.
It is a curse as well ns a blessing, and we are not sure bnt there is mm e of
the former element th in the latter.

SPECIALTIES.
Ladles’ Patent Leather Boots!
Kid Side I

ON

WE

fine N. Y. Boots, a specialty. Woodmansee & Garside’s fine N.Y. Boots in all the leading styles on
Congress street at Sign of Gold Boot.

Top

Price?.

$6 I'ER TOW.

—

The Portland Press urges the abolition of the
Kittery navy yard, and says the sooner It is
abolished the better for the politics of western
Maine in general, ami the politics of York
county in partirnlar. It might have included
the politics of easleru New Hampshire aud not
have been far oat of the way.
(Kennobuuk Star.)
Elsewhere we present the pro aud con in re
Kittery navy yard. There is to be a cutting
down of expenses in the navy department, aud
in order to secure this curtailment some of the
navy yards, in the opinion of the board of examiners, should bo closed, while it is recom-

LIGHT
HATS.

ROOM PAPERS!

C. H. KPiOWLTON, Manager.

Winter lots, Immediate

GENTLEMENS

LADIES’

10.16
Steamers will

medium priced
to $3 per pair

Fine Jersey Low Shoes with London toe, Boston
toe, and plain French toe. Gent’s fine Jersey goods
a specialty.
Widths AA, A, B, C and D. You can
can
havejyour feet properly fitted on Congress St.,
at Sign of Gold Boot, for less money than elsewhere

ROOM PAPERS!

6.15

at 3 p. m. we shall sell a
valuable tract of land situated on westerly
side of Alder street, containing about 13,000 feat
of land being about 182 feet on the street. This
land situated in the center of the city, three minutes walk from Market Square on a pleasant quiet
street In a good neighborhood,' should uommaftl
the attention of captalists, or seekers for dotlrable

diploma

Gent’s LOW SHOES

GAZELLE.

will leave as follows, except on Excursion
when notice will be given in the dally papers.

Too many

ON

for the next 60 days! 200 pairs of
8hoes that most be sol from $2

CAPT. A. ft. OLIVER.

AUCTION.

Tuesday, July 10,

—OF—

dtf

Jly7

BY

GREAT AUCTION SALE

SPECIAL SALE!

Owen, Moore & Co.

3.60

3.46
6,00

4.30

with Gentlemen’ll Low Sommer Shoe*!
Low Shoe#!

Diamond.

LASfD"

VALUABLE

AUCTIONEERS.

!

STOCK

TOWELS, SOAPS, A€.

CAPT. WEI. CBAICi.
Leaves
Portland.

Maine.

OVERT

MEN,

CAPS, SHOES,

10.16

STEAMER

CHILDREN,

si

r.

m.

LADIES,

SUITS FOR

9.40

11.05

r.

6.30

SUITS FOR

a- St.

_

m.
2.10
3.25

7.30

Leaves

Cushing’s.

A. M.

6.30
7.85

Yarmouth,

desiring to make proposals for this work,
requested to apply to the undersigned, at his
No.
i63Va Congress Street, for specifications,
office,
instructions to bidders, and the requisite blanks,
and such further information as may be desired
C. E. BLUNT,
concerning the same.
Colonel of Engineers.
jul6d6t
are

MR. D. F. STONE, who has had
snccessfu), gathers the honors and the historian'
experience in u Boston Fish
records them. Many of these soldiers have
Hits well known
descendants in Maine. Col. Wm. Prescott Market.will open
Oth.
stand,
Monday,
July
was born Feb. 20,1720, in Grcton, Mass., and
jyio
_d3t*
had some military service previous. Mayor
Wanted.
Greene of Boston, and Robert C. Winthrop,
as an Engineer, Address M. S., 217
both reliable historians, claim he was the comSITUATION
Congress Street, Portland, Maine.

Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of

Eastport Custom House.
The Solicitor of the Treasury has ordered
the Collector at Eastport to withdraw from
sale the old Custom House propoity at that
place, advertised to bo sold ou the 14th Inst.
This action is taken at the suggestion of the
Collector, on tbo ground that there would not
be enough competition to realize a fair price.

PROPOSALS,

STEAMER EXPRESS,

(Cencord Monitor.)

Stocks at all the ports
of the island are fast decreasing, and it may be
said that the greater part of lots of desirable
classes have by this time passed into speculators’ hands, whose efforts to advance prices
have so far proved unsuccessful.
“In this section the total stock in four ports
in all hands July 1 was 168,863 tons against
175,865 tons on June 1, and 137,008 tons Jnly 1,
1882. Importers’ Btock increased 26,803 tons

parcels heretofore sold.

Tbe truuk lines have At last taken steps to inquire into the reasons which are giving the
Grand Trunk the large proportion of the excursion traffic it is enjoying.

The Kittery Navy Yard.
HI
MMMMMMMMMMM»->t3fcdfcCt3Ntdtw£».
H
M
-1

United States Enoineicr Office, I
Portland, Maine, July fi, JH83. J
in DUPLICATE, addressed to the
undersigned, will bo received at his office,
Portland. Maine, until 3 o’clock p. in. on Wednesthe 26th day of July, 1883, for about 20,000
day,
cubic yards of dredging in the channel of Royal Riv-

sales.

auction

Proposals for Dredging.

TABLE

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO BATHING GOODS.

the trunk lines meet the rates it now makes.

burglar*
passed through the back parlor door into the
hall, and from thence gained the doctor’s stud;
on the other side.
Here they fcund an old
fashioned board-bottomed
candlestick, and
lighting the candle it contained, they proceed*
ed to the second story, first leaving their rear
well protected by drawing the bolts of the
'kitchen door, and opening it, as well as the

p

Winthrop,

Systematic Undertaking.

go out at any hour of the night, Is the las*

enabled them

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted—Partner.
Wanted—Situation
Reopened—Mon joy Fisli Garment.
Coal-Chas. H. O’Brion.
Change—Forest City Steamboat Co.

m.

and

place burglars would sslect for robbery.
On the night In question the occupants of
the house were Dr. and Mrs. Cummings, Miss
Cumm ings, and the servant. Before retiring

Mechanic Falls. A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyee.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. JelllMft,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Ai drew**
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & 00n

Ai3p.

A SCool

One of the ooolest and most systematic bur.
glaries which has taken place in this city occurred ^Sunday night at the residence of Dr.
•fames M. Cummings, No. ISO Park Btreet. Dr,
Cummings is one of our oldest and best known
homoeopathic physicians and it would seem as If
the house of a doctor, who is liable to come in

Augusta,
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.

ADVERTISEMENTS

the Grand Trunk.

Robbed.

the press.
obtained at the Periodical Depot* of N. G
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunoll d Co., Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hod bo on. Robert Costello, Uilpatrick,
Jewett, Roee, McFarland, Watt on, strange, Stimand
son, Gould, Lan&gan, Boston & Maine Depot,
Chisholm Bros.,on all trains that run out of the

New

Trouble Between

TIME

tbe Trunk Lines and

I

PROPOSALS,

MISCELLANEOUS*_

_

Pace.]

Mat be

Fryeburg,

ADVERTISEMENTS
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Morning, July 10.
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RAILWAY NOTES.
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REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER
SAYS OP

DR. TOWNSEND’S ItFYljLOY
FOR

MV

ASTHMA N. AND CATARRH.
EEVER, Brooklyn,
Y., Sept. 25,1881

“1 beliove it will be sure in ninety case# in a hundred*”
Brooklyn, N. V., Oct, 17, 1882.
‘‘I am happy to say that your remedy baa served
me a s< cond seasou fully aa well as the last year.”
Pamphlets with Mr. Beeher a full letters and
other testimonials furnished on application.
Prepared on^y by
DR I*. M Tt WOSK'II
I'roMtburg, Yld.
Price 60 cents and *1.50 per bottle.
For sale by JOHN W. PEKKINS & CO., 84 Commercial St., Portland, Me., and by the drug trade
ju20eod till augl8
generally.

An uncomfortable

PRESS.

THE

of

impending

of my fortures

MORNING,

TUESDAY

was with me
I felt that the crisis
close at hand.

assurance

trouble.
was

Howeve-, before anything unpleasant occurred, an unexpected something turned

JULY 10.

It came in the person of my friend Mr.
James O’ Hooligan.
Jimmy G’Hooligan was a boisterous Irishma J, very well known in the Bohemia of
London at thattiu-e. He was a middle-aged
mail, of somewhat handsome appearance,
and carrying himt'elf with a military air.
He posse-sed a glib tongue, an amazing
fund of anecdote, had a musical voice aud
car, and all the social advantages of one
who has kissed the Stone of Blarney. Need
I add that Jimmy was extremely popular
with both the ladies and gentlemen of his
up.

[From London society.]

The Makeshift Colt.
No, 1 never gamble. I don’t profess a
pious horror of it, or anything of that sort,
you know, but I simply object to it as a

waste of time, money and temper.
Not that
1 won’t have sixpence on the rub, with

three-penny points, or so, just to give an interest to one’s whist; and not that I won’t
put

horse

acquaintance?
He got his living

in one of those mysteriSometimes
ways common to Bohemia.
ire sat as a model iu the studios of such artists as could afford the luxury.
Iu tlm
way he may have earned a good deal at
times—for models are often very well paid—
aud he has figured in many a character on
the walls of Burlington House.
Jimmy seemed to be known by everybody.
He hung about the newspaper offices, particularly those of a sporting character. He
was admitted behind the scenes of
theaters,
lie was on the free-list of every music hall.
He knew every prominent member of “the
fancy” and the P. It., aud all ovef London
he was hailed as a cherished friend by pub-

take a ticket in a
social sweepstake. But that’s real amusement; 1 never bet or gamble in earnest.
Why dou’t I? Well, for a very simple
reason.
1 once all but made a grand coup-,
I ouce came within the cock of a horse’s ear
of pulling off a very big thing—and I didn’t.
What do y6u say? Funk! No, sir, I call
it common sense. I had a chauce such as a
man rarely gets more thau once in his life,
and fortune didn’t favor me.
I have reasoned it out since, aud come to the coueluslon that the odds against a gambler are
heavier even than any one supposes.
I believe that 1 should never have such another
ohauce as that, aud, upon the whole, it
doesn’t seem to me to be worth while to
gamble now. I am satisfied that I am not a
lucky man in tha’ way.
Not
However, you shall hear, the tale.
tbai it’s much of a story, either, but you ssy
you would like to hear the account of my life.
And this one bit of mine is really the most
important incident, I think, in my whole
career. For,
had 1 gone otherw.se—But
there ! you shall judge for yourself.
me
now
what I am, a flourishing
Seeing
tradesman in Auckland, New Zealand, you
would hardly imagine how I began life.
I
have taken root here and prospered; I have
a wife and family, as you see, and am a
a

crown on a

comfortable

man.

or

Yet ouly

ous

licans and bar-maids.
These characteristics threw a romantio
halo over Jimmy, to my youug and somewhat verdant mind. Moreover, he was the
life aud soul of every party he got among,
though a rather vulgar, coarse and disreputable soul, it must be admitted. But he was a
frequeut visitor to the studios of Camden
Town, and was quite one of our free-andeasy fraternity.
It

the Monday morning before the
that race, as every one knows, being
run upon a Wednesday.
I was sitting in
my studio at work, knocking off one of those
thin experiments in oolor which took but a
day to complete, aud upen which “uncle”
would advance me 15 shillings or a pound,
half of that being profit or earnings to me,
tho balance covering cost of canvas, colors
and frame. Iu the midst of my work there
entered to me the O’Hooligan.
Evidently there was something in the
wind; Jimmy’s entrance was dramatically
impressive. Cautiously projecting his head
through the half-opened doorway he asked:
“Are ye alone?”
I was, and said so. Then he slid slowly
into the room, like a snake, liold'ng the door
as closely as was compatible with the passage of his body. Once inside, he quickly
closed the door, and locked it; then he turned
ed and faced me, standing stiff, with his
back against the door, aud summoning into
his face a look of inteuse excitement.
He
seemed to be laboring under the pressure of
some tremendous secret, which was struggling to force its way out of him.
Suddenly lie crossed the room toward me
with long, slow strides, and on tiptoe, holding up a warning finger the while, and literally gleaming on me with fixed, meauing
eyes.
Laying his hands on my shoulders he

very few years
different.
a

was widelj*
It’s a
Ah, yes! 1872; Cremorne’s year.
to
look back on those times.
queer thing
a
short
ten
and
Only
years ago,
yet I am
quite a different man.
1 was a gentleman in those days, if you
please, although as poor as a rat; an artist
to ooot, that beiug one of the well-known
lucrative professions that needy gentlemen
are so fond of adopting.

ago my case

I dou’t say tbat I had much faith in my
own gertUs.
Youthful and verdaut as I
was then, 1 knew better than that.
But an
artist’s life seemed an agreeable one to me,
and 1 was sanguine euough to suppose that
I could earn a living at it, as a copyist and
producer of pot boilers. That was about all
I looked forward to.
1 dwell lu Camden Town, Loudon, in a
studio high up at the top of a house that
stood in an anything but pretentious street,
I was practically alone in the world.
For,
though I had relations, I saw or knew but
little of them.
But poor, and an artist, 1
was naturally a Bohemian, aud my associates were mostly drawn from that heterogeneous stratum of society.
I was poor, as 1 have said, hut 1 was not
so indigent as some of my friends aud acquaintances were. In their opinion, indeed,
I was far too well off to thoroughly comprehend the luxuries of poverty; for I used to
receive an occasional £10 nqte from one of
my relatives, who, though he grumbled at
my uselessness, yet always sent me that
sum whenever I was so pushed as to bring
myself to apply to him.
Besides that. I could earn money.
There
was a picture-dealer who used to give me an
occasional job, to make a copy or the like.
And then there were certain pawnbrokers I
was aware of, who could advance sums on
such pictures as I brought them.
Oh, yeRl
that used to be a regular system then, aud I
dare say it is now.
l ms is the way ot it: you
and take U to the artistic

paint

a

whispered hoarsely:

“Our fortune’s made!”
Then he stood back and eyed me.
“Oh, indeed,” I said, for I knew Jimmy.
“Another straight tip, I suppose?”
“Another!” he shrieked.
“The straight
tip, me bhoy! The straightest that ivver—
there! eighties to wan! a hundred to wan!
and sartiu as the fate av sinners!”
I struggled despeaateiv against the contagion of Jimmy’s manner, for I knew by experience what it all meant. I said:
“Look here, old man, I’ve had about
enough of your tips. They never come off,
you know?’
“Ah, now, see here! You’ve been playin’
at bettiu’—no more. I gave ye tips, ’tie
true, aud they didn’t come off. That’s partly the reason why I’m givin’ ye this, to
make up for thim others.
I’m in airuest,
this timeT’

picture

“uncle.”
He
certain price, which he fixe3
to
the
size
of
the
according
picture, and
with small relatiou to its subject or execution. If you think proper, of course, you
can redeem the picture any time within a
year, or you could take a possible purchaser
to view it at the shop.
At the expiration of
the year it becomes “uncle’s” property.
Lots of us used-to find that these pawnbrokers were our only patrons.
They ieut
lends you

us

a

price

on

a

ou our

the cost of

painteugs that, deducting

our materials,
would leave us
what might be reckoned a shilling an hour

or so for our own work.
And that work, as
you may suppose, was far from being our
best; yet with our best we could do

pawned our pot-boif§RT*,tvkhout a
thought of ever “taAiug them out” again.
•

In due course they passed irrevocably into
“uncle’s” posession.
What he did with
them then we neither knew nor cared.
Among the men I used to meet about in
the studios or consort within the bar parlor
of the Brush and Palette of an evening
were many whose sole means of livelihood
appeared to be painting for the pawnbrokers.
I bad another resource, as I have mentioned
—that picture-dealer out of whom I used to
make wages pretty frequently.
And then
there was that relative of mine who, though
he considered me to be an Idle good-fornothing, would not let me go wrong for
want of a £10 note.
I was a sort of Croesus among these ou‘.at-elbows daubers then.
They drank and
smoked and ate very frequently at my expense in the free, happy style of Bohemia;
and they also often “borrowed” shillings
and half-crowns with the careless bonhomie
of their guild.
They made much of me,
and tickled my youthful vanity by pretending to take it for granted that personal talent
With the brush was the real source of my

comparative affluence.

I had no business to call myself poor, for
from the various sources, a total income of over £200 a year.
Then I had a
good capital, in the shape of a fair stock of
such things as a young artist requires, an
extensive wardrobe, some furniture and
books. I was comfortable enough in my
humble studio, which also was my livingroom, with a small bedroom adjoining it.
There was no reason why I should have felt
poverty, but I did.

I

had,

Like most inexperienced youngsters, I
had but the vaguest ideas of the value of
money.
Moreover, I was extravagant,
never stinting my expenditure, and wasting a lot more money than I could afford at
the Brush and Pallette and similar places. I
was always in arrears, and, worst of all, I
fell into a sad way of betting ou races.
Now, goody-goody people would say that
such a thing was impossible and incomprehensible; but I swear to yen that what led
me to take to betting and gambling with
more than ordinary zeal was the purest and
holiest incentive man could have.
A woman, of course, you say. .Well, yes,
but a girl rather than a woman she was
then. Lucy was the daughter of a small
tradesman, a druggist, in Camden Town. I
had made her aquaintance in some informal
way, and had gradually wormed myself into
the confidence of the family. I was madly
in love with Lucy, who—well I won’t attempt to describe her, for certain reasons
not far off just now.
Suffice it, she was
like.Traddles’ Sophy, “the dearest girl In
the world.”

Many visits

to the little household, and
trips to Richmond or Epping
Forest, play going, and what not in her
company, had the usual result. I told Lucy
various little

of my love, and she consented to become my
wife.

Now, had I
really no

was

been

free from debt, there
why we should not

reason
at once.

have married
I had as much as
many a curate marri s upon. But then I
was in debt; I had duns and difbcul tbs, no
present means of making my|domicimelit for
a wife, and, above all, my little.ircome
was
somewhat precarious.
Then I had no particular prospects to look forward to.
Lucy’s father, like most men of his class
in London, particularly if blessed with a
large family, as be was, hardly said either
yea or nay to the matter. He allowed us to
judge for ourselves. I was a gentleman, he
said—meaning thereby an honest man—and
meant to act straight by his girl; so what
more was there for him to say?
Well, by the spring of 1872 our engagement bad continued for some months, and

I

daily getting more deeply involved by
of my pursuit of luck. I betted or
every event, hoping to pull myself, up that
way, but only with the result of throwing
was
reason

away the best part of what I earned.
Things were in this state shortly before
the Derby. I waB going on in a bad way.
I knew that something must be done before
long. I knew that I must carve out [a new
path for myself somehow; that I must contrive some fresh plan, or go without Lucy,
and also go to universal smash.
yet what
to do I did not know. I waited, in a hope-

lessly hopeful condition, for something

to

turn up. I put trouble and worry away
from me, and would have none of it.
Do you not know that curious dreamy
condition you get into sometimes when you
refuse to alow yourself to think of the
future? You live in a kind of unreal realty,
The
to use a
paradoxical expression.
present you make to occupy your thoughts
entirely. You wait for the unexpected.
I was as
Well, that was my case then.
gay #ever. 1 made merry with my friends
as usual, and talked to my Lucy—God forgive me!—as if I were coming into £10,000 e
Meanwhile, I threw
year the next week.
off daub after daub, until even my accomodating “uncle’’ looked suspicious and hesitating, and nearly all the resulting cash was
put on horses whose names had been mysteriously confided to me as those of certain
winners.
1 was not very heavily booked for the
Derby, as it happened, not having much
available cash, and having intended to put
“something on’’ on the day before the race.

was

Derby,

!

the general gu'de, philosopher and friend of.
good Bohemians.
At last came the eventful morning, and
Jimmy and I found ourselves in a brake
with some dozen others, driving from our
“pah’’ down to Epsom. 1 need not say that
X had putou the bulk of my £10. getting
forty to one, aud eight to one tor a “shop.”
A long price still; but the colt had not come
into general favor much, and indeed actually started at little below those odds.
Ah! I don’t think I shall ever forget that
day. No, sir! The fearful agitation 1 was
iu has impressed every detail of it indellibly
on my memory.
I stood to win
Consider.
£8,000, which meant to me a wife, a home,
subs ance, comfort, respectability, a business.
On the other hand a black abyss of
woe seemed to open to my imagination.
We stood oil the trill opposite the grand
stand and wached tho preparations for the

Jimmy, the boisterous, had suddenly
quieted down into a grim, white-faced,
eager-eyed, silent spectator. I was so agitated that I had to lie on the turf. My head
swam round, my heart
palpitated forcibly, 1
race.

shook all over as if I had a palsy.
Among the mass of horses marshaling
into rank for the start we had eyes but for
one.
Among the many hues of their
silks we sought out the colors that
signified our particular choice. Purple and
black—there they were; and we gazed at
them feverishly, for the noble animal that
bore them carried also all our hopes and

jockeys’

fears.

They are off! The race has begun, and
deelsionjof my fate is at hand.jjl see

the

the brilliant bed of colors stream past and
Pway, I hear tho intense muriner of the
cloud, and 1 stand, as a gambler stands,
awaiting the cast of the die.
Oh, my God! how it all comes back to
me, though ten eventful years have passed
since that day! Surely such a terrible agitation of mind as shook me then is madness
—madness, neither more nor less..
The field cou-es sweeping round “the
Corner,” tailed off into exteded line; and
down the hill toward home come the horses
In one last tremendous elfo-t. A jockey,
whose colorB are scarlet, and yel’ow, bright
and viv’d leades the way, wo-kiug with bit
and spur aud whip, and seeming to ca-ry his
steed on beneath him. Two others are
close behind; but their colors are t trail go to
my strainiug eyes.
Great Heavens? Where is the Makeshift
Colt? Where is the racer to whom I have
pinned mv faith? As the foremost horses
came in sight 1 heard the tremendous, frenzied roar that burst up from the mighty concourse of spectators.
For a moment my
heart seems to 3top beating. It is death to
me to hear that shout:
Cremorr.e! Cremorue! (Vemorne wins!”

But no! Out fiom the ruck of horses behind, just as they came down from Tottenham Corner, one draws to the front—a dark
horse, browu or black, ridden Dy a jockey in
colors that are a heaven of hope to my sight.
Oh! on, Black and Purple! On, Makeshift
Colt.
The dark horse forges ahoad, passes tho
two behind the foremost, lies on the flank
of Ited and Yellow. Even in all ray terrible
excitement I noticed a dropping in the roars
of the mighty crowd, a sort of falter or perp’exity—for few know what horse Black
ard purple rides. I bear a mau near me

Wit and Wisdom.
Yale’s new stroke was a stroke ol unprofitable enterprise.—Lowell Courier.

Everything moves iu a circle. Physicians
say that loss ot sleep is making men small and
puny, and every man knows that it is the small
and puny beings that cause the Iobb of sleep.—
Philadelphia News.
MAUD MULLER AND THE APPLES.
Maud Muller stood one summer day,
Quietly raking the new-mown hay.
In the apple oroha'rd, plain to be seen,
Was plenty of fruit, both hard and green.

Rashly she

ute

With pain in her stomach and tears in her eye,
Maud Muller thought she would surely die.
But soon came an end of her woeful grief,
Kor Pain Killer brought her sweet relief.
A race!of Indians with tails has been discovered iu Brazil. We don’t suppose these Indian tails are as long and
tUrilliug as the ludian
tales found in our hoys’and girls’ weekly pallors.—Norristown Herald.
fire iu

clothing store,

the other day1
the only pants saved were the occupants.—
Milton News.
a

a

Premature Lose of the Hair

May be entirely prevunled by the
nktt's Coacoaink.

The superiority of Burnett's flavoring Extracts consists iu gtheir perfect purity aud

strength.

Republican—"Elected?

Democrat
"Well, Iload'

Novel.”

—"What, never?” Republican
ly ever.” (Clubs for two.)—Cincinnati Saturday Night.

You cau do your invalid frieud uo greater
better service than by presenting him with
the great medical Work of the
“The
Science of Life; or, Self-preservation.”
It
coutaius 125 prescriptions. See advertisement
nor

di^

i

another column.

A smart man on Cottage Hill explained to
his little daughter that the days in Bummer
were longer than iu winter because
heat made
everything expand. But he could not explain
the length of the nights in whiter on the same
principle.—Oil City Derrick.
Ten Years before any of tho baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresss Yeast Powder had a large gale
throughout New England.
illAUIllAflEH.

In Ellsworth, July 3d, Jesse
thia Garland.
In Carmel, July 1st, M. B.
and Miss S. Lizzie Robinson.

Clary

auct MIm

Salisbury

of

Cyn-

Veasie

hoarsely exclaim:

“What the-horse is that?”
I know, aud I leap up in a mad thrill of
delight. As the striving racers flash before
us, 1 see two far iu front of all the rest. Bed
and Yellow is doing all he knows, but on
his flank, drawing up to him closer and
closer, nearer aud nearer, forging ahead till
they ride neck aud neck, comes my noble
Black and Purple. He is coming up! he is
gaining a foot in every yard! he wins! Black
aud Purple forever!
i ne race is over,

shouting

me

nerce

turmoil

of

thousands boils up around us. The
two horses have passed the post so close together that no one knows which has won.
We wait some moments In agonizing suspense, till the numbers go up upou tha
ue was, apparently,
ms eyes were aancboard. At last they appear: 1, Cremorne;
ing and glittering in his head, his hands 2, Makeshift Colt; 3,1 know not what, for I
demonstrating, and Ills whole person indi- sank almost faioting on the ground.
cative of eagerness.
He could hardly speak,
Half a ueck has done it. Had our horse
to strong was his agitation.
I began to feel
put on the spurt a moment sooner he would
the excitement extending to myself, and
have won/ Had the course been ten yards
knew that l was destined to give way to it
longer t>le decision would have been revers“See now,” he continued.
“I’ve sured. Oh, if—if—if—and I have lost!
wan
av
the
deadest
av
the
prised
saycrcts
He stands
_'
ooligan is beside me.
Turf, wan av the biggest things that’s 'vvjiS" "with his
hands thrust down deep into his
been. I tell ye we could make ou--.unifies
pockets, his face is pale, and his lips set toif we’d only enough to puLMK—'lt’s a plan
gether; he gazes vacantly into the distance.
that’s just goin’ to makefliis Derby the most
•'Shot in the back again!” he murmurs
astoundin’ wandvver ruu!
hoarsely, witli A oath. Come ou, me boy!
“No! It dgffo matther how 1 got it.
I
Rouse yerself! Come au’ let’s liquor, any
"caiiT leireVeu you that. But I sid to meway!”
self, ye’ve got to keep this thing dark.
I crawl dejectedly after him to the tent,
There’s just wau chum ye’re goin’ to take
for my mouth is as dry as a lime-burner’s
in wid yer. Him and you’s goin’ in ou this
wig.
thing, an’ goin’ to do the biggest shtroke
Well, that event was the turning-point in
thst ivver ye'll git the chance of yer whole
my life. That bal luck has been the maklives! I’ve put on ivery blessed penny I’m
ing of me. I will tell you how in as few
worth, an’ here I am, me bhov!”
words as possible.
It was no use trying to keep calm.
His
1 awoke the next morning in the most utexcitement mastered me, and I felt that,
terly depressed and dispirited condition. I
come weal or woe, I had to do as he wished.
had a racking headache, of course, for,
He wenf on:
equally of conrse, I had got most consumednow—it’s
a
solemn
sacred
Whisper
sayly drunk after the race. Perhaps that was
cret between us two, remember that! Did ye
natural under the circumstances.
Mind
ivver hear av the Makeshift Colt?
No; ye and body were in torture. I felt gloomy
didn’t, nor nobody else. But I tell ye. that’s enough to do something dreadful.
1 was
the horse that’s goin’ to win thh year’s Derutterly ruined; I had no prospects; everyby.
I
thing I possessed was mine no longer.
“O, ye needn't look at the lists; he’s not had not even tha means left to earn my subin the bettin’ at ad—not yet, anyway.
sistence with. In a day or two my very bed
They’ve held that coult b-ck, an’ kept’m as wonld be seized and I should be turned into
dark’s the back of Hades.
An’ now, thim
the street.
as is in the saycret, they’re goin’ round takMy mind was a little confu-ed, you see. I
in’ the odds ou the quiet.
had totally forgotten one thing, and it was
“There’s uo one knows a word av it outlucky I had, perhaps. Not until late in the
side the stable, barrin' me an’ you.
The
day did 1 remember that I had backed the
bookmakers’ll just give anny odds at all
Makeshift Colt for a place. So overwhelmabout tbe horse; they don’t know his name
ing was my misery at losing the £3,0001 had
yit, even!”
reckoned ou and losing it by such a narrow
And soon, and so on, till, after an hour’s
that I had clear forgotten the saving
talk I was as completely persuadfcdjas any squeak,
bet.
one could wish, and yielded myself up enI had turned into the Brush and Palette
tirely to the fever of which O’Hooligan was moodily to seek wbat solace I might find
the present exponent. I soon saw that he
there.
Suddenly some sovereigns were
was thoroughly in earnest himself, and it
thrust into my hand, and I was told the
was not long before I was as mad on the
money was the second prize in the sweepsubject as he. I saw that I had got a means, stakes, wherein I had drawn “the field,”
as
at last, for relieving myself of my difficulyou may remember.
ties, providing myself with ac tual capital
it
was
a
fine
revulsion
of
Ah,
feeling I
and for msking my marriage with Lucy an
then experienced! I cheered up wonderfully
immediate possibility.
when I recollected how I really stood.
“Sell ivery blessed stick! Sweep out the
Things were by no means so black as 1 bad
whole bag’o tricks! Pawn the coat aff yer
As a matter of fact, I had actually
back! Au’ crack the bilin’ on to the Make- thought.
won over a hundred ,,ounds.
shift Colt!” was Jimmy’s advice.
That drove me back from the drink just
I ton ad, ou inquiry, that I bad, curiously
in time. More, it led me to reflect. X conenough, drawn “the field” in a big sweep- ceived a disgust at gambling and betting
stakes at the Brush and Palette.
As the
from that time, and I resolved never to take
Makeshift Colt was a name unknown to the to
the same course again.
lists, it had not been put among those
I believe it was the luckiest thing in the
and
it
drawn,
consequently
belonged to me world that the hor6e I backed was beaten by
as holder of “the field” ticket.
Cremorne. If I had won, and I had landed
“That’s yours, thin, anyway,” said Jimthat big prize, I should have been a conmy, referring to the sweep. I accepted this
firmed gambler all my days. Of that I am
drawing, for my own part, as an omen of certain. I should have come to eventual
success. I was thoroughly with Jimmy now.
smash, when there was no possibility of
I h^d little enough money; but] quickly
recovering from it. And, likely as not, X
so'd or pawned every available article that I
should h ive dragged my poor I.ucy into the
owned, even going so far as to raise mire with me.
money upon the few bits of furniture and
That very day after the Derby, as I was
studio effects that I had. I made up a
reading the accouuts in the paper of how
of
about
40
which
purse
sovereigus,
really the great race bad so nearly been carried off
represented every stick or rag in ray possess- by the rankest of rank outsiders, my eyes lit
ion, except what I stood upright in.
upon an advertisement. Xt was a call for
Then my Irish monitor and myse.f proemigrants to go out to New Zealand.
ceded to visit certain book-makers. A re1 had a hundred
That decided me.
mark that the first of them made to us was
pounds in hand, and with it I resolved to
substantially repealed by tbe rest.
emigrate. I resolved to throw gentility to
“Never heard of your faDcv till this morn- the
winds, to quit the dangerous Bohemia
ing. Gave a hundred against him to one or of London, to give up my foolish dreams of
two parties that came to bet on him.
Had an artistic
profession, and to try what
to look up the “Guide” to see if there wa3
manful industry might do for mo at the
such a horse at all. But can’t give quite the
Antipodes. I resolved to conquer my own
long price again. Make it eighties to oue failings, to concentrate my energies, and to
for you.”
seek fortune in a new land.
I put on £00 at these odds, and I also
Within a month I had bidden a hopeful
“placed” the colt at fifteen to one, putting au revolr to Lucy, had been the recipient
on £7 in that way.
Jimmy was enraptured, of a farewell
supper at the Brush and
for if the colt carried off the event I should
I’alette, and was an “assisted emigrant” in
win £2,500—a mint of money in onr eyes,
the steerage of the good ship Kanglllkl,
lie himself had put on all he could raise—
bound for Auckland.
how much exacly I do not know.
Of course, I had hardish times at first
“ft’s a foine time we’ll be having’ presWho hasn’t? Chopping fire-wood, mending
ently,” he said. “Won’t the boys open and making roads, carrying a hod, driving
their eyes whin you an’ me shows our pile?
cattle—these were some of my occupations
An’ see what a base of operations we’ll
and little enough could I earn at tliem.
have! Be the mother av Meses, we’ll bo
But by and by my old profession stood me
millionaires yit! Good luck to tnecoult!”
in good service.
I confess i had my misgivings, although
One day I accidentally overheard a hotelthe gambling fever bad come over me and
staling his wish to have a signboard
keeper
me
to
risk
little
all
this
impelled
my
upon
fie lamented his inability to
on Lia bouse,
horse. To me it was a grand coup indeed.
find a man who could paint it properly, and
It meant so much, you see; for either I
said he would
stand £5 for what
should come out an actual capitalist, pos- he wanted. Iwillingly
offered to do the job if
sessor of a sum that to me seemed almost
inateiials were found me, and, after some
boundless wealth—“a base of operations”demur, I was allowed to try my hand specuas Jimmy called it—or f should he comt
latively.
pletely and utterly broken.
Before I Lad finished Ihe sign the satisYou may Imagiue the state of mind I was
fied “boss” commissioned me to decorate
in—at one moment seeing a simply golden
his saloon. Orders came in upon me thick
prospect before me, anon seized with the and fast for similar work, and 1 soon found
dismalest doubts and fears. And the folmyself earning £0 or£8 every week.
lowing day my excitement grew hotter yet,
Well, to make a long story short, within
for in all the papers the Makeshift Colt was
was foreman of a housea few months I
now, for the first time, quoted in the betfitting firm in the city, and before a year
ting, and apparently lie had come into favor, was gone I was a partner in the concern
as the price against him had fallen to forties
and doing a thriving business.
In three
Still more reassuring was the fact
to one.
years from the time of my leaving England
the
Makeshift
that two sporting papers gave
I was able to send money homo to Lucy.
Coltas one of their three probable winners.
The dear girl came out at once and is now
The secret was a secret no longer.
my wife.
I now got into a wild, delirious ecstacy
I have prospered amazingly. At home]
of expectation. You can well imagine how
could never have been more than a picture1 felt,
went so far as to telegraph to that
dealer’s hack. Here 1 hold no inconsiderable
relative of mine, alleging that 1 was in want
position in the city, my business as a house
and had sore need of his help. I also bordecorator having gone ahead and absorbed
rowed some £5 here and there, and “crackinto it various kindred branches of trade.
ed it on” with the rest.
Perhaps l can not call myself a gentleman
relative
howMy
evidently smelled a rat,
any longer. On the other hand, I am not a
ever.
He was a man of the world, as the
Look
at,
broken down Bohemian.
my
phrase goes, and had a low opinion of me, family, sir, at my prosperity! Look at this
which] am now open to confess was not
of mine in Queen street, and say, have
wholly unwarranted. He wit*I in reply; shop
1 not cause to be thankful that the Make“Believe you want to bet on Herby. Will
shift Colt did not win the Derby?
send £10, but not until Saturday morning,
That’s my story.
when expect it."
However, on showing his telegram to the
landlord of the Brush and l'alette, that
There's been considerable talk lately about
worthy publican readily advanced me the
All wo can say is
on barbed wire
£10. 1 thus “sold” my’ kind relative, you “royalty
that royalty must feel mighty uncomfortable.
will observe, through the instrumentality of
—New York Commercial Advertiser.

In this city, Julv 7th, Mrs. Julia A. H., widow of
the late Joshua Carter, aged 69 years l month.
[Funeral service this (Tuesday) afteruoon at 2
Burial at cono’clock, from No. 4 Howard street.
venience of the family.]
In this city. July 8th, Miss Hannah Trow, aged
84 years 10 months.
[Fuueral services Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
from No 3B South street. Burial private }
In this city, July 9th, Mrs. Mary T. Smith, aged
24 years 7 mouths.
[Boston papers copy.]
At Point Village, July 7, Sadie H., daughter of
Nathaniel ard Eveline Gould, aged 27 years.
[Fuueral services Tuesday at 2Va o’clock from her
late residence.]
In San Francisco, Juno 12tb, Frank E. Jordan,
aged 39 years 4 mouths 22 days, formerly of
Maine.
[Maine papers please copy.]
In Highgaie Centre, Vt., John T. O’Brlon of
Portland, aged 24 years 4 months.
[Notice ot funeral hereafter.]
D*V* «?-
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Arrangement

at 7.30 a. m.,
and
i-03 ». in., arriving at Worcester
“• and **8^ P* m*
leave
Returning
Caloa Kopot, Worcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 6.40 p,
n).

,7:;

► «r

A N Clark, Hasson, do; Fannie R,
John to Frank, Perkins, York.
Cld tttli, sch Emellue G Sawyer,

|r«r

<o>»

Bill, Pierce, Roekport;

..

Peruvian .Quebec.Liverpool... .July
...New York .1 *v*»rpooL...July
Britann
City of Rome ...New York Liverpool.. .July

11
12
12
14
14
14
14
14
14
17
17
18
18
21
24
24
26

Dovonia.New York..Glasgow
July
Penuland
New York..Antwerp —July
St Domingo.New York..St Domingo. July
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool.. .July
Labrador.New York..Havre.July
Servia.New York..Liverpool. ..July
Cephalonia.Boston.Liverpool.. .duly
Alaska.New York..Liverpool... July
Arehimede.New York Med. ports. July
St Germain.New York. .Havre.July
Scythia.New York..Liverpool ..July 25
...

MINI Ai
rtsrX.
Sa'isetf.
s «u

fit;H ALMANAC...'.JULY10.
—4Zai Hlgfc ttfcter, iPM).. 3.2«i
10.42
.7.45| ftfooa set.s.

Absolutely Pure.

This Powder never varies. A marvel of )'pv
strength and wholesomenei*. More economical than
tl:a ordinary kirn's, and cannot be sold In
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders, Sold only in «an$.
Koyal Baking Powdeu Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

Shi 7th, sch O Matthews, Sullivan, for New York.
lu port 8th, schs Ida Mav. Nellie Shaw, Chattanooga, John Somes aud Enterprise, bound south
and west.
BEVERLY—Ar 6th, sch Jessie Hart, 2d, Walls,

mch6

-.-

news.

NEViUjNE

MONDAY, Jnly
Eleancra,

Steamship
Coyle, Jr.

Bragg, New

York— J

-Ties to B & M R K.
Sch Vesta Pearl (Br), Robinson, Frederickton, N
B—Ties to G P Wescott.
Scb June (Br), Coombs, St Johu, NB—Ties to B
& M R K.
Sch Crown Prince, Cole, Moncton, NB—Ryan &

Kelsey.

Scb Alice M Gould, Jewett, Western Banks, 15,000 lbs halibut.
Richmond—Coal Jto
Sch Cumberland, Webber,
Grand Trunk Railway.
Sch Kmina L, Philadelphia—Coal to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Scb Olivo Elizabeth, Randall, Saco.
Sch Mary Elizabeth. Duutou. Boothbay.
Schs F It Smith, Crockett, mackercling, 360 bbls;
Robert Byron. 100; M B Young. 100; M M Chase,
Francis M Loring, 70; Old Chad, 30.

fokeicn7>ohtm.

Sch;Billow, Rhodes, Rockland—Paris Flouring
Co.
Sch .1 P Ober, Dewing. Bangor—N A Sanborn.
Sch Maud S, Strout, Mill bridge, NB.
Sch Fostiua. Phil brook. Bangor to load for Philadelphia-Chase, Leavitt & Co.

SAILED—U 8 barque S P Chase.
Sid 7th, Sch Mattie J Alles (new, of Portland),
Crockett, Waldoboro to load for Philadelphia—Lyman, Son & Co.

Iff BOM MKIIOUANTB* EXCHANGE/!
Cld at Jacksonville, 6th, sch Florida, Gilmore,
Belfast.
Ar at Algiers, 8th,
barque Hannah McLoon,
Keen, New York.
PBHieiUlElV.
Ar at Canso 6th, scb John 11 Kennedy, Western
Banks.
Sid fm Boothbay. 6th, schs Henry Friend, for
shore fishing; Annie M Nash, for do; Ambrose
Knight, do; Abby M Hearing, Seavey, Portland, for
Bay Si Lawrence.
Ar at Gloucester, 7th. sch Cynosure, from shore

fishing.

Stations in

DOnEATK! PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 1st, barque Tropic Bird,
Burns, Tahiti.
Sid 2d, ship Chandos, Ross, Liverpool.,
GALVESTON—Sid 8d, sch Anna W Laker, Snowman, New York.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld

6th,

sch

P

Haaelttne,

Swett. New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar up 3d, sch Emma F Hart,
Davis, Port Spain.
Ar 8th, barque Ablel Abbott,Taylor, Rio Janeiro;
sch Belle O'Neil, Bath.
RICHMOND—Ar 6th, brig Annie & Lillie, Atherton, Kennebec.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid Otb, sch A A Kennedy, for
New Haven.
sch
Grace Bradley,
SAVANNAH—Cld 7th,
Huper, Brunswick.
Ar at Tfbee, brig Woodbury, Brown, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, sobs Eleotrlo Light,
Case, Kennebec river; Sawln, Rich, do.
C d 7th, steam sell Jcanie, Chaney, Caibarieu;
brig Sarah Si Emma, Munroo. Cardenas; schs Latlio
Wells, Ware, l.ant-sville; Parker Si Hooper, Oolcord,
Boston.
Ar 8th, barque Nicola, Brown,
Huelva; sch Car
rie L Godfrey, Young, Gardiner.

DELKWARK BREAK WATER-Sid 8th. brig
Mary T Kimball, New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid Gtb, sch A T Boardman,
Gott, Boston; Wreath. Dyer, Salem.
Ar 7th. soli Emma S Briggi, Lewis New York.
Shi 7th. sch uen Howard, Henderson Augusta.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, ship Sumner U Mead (of
Bostor) Park, Iloilo, 126 days; brig Sparkling
Water, Clifford, Point-a-Pitre: sch <1 II Holden,
Pinckham, Haracoa, ship Benjamin Bewail (of Boston), Ryan, Huauillos, 84 days.
Passed the Gate 7tb, schs W H Mailler. Odell,
St John, NB for New York; Damon, Haskell, Bangor lor do; Julia & Martha, Hopp, Calais for do;
Addle Jordan, Merrhnan, Frankfort fpr do; Benjamin Gartside, Sharp, Konnohec for do.
Cld 7 th, ship San Joaquin, Drink water, Bombay;
barque Lillian, Htrout, Havana; sch Sammy Ford,
a

iiou.
Ar

Mlllbridge.
Emma.

8th, brig

Mahoney,

Ellzabethport

tbowH, Baltimore.

Grand Trunk

NTHKKTM,

On aud

Express Trains,
Bf

...re

For Auburn and JLewi»ton,7.10 a. m., 1.15
and 6.20 p. m.
For 4-orham, 3.30 (mixed,) and 5.20 p.m.
For 4*orbam, Montreal, Quebec and i hi
cago 1.80 p.m.
For Oorhana, Montreal and Chicago 9.00

Double Track, Stone Balias

I
buy lirltri. (at any railroad
boat office In New England) via

BOUND BROOK

or

steam-

ROUTE

a. m.

ABBIfALM.
From Cewloton and Anbnrn, 8.36 a. m.,
and 5.50 p.m.
From taorhnm, mixed, 9 40 a. m., 5.00 p. m.
From Chicago. Moutrea
and Quebec,
12.35 p.m.
From 4 hicugo and Montreal, 5.20 p. m.
Pullman 1*01000 Sleeping Corn on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

12.45,

SU 30.
4.00.

NEW KNG1.ANB ACSENCT,
till

Washington Street, Boston.

J. E. WOOTTKN,
C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Boston & Maine

TICKET

DEPOT

PANNENOEK TRAINS* \ilM, HAVE
PORTCAND for RONTON
6.1F», 8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6 30
at 10.45,
m., arriving at Boston
—,n—a. in., 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 p. m.
RONTON FOR PORTCAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p. in., Arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 5.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
ISON'I ON
FOR OCD ORCH ARD HE ACH, at 8.00,
9.00a.m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH FOR RONTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.50 and 6.54 p. m.
FOR
NCAKKORO
PORTS. AND
REACH, AND PINE POINT, at 6.15,8,45,
10.25 a. m., 12.35, 6.15, O.OO.and 8.16 p.m. FOR
OC D ORCHARD REACH at 6.15, 8.45,
10.26 a. ra.. 12.35, 12.55. 5. 15, 6.00, 6.30 and
8.15 p. m. Returning leave OCD OKCH A BD
at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a m.. 12.29, 2.45, 4 33, 7.25,
7.48 and 10.30 p. m.
PORTCAND FOR
NACO. at 6.15, 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12.36, 12.55,
5.15, 6.00, 6.30 and 8.15* p. m. FOR RIDDEFORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m
12.35,
12.55, 5.15, 6.00 and 8.15* p. in. FAIR KENNEHINK at 6.16, 8 46 a. m., 12.55, 5.15 and
8.15* p. in. FOR WECCNt at 6.15, 8.45 a. in.,
and 5.16 p.m. EOB NOItTH RV RWICH4
GREAT FACCM. AND DOV EK, at 6.15,
8.45a.m.,12 656.15and 6.30pm.FOK NACHION
FACCM,at 6.15, 8.45 a. mi., 12.56, and 5.15
FOR
EXETER. H A VERU1CC,
p. m.
CAH RENCK, AND
COWECC at 6.15,
8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p. m.
FO K NEW
HI A KKETi at 6.15, and 8.45 a. m.
FOR
KOCHENTER. FAKHIINGTON, N.H.,
ACTON BAY, W0CEB0K016H AND
CENTRE HARBOR at 8.45 a. m., and 12.55
p. m. FOR HIANCIIENTER! AND CONCORD! N. H., (via New Market Jet.) at 6 15
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.45 a. m.
HIOKNKNG TRAIN LEAVEN KENNEKSCNK
FOR PORTCAND at 7.26.
-Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Beach.
!Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 12.55 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
W“The 12.55 p. m. train from Portland conCine Nlrnmern for New
nects with Mound
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
train
with
all
Rail
Cinea for New York
p. m.,
and the South and West.
Parlor Cars on all through
trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Office.

No time should be lost if the stomach, liver and
bowels are affected, to adopt the sure remedy,
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. Diseases of the ornamed beget others far more serious, and a
elay is therefore hazardous.
Dyspepsia, liver
complaint, chills and fever, early rheumatic twinges,
kidney weakness, bring serious bodily trouble if
trifled with. Lose no time in using this effective
and safe medicine.
For sale by all Druggist*and Dealers generally.
eod&wlme
jy3

Sans

S.

general beverage and necessary

vegetable decomposition
as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

Aromatic

Sclinftpps

Is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.
saltr of

over

section of

A public

Dourer,

j

a

Bridetoi) & Saco Hiver Railroad,
1888.

j

claimed for it.

For sale by all Druggist

And lirtwors.

Ddotpho Wes Son& Co..
18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.
Jl-3___dly

SEARLES'

ATHLOPHOROS
HPKriFIC far

a

Rheumatism
and

Neuralgia,

Has met with unparalleled success wherever It has
been Introduced, not ouly curing cases of simple
forms of these diseases, but many wonderful cures
of CHRONIC RHEUMATISM are recorded, and
thus far not a single instance whore relief has not
been afforded.
'i bis medicine is put up with great
care, containing nothing that would be in any way injurious to
the most delicate constitution. Every one who has
used it has recommended it to other sufferers, and if
given a fair trial it will prove Its own merits
The following testimonial came to tis entirely unsolicited, and is a specimen of scores wo have on
file, the number increasing daily.
New Haven, January 1,1883.
R. N. Hkaklks:
Dear Sir.—I am glad to certify that your Rheumatic cure, Athlophoros. has cured mv wife when
all other remedies and the doctors failed. She was
with severe rheumatic pain—could scarccy move in bed. After taking three doses, according
to direction, I assisted her into a carriage, and she
enjoyed the ride very much aftor being contliied to
hor hod for three weeks, honing for something to
give relief. She has taken but one liottle to effect a
permanent cure Yours respectfully,
REV. E. N. SHELVE,
Agent Hoard of Charities, New Haven, ( onn.
For Sale by II. II. HAY A SON, Portland Me.

frustrate

PREPARED BY

THE ATHLOPHOROS
I l‘i Wiill Mim l,
John W. IVrliiMH A

Wholesale Agents.

COMPANY,
I>rw York.
Co., Portland, Me.,
d&w3tu

_

IMPORTED

of all

LIQUORS

Mki(n<lin ihe

ORIGINAL
-FOR

PACKAGES,

BALE BY-

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers.

410 NEEW NO. PORE Nl'HKKT,

I'OKT-

LAND, AIAINK.

Also, General Managers lor New England,
OK THE I'EI.KBKATED

Summit

Mineral

EKOITI

M(10

Spring Water,

IIAKKINON.nAINE.
S. It.

KILEs!

Advertising Agent,

•J30 WASH! GTON ST.,
BOSTON
Contracts for Advertisements in Nowspapors in a
of
the United States and the
Rl ties and towns
oritish Provinces.

ARRANGEMENT.

This is the only first-class two feet gauge railroad
in the World; having Steel Rails with improved
Fastenings; Locomotives with Spark Arrester;
Miller Platform and Air Brakes; Improved Seats,
giving ease and comfort to each individual passenger; Heating and Ventilation of the latest improvement; Safety Guards wherein it is impossible for
the car to leave the rail
WM. F. PERRY. President.
J. A. BENNETT, Gen’l. Pass. Agt.
atf
je28

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and after fflOADAT, June
18th, Passenger Trains will run
as follows
Leave
Portland for Dexter.
Bangor
and
Vaaceboro, Ml John, Halifax
the Provinces Ml. Andrews, Mt.
Stephen,
Fredericton

Aroostook
County, and all
Stations on B. dc Piscataquis B. R., 1.16
1.20 p. m.,
t6.10 p. m. *11.15
p. m.,
and
p. m.; for
Belfast
Skowhegan
1.15 p. m.,
1.20 p. m.,
*11.15 p. m.;
Watcrvillc, 6.45 a. m. 1.16 p. m„ 1.20
m. 16.10
m.
p.
Aup.
*11.15 p. m
gusta, Hallowell, Gardiserand Bran
swick 6.45 a. m., 1.20 p. m., t6.10, 6.30 and
*11.16 p. m«; Bath 6.45 a. m. 1.20p. m., 6.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
Rockland, and Knox dr*Lincoln R. R.,
6.45 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Anbnrn and Lewiston, 8. 15
a. m. 1.16 p. m.,
5,05 p. m. Lewiston via
Brunswick 6.45
a.
*11.15 p. m.;
m.,
Monmouth.
Farmington,
Winthrop,
and Maranacook, 8.15 a. m. 1.15 p. m. Oakland and North Anson, 1.16 p. m.
5.10 p. m. train is the Mt. John
t The
Fn*t Express, with Reclining Chair Car
attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick, Gardiner. Hallowell, -Augusta,
Watervilie and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.45 p. m. and St. John at 6.30 following

ap5

morning.

Eastern Railroad.

*The 11.16 p. ui. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers ELEA NORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 8 p. m.. and
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York. Price, including State Room, $5;
these steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
between
New
route
for
travelers
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Goods shipped by this Hue destined beyond Portland
or New York, will be at once lorwarded to their

ON

Train* leave Portland

Si

At

n.

m.

Blddeford,

Dolly (Night Pullman) for Sa*o,

Konnebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,

Portsmouth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biadi'ford, Konnebunk. Wells,North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport. Salem, Gloucester, Rock port,
Lynn, Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 14.55 p. m. (Express,) for Saco. Blddeford,
Keunebuuk,
| No.
Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery. Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.65 p. in.,

connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern and Western points.
At 6,.‘IO p. m. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. in.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston aud
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. ni., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

Trains Leave Boston
At 7.30, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.65
a. in. and 12.65 d. m.
At 12.80 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 5.00 p. m
At 7.00 p* n. IJ.iih
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

Went.

7.00 p. m.. and Port-

"TnTKKMATIONAL

Portland & <

to
nd for friend* in the Old Coun
ALLtrydesiring
will
money by buying their lire;,aid
s»ve
ticket* at

the General Ocean Steamship
steerage
No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake the
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pro
sent reduced rates by theCunard and other fast first
cla*s mail steamers coming direct across ti e
ocean,
on the warm Golf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers from toe and icebergs. I can sell prepaid
steerage passage tickets from Queenstown, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; London, Bristol, Carditl and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Hot
for,lam, Paris, Bremen and liar ngen, $27 00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Christi: isand, Bergeu
Trondbjem, Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children un
dcr 1 J halt fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
jan 24dtf
22 Exchange St.

Office,

ensbnrg R, R.

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.
—TO—

BIIHLINiiTON, VT.,
OGDENSBUKG, X. Y„
AND MONTREAL.
On mill after Monday June 25111,
I MM3, until
furihrr noli.. Fiiuriiiirr
Truiu. Irn.r Purllnui! n. follows:
5.33 A. M.—For Fabyan's. l.ittleton, Lancaster,
and all points on B. C. M. R. K., St. JohnBbury
Burlington, Ogdeusburg and all points on (>. (6 £
0. R. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and alt
points on Southeastern Railroad anil branches
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor ears ami

ter. Theae steamers take the

of State

Friday at 6 p. m.,
•John, wit:; connections for

ly

Steamer LEWISTON, Capt.
Charles Deering, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
•
tnd Friday Evenings, at 11.16
o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick. (Stage from sedgwiek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer*, South West and Bar Harbors,
Milbridge, done*port and Machiasport.
Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO\ UMOINE. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip, also with B. ic B. Steam
ers at Rockland, going East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
will leave Machiasport every
Monday and Thursday^it 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings.and connecting at Portland with
Pullman and early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

land.)

new Steamer CITY OF KI1TI.TIOMI,
Win. t. Dennison, leaving same wharf
.Hondar, Wednesday, & Saturday Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Ex pi ess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onl\
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. ra next daV

The

Caps.

every

Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth, Monday’sand Wed

nesday’s trips.
At Bar Harbor with steamer for Gouldsboro
Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returring, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday \Vednesaay and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston

arriving

from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands. New Zealaid
and Australia.
For Freight
Passage, sailing lists and further

[

to

or

at 10 00 p

m.

GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas.and General Ticket Agent
E. CUSHING, General Agent.
Portland, June 18, 1883.
jul8dtf

Boston
—

AND

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BOS TDK

Ererj Wednesday and Sat■rday.
From PHILADELPHIA
EYery Tuesday and Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the W’est by the Penn. R. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
It on mi Trip 918
Pswoge Tern Dallam
Meals mid Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. H. MA.7IPMO.3r, Agent,
de31tf
70 Long Wharf. Heston.

p

Philadelphia,

STEAMERS

•TmE TABLE.

STEAMER Ml BARTLETT.
Will leave Long Wharf, foot of
Exchange Street
at 9 a. m. for Jonc* l auding ami
Long laland, 10.46 a. m. for Long Inland and Little
« hrbengur, 2.16 p. in. Jonen
Limiting. Long
Inland, Little and Great Chebeague Inland*.
Returning—Leave Long Inland for Portland
direct at lo a. m.. Utile C hebeague at 13
M.,
Long Inland at 12.16 p. m., Jonen Land ng
at 12.45 p. m.
Afternoon—Leave €3rent C hebeague at 4.30
p. m., Little C'bebengue at 4.45 p. in., Long
Inland at 5.00 p. m., Jonen Landing at 5.30 p.
m.

Every pleasant evening this Steamer will leave
Long Wharf tor Jonen I,anding and long Island at 7.15 p. m. Regular tare 25 et«. round

Faro to Peaks Island round trip, 15 eta.
Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for special
excursions will apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase Aboard the boat.

trip.

•Except when chartered

for

special excursions.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.
follows,

Harpswell 8.00

a.

m, 2.46 p.

address the Genoial Eas-

f.’l$ R iBTLETTA CO.,
Il3 8int<>mr< cl, for- Broad
Boston
or to \V. L>. LITTLE &
CO.,
fohSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portlaud.

m.,

Great

Chebeague, East end, 8.30 a. m., Jonhs', G.46 a.
m., 3.3u p. m., Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m., 3.45
p. m., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.06 p. mM arriving

Portland at 8 a m„ 4.45 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland.
9.30 a. m., 8.15 p. m.. Long Island, 10.10 a.
6.66 p m., Little
10.30 a. m., 7.16 d.
m., Great Chebeague, Jenks’, 10.43 a. mM 7.30 p
m. liasl End,
7.3op.ra., arriving at Harpswell at
11.30 a. m., 8.15 p. m.
at

m.’,

Chebeague,

snniAt trips.
Leave Portland. 10.00 a. in., 5.30 p. m. returning
leave Harpswell. 2.45 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
jy2dtf
Capt. GEO. F. WEST.

UNRW smSBOAT CO.
TIME

TABLE.
*•

Jones
to

Peaks Island.

ti.16
7.45
9.35

916

i°‘i5
P.
M.
2.00
3.00

1.15
2.20
4.45
6.55
0.30

6.15
7.15

10-15

_siwuiv

2 30

iis
6 45

.oT?

tihe taiu.k.

a-"**-

lm:

<-00

10.15
Pit.

---

6.30
0.40
u“°

,--M-

«*•»•

5.15

6.30

_9.00

alwve

Not to be run in

^tnAS.

jUiodtf

6.00
7.20
9.50
Urn,
p m

ii.2o
P. M.

12.16

a

Portland.
A. M-

A. M.

7.00

”

to

Portland.

A. M.

,

Trefethen’s
Landing

Landing

to

0-1"
10 00

E M I T A

JOHN T. STERLING.

Franklin
Wharf

Brltania .Feb. 10

cisco.
Steamer* sail

information, apply

,&

r

BETTR3fl!%«4,

JAPAN, OniNA,

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
■363 WASHIHUTOM ST.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper In the
United Stale# and Urithdi Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Price#. Any information cheerfully given
and ©itiinatc# promptly furnished.
File of the Pubhm Kept for inapeotiou at any tin#
Soud for Circular
Estimate# furnished.
Uit of 100 okoioo newspaper#.

dtf

And Machias Steamboat Company.

ex

Islands. New Zealand and
Australia.
Steamers sail from Now York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each
month, carryiug
passenger* and freight for all tho above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

DODD’S

fcl.

Portland Bangor ML Desert

Huadwicfc

jun23dtf

and

JanlO

CAPT

1M OIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.
TG CALIFORNIA,

&c.
J IIA till,TON. Muprrinlrndrnt.
H. F«VK «. T. A.

Portland, June 22d, 1883.

|

Eastport

sale of passage tickets by the White
Star,
Canard. Anchor. State, American, Red Star!
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin aad steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&e. and other information apply to J L, FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

For sailing list*, cabin plans, passage rates and
drafts, apply to J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange St.
del it
dly

Ogdeusburg

CHAM.

25

for

Gala la. Kobblnaton, SI.
Pembroke. Boulton Woodatoek. Grand
Men an,
Campobelle, Dlgby, Annapolla, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst
Pleton, Sbedlac,
Bathurst, Dalheosle, Char
lottetovn Fort Fairfield, Grand Falla, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter,
colonial, Windsor, and Annapolla, Western Counties, Kail Heads, and Stage Kontas.
HP'Fre.ght received op to 4 p. m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Kontes, Tickets
Slate Booms and farther information apply at
Company’s Ofiice, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HEHSEY
resident, and Manager

Andrews,

—

Republic.Jan.

WEEK.

•■«»« HiiilroM,) Wharf,
(treet, erery Monday, Wednesday

_

foot
and

iremesoutherlyroutes. avoiding
all dangers from iceberg*. Cabin $80 and $80; Excursion $110 and $144; Steerage at low rates. The
sailings are a* follows:
Germanic
....Jan. 20 1 Baltic....,.Feb. 1

bury.

dtf

ffl.

ON Ml) AVTEB HON.
MAY, WAV lllh ruw
er»
of
(hi* U., will

V. 8. aad Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.
Kate* reduced for Fall and Win-

13.33 p. m. (Transfer statiou 1.00 p. m.) Express
for Glen House, Crawford’s,
Fabyan’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Kook, Hiram or BrowulleM.
6*33 p. iu. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Truiu. arrive in l>orilnn<l:
8.40 a. m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
12.55 noon—from Fabyan’s and all Mountain points.
0.15 p. in.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. in. for Portland and way stations.)
7.45 p. iu,-Express from Montreal, Burlington,

TRIPiTPER

THREE

STtAMER

WHITE STAR LINE.

passenger coaches and baggage oars will run
through without change to Moutreal.witli through
cars to Swantou and Burlington via. St. Johns-

STEAMSHIP

SPRING ARHANGLHENTS.

as

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

Agent:

Eustport, We., Calais, We., St.
John, N.Halifax, \. *., Ac.

Leave

Pullman Car Ticket* (or Seata aid
Berth* -•!«» at Depot Tirket OAtr# only.
♦Juno 17, 18H3
PAYSON TUCKER,
l>. W. SAMJOKN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent.
Junltfdtf

be obtained at 22

and after July 2, 1883, the Steamer Gorwill leave Harpswell daily for Portland
ON dou
vix:

feTKAMEKb.

Point* Seuih nud

can

I*. COYLE. Jr., General
Portland, May 10, 1883

PATSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l. Pass. A Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12, 1883
JulSdtf

and Portland 8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 6.39 p. nr
Through Pullman Sleeping Cars

State Rooms

J

rate*.

On
m.

arrival.

ISLAND

Limited Tickets first and second class for
Hr.Jokn and Halifax on sale at reduced

Pullman Parlor Cars
Trains leaving Boston 9 a.ro., 12.30 and 7.00 p.

On Trains leaving Boston at
land 2.00 a. m.
Through Tic ketn to nil

on

Tickets and

Exchange Street.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., G.15 p. m.; Mt. Johu
7.00 ami 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Han I ton, 7.00
а. m.. 8.30 p. m.;
«t. Htrphe n. 7.30 a. m.,
9.00 p. n».; Vnn< eboro. 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,
1.60 n. m,; Huck-pori, 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
б. 06 p. m.: Hangar. 7.20 a. m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.; Orxier, 7.00 a.m,8.10 p. m. Belfa*i, 8.45 a. ni., 3.15 p. m.; Mkowfeenitn.
8 30 a. m. 3.06 p. ro.; Waterville. 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3.33 and 10.08 p.m.; Augu-tH, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
Onrdinrr, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m„ 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.; Bath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.56 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. na. 4,45 & 5.10
p. m. 12.36 a. m., (night.) Rack land ,8.16 a. m.,
1.26 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Lew
intaU'7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillip*.7.06 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
a. m.; Nlarauncook, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p.m.;
m.
3.37
IVauthrop, 10.18 a.
p.
m.,
being due Tn Portland as follows: The morning
traiu* from Augusta and
Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.36 and 12.45 p. m. Tho
afternoon trains from w aterrille, Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.16 p. m. The Night Pullmar, Express train at 1.60 a. m.
Excnnion Bairs to IflarnuRcook and return to pnrtie* of Are or more.

new

WINES «fc

SUMMER

Connects
at
Biidgton junction with
Portland and
Ogdcnsburg trains that
Leave Portland M.45 a. m. 14.35 p. m. and
tt.15 p. m. Arrive at Bridgton 11.10 a. ui
3 30 p. in and 9.15 p. ui
Leave Bridgton 5 50 a. m. 10.10 a. m
and 5.40 p. m. Arrive at Portland M 40 n.
ui. 14.50 p. m. and 7 45 p. m.
making close
connections East and West with Beston
trains
Mtage connections at Bridgton for No~th
Bridgton, Harrison and Waterford.

hare

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

L_..

sale unequaled

distillation

Francisco,

point* In the
Northwest, West and Monthwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER. Superintendent.
oet7dtf

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and

•

and all

Exchange
tTfuRBER,

country of Cdolpho Wolfe's

Man

Steamship Company

FOR

INDIA NT.

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati, Mt. Louis, Omaha, Maginmw
Ml. Paul, Malt Lake City,

PORTCAND FOR BOMTON and W AY
NT ATIONN at 1.00 and 5.30 p, m. BOMTON
FOR PORTCAND at 8.30 a. m. and 6.00
PORTCAND
FOR OCD
ORp. m.
CHARD REACTS at 10.00 a. m. and 1.00,
3.30 and 6.30 p. m. OCD ORCH ARD FOR
PORTCAND 12.22, 2.45, 7.30 and 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 1(L00 a. m., 1.00 and
5.30 p, m. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.16 and 9.36 p. m.
Trains on Boston St Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Centra] and Portland St Ogden burg trains at Trans*
fer Station.
All trains stop at^ Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be hail of HI. C. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston St Maine Depot, and at TTaion
Ticket Office, 40
St.
J.
Gen. Snpt.
S. H. STEVENS, Geu. Agent, Portland.

30 vears duration in every

our

AT

To Canada.

8CNDAY TRAIN*.

WOLFE’S

a

FOOT OF
______

LitteP-*

corrective of water rendered impure by

Maine

Agenl.^

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office%

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates.

On and after Monday, June 18* 1883.

STOMACH

As

tOVLi^Jr.,

may!2_

-AND-

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

San

SCHNAPPS.

kjF“Ticketn

OFFICE"*

74 EXCHANGE 8 MBEET

Railroad,

_

A.

pHBsengers by this line are reminded that they secomfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and lnoonvenieuee of arriving in Boston late
at night.
and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the variou#
Ball and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
Cienernl
J. ff.

cure a

|SS3,

DKPABTUBEM:

JMiMlwijqlgat

W.

(Sundays excepted).

Railway of Canada.

after Monday, June 4A5lb,
Train* will run nm follow*:

leave

alternately

will

FRANKLIN wharf, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WIlAltF, Boston, at 7 o'clock p. m.

CHANGE OF TIME.

Philadelphia

TREMONT and favorite

The elegant new steamer
steamer flOHN BROOKS

destination

Leave Jan ton for Portland* and
;
vldCwlaton 4.46 and 9.40 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
i w'”
a. m. and 1.30 p. in.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Stage connection* with Byron, Mexico, Dlxfield,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. 8upt,
Portland. June. IB, 1883
octl4dtf
-...

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

charging.)

Richardson. Sagua, 12 days;

sch Mary Ellen, Crocker, Polnt-a-Pitre.
Passed the Gate 8th, schs Acara, Cummings, Two
Rivers, NS, for New York; Milo J Simmons, Simmons, do for do; Volant, Guptill, Bangor for do;
W itch Basel. Arnold, Ha'lowell for Albany; 11 T
Hedges, Haight, Llncolnville for New York; Charley Hanley, Dwyer, Rockland for do; (Commerce,
Sawyer, do for do; Lucy AtneM Robbins, do for do;
Mabel Hall, Hall, do for do; Nile, Spear, do for do;
DM French, Childs, Rock port for do; Dexalo,
Holmes, Sullivan for do; Silver Spray,
Thomoston fordo; Sammy Ford, Ailyn, New York
for Mlllbridge; Helen, Williams.
for
Hurricane Islands; Orizlmbo, Guptill, Port Johnson
for Salem; Ira E Wright, Aroy, Kondout for Portsmouth.
|
NEW HAVEN—Cld 6th, sch Mary Spague, Mat-

Philadelphia.

NINTH AND VBEE.N

lu port Ctb, sch A S Snare, Smith, from Jacksonville.
Sid fm Montevideo June 1st, barque Carrie E
Long, Park. Boston.
Ar at Dorchester, NB, 8d, seb Belvidere, McLeod,
Calais.
Passed Anjer May 14th, barque B F Watson,
Hawkins, Manila for New York.
Sid fm Demarara June 7th, barque Florence L
Genovar, Veazie, Port Spain, to load for Delaware
Breakwater.
In |*ort at Padang April SOtb.barque J II Bowers,
Carlctou. for New York,
Ar at Samaraug May 16th, ship Frank N Thayer,
Morrison. New York (to proceed to Iloilo after dis-

Am

damaged.

York,

Trenton &

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

Sid 3d, barque Laurens, Worth, (from New York)

IflBnOKANDA.

Ship Wro H Connors, Nichols, at San Francisco
from Liverpool, reports Juno 3d lat 11 N, Ion
116 43 W. encountered a hurricane from NK to S,
during which blow away several sails; otherwise
bad moderate weather during passage.
Brig Stacy Clark, fioni Bath for Savannah, before
reported below Boston, retorts July 6tb, lat 40 60,
Ion OH 20. off South Channel, was run into by a
The Stacy Clark
west bound European steamer.
lost bowsprit and headgear and was otherwise

I

-BETWEEN-

New

Hamburg

by any other alcoholic

Cleared.

R UI.HOAE
w

Bound Brook Route.

Cld at St John, NB, 7tli, schs LAinpody, Hold*
or. Rockland; A G Blair, Sypbus, Rockland.
Sid fm Rio Janeiro dune 14th, barque John R
Stanhope, DeWinter, Bahia.
In port at Rosario June 4th, barques S R Hale.
Haven, for Boston; Woodside. Montgomery, for do.
Sid from roads, Flushing, June 23d, C C Chapman, Pearce, San Francisco.
Sid fm Greenock June 28th, John
J Marsh,
Fsulkencr, New York.
Ar at St Helena, no
date, Corypbene, Ginn,
Manila foj New York,
In port at Buenos Ayres June 8tb, barque Sarmiento, for Boston.
Sid fin Bermuda June 23d, sch Mabel Hooper,
Hooper, St Martins.

B

Steamer State of Maine, Pike, Boston for Kastport and St John, NB.
Sch O B Kimball, Kimball, North Boothbay.
Sch Polly, Clark. Hurricane 1-land.
Sch Stella Lee, hradium, Bluehill—Stone to DB
Bicker.
Sch Kittv Clark. Maloney, Rockland.
Sch Victoria (Br). FJeweillng, F.ederickton NB.

Rnmford Fall* & Buckiield

PSii heaoIgII

Schiedam Aromatic

9.

dijr

RAIUtOAlTs7~

PORTSMOUTH-Ar 6th. schs William A Duhosque. Gates, Hoboken for Dover; Fannie Hodgkins, Tibbetts, do for do.
Ar 7th, sch Viola May. Fisher, Perth Amboy.
BANGOR—Ar 7th, schs Ellen Perkins, Randall,
Perth Amboy.
Cld 7th, schs Mary Powers, Powers, Savannah;
A P Emerson, Emerson, Baltimore; Lanie Cobb,
do; Coohoco, Seward, Philadelphia.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Arrived.

ohanpe Btreet.
•
Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PKTKRS, Bupt.
jno

—.-

Philadelphia.

..

......

1.03

Kbin,

For*

...

m.,

FARE $1.00.

«’

Abyssin-ji.New York..Liverpool.. ..July 10
France... ...New York.-Havre.July 11

Elbe.New York. .Bremen.Julv
New York..Liverpool.. .July
City of Paris
State of Georgia.. .New York. .Glasgow.July
-New York. .Laguayra
Valoucia—
.July

Alfred, Wal-

m. in., and (mixed) at «.:*o
Returning
leave Ifoohoster at (mixed) «.46 a.
m., 11,16
86
arriving at Portland
9.40
a.
m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
(mixed)
Per Carbarn, Maccarappa. Uamberluad
Weatbraak and Woodford’..
♦am™.
at7.no a. in., 1.03, O.’JO and (mixed)
*u.:iO p. u>.
The ■ .03 p. m. tialn from Portland connect, at
Aye- June, with IlHmc Tunnel Haute for
t It Wert, and at Union Uepat, W.rtrarr, for
New York via Norwich l.ine, and all rail,
itMpriugfield, also with N. V. A n. i;.
It (“Stenmor Maryland Route”) for Fblladrl.
Haliinere, Washington, and the
ouib and with (tauten A Albany R. B. for
the tV r.i,
Clo»>eonnectlone made at tVrubrocK Junelieu with throngh train, of Me. Central K. If., and
at (JrandTrnnk
Tran.fer, Portland, with through
train, of (Jrand Trunk K. U.
Through ticket, to all points Booth and Weel. at
Depot oflees and at Collins ft Adams' So. 22 Ex-

Mus-

for

m.

a.
a. m.

NEWBURYPORT—Sid 7th, schs Louts A Boardman, Norwood, Calais; Fred C Holden, Fitch, New
York; Minnesota, Rich, Bangor; Ida L Kay, Marshall, Kennebec river to load for New York.
EDGARTOWN—Ar 4th,sob F A Sawyer, Freethy,
New York for Boston.
Ar 6th, Boh Fannie Flint, Warren, Baltimore for
Medford.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 7th, sch Mary Lyinburner,
Booker, Hallowell for New York; Georgiaua,
Wentworth, Haugor,
PLYMOUTH—Ar 6th, sch Forester, Young,
Ellsworth.
V1NEY ARD-HAVKN—Ar Oth, schs Silver Heels,
Bulger, Ellsworth for Clark’s Bay and New York;
Albus, Bray, Bangor for Derby, Ct; Albert W
Smith, Berry, Windsor, NS, for Alexandria,
Sid Ctb, schs Revenue, Emma Green, Elisa BCoftin, Mary Augusta.
SALEM—Ar 7th, sch Comma, Brown, Port John-

Dunbar New York for Valparaiso.
Ship L Scbepp. Gates, from New York
Francisco, June 3d. lat 38 N, Ion 43 W.

p.

SMlwaicr,

Npriaiv.lt,
erboroand 1..co
Hlvrr7.:SO

Denning, do;

MTEAiflMHlP*.

Fit on

•„‘^*Fortland

CHnian, Ayer June., Ullchbnrg,
Nesbu., l.owell, YVIndbum, and tip» -• « *.a« n. m. and 1.03 p.m.
^ol* «“nck<5*,*r» ^J*ncord and t*otnta North, at

Kelley,

Steamers!

Monday, June I*,
Passenger Trains will leave

K!IT??-—51 Hb3»

Sv’

of Trains.

Arboreer, Clark, do; Eliza Ann, Wheeler, Bangor;
Hero, Lowe. Wiuterport; Leontine, Bragdon. Sullivan, Junietta, Thompson, Columbia Falls; Haunah
Grant, Strout, Cherrytield; Ida, Strout, do; Earl,

quash, NB,

1ST

On *nd after

-—

Yates, Yates, Philadelphia; Garland,
Llbuy. Weehawken; Abbie H Hodgdman, Frye, do;
Artemas 1 irrell, Snow, Hoboken; Decorra, Perry,
do; Peerless, Orne, Southport; J Kennedy, Randall,
Calais; Champion, Wells, do; Lexingtou, Nutter,
Machias; Eastern Light. Kelley, Millbridge; Frank
Marta, Alley, Ellsworth; Telegraph, Keinlck, do;

Belfast; Ludowlck

STEAMERS.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R

MPCfUBft
June 8th, lat 3 S, Ion 29 W, barque Moonbeam

DEATH*.

I

RAILROADS.

Portland and Worcester Line.

son.

of Uuu-

use

MI8CELLANE08.

town; Eva C

Darby,

green apples, till she
Was doubled up like the leuer V,

At

NEWPORT—Ar 8th, sch Lookout, Pomeroy,
Calais for New Haven.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 6th, sch Adele Felicia,
Grapo, WiscMsot for Newport.
Ar 7tli, sch Silver Heels. Bulger, Calais.
Sid 7tb, *ch 8 C Hart, Harriman, Philadelphia
BOSTON—Cld 7tb, schs Mary Freeland, Clark,
Richmond, Va, via Konnohec; Joseph Eaton, Jr,
Cbattte.ld, Albany via Kennebec.
Sid 7tb, barque Jennie Cobb.
Ar 8th, brig Shannon ( New iTcrk), Bawyer.Philadelphia: sch Louise A Orr (of Philadelphia). Brown,
Matanz&s June 20; B R Woodside, Keed, George-

u *11 i V further notice
foggy or stormy weather.
A.M’AKIIOW,

business
Hook

Treasurer and

Manager.

dTkecTory
Hinder.

WJl. A. RIIKCT, Beam 11, Printer.
II
Bickaats
Exchange Street

